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Objectives
The Department of Communications and Information Technology (ComIT) provides and supports
communications, information, and technology solutions to enable city businesses, to inform the
community, and to improve and promote quality of life and public safety. As such, it is ComIT’s
responsibility to ensure continued delivery of technology services to the City’s critical business functions in
the event of a disruption. As part of ComIT’s Disaster Recovery and Resiliency Initiative, a Business Impact
Analysis (BIA) was conducted. The results of which are the primary content of this document.
The purpose of a BIA is to pinpoint which business units or departments, operations and processes are
crucial to the continued delivery, and in some cases, uninterrupted delivery of technologies and services to
the organization. The primary purpose of this BIA is to identify critical technologies and services ComIT
delivers to the City of Virginia Beach. While this effort was intended to focus on technologies, ComIT used
the opportunity to identify non-technical information that is of import to Continuity of Operations Planning
(COOP) for each City department. A terminology list can be found in APPENDIX A.
The main objectives of this Business Impact Analysis were to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify all business functions within each department
Assign each function a Recovery Time Objective with justification
Identify the applications supporting those business functions
Assign application criticality based upon their respective business function
Identify upstream and downstream dependencies that may affect the delivery of goods and/or
services.

The technical information gathered will be used to develop disaster recovery strategies for the City. All
non-technical information has been made available to the City departments for COOP planning purposes.

4
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Methodology, Discovery, Assumptions, and Constraints
Methodology
ComIT chose to use interviews as a means of collecting information. Interviews provide a more reliable and
comprehensive method of gathering information than a survey. Further, interviews provide an opportunity
for increasing the level of awareness and departmental responsibility for response and recovery planning.
ComIT interviewed each department head, his or her direct reports, and their functional managers. Upon
completion of the interviews, the data gathered from each of the three levels were cross checked for
thoroughness, consistency, and to uncover missing or relevant information.
The interview consisted of a series of questions to identify functions, criticality, dependencies, legal and
regulatory requirements, key personnel, alternate locations, and other technical and non-technical
information. A sample questionnaire can be found in APPENDIX B. A list of those interviewed can be
found in APPENDIX C.
The assigned criticality is from the users’ perspective only. Further fine tuning will occur over time and
applications will change as ComIT becomes more mature in its resiliency efforts.

Discovery
Interviews were conducted beginning January 30, 2013 and were completed July 30, 2013. Upon
completion of each interview, a summary was sent to the interviewee for review and approval. The
interviewee returned the summary which was then incorporated into his/her departmental BIA report. The
departmental report was then sent to the department head. This BIA Final Report was compiled using the
information from the departmental reports. Department and individual BIA Summaries are available
through ComIT Applications Support, ComIT Resiliency Team.

Assumption and Constraints
The BIA was constructed by the information elicited from the end users. It is assumed that the end user
knows best which applications are critical to their business functions.


A BIA is only the first of several steps in determining the criticality of Customer
applications/functions. The BIA reflects the opinions of the end users. Criticality of City applications
will be fined tuned when the Disaster Recovery Plan (DR) and the Continuity of Operations plans
(COOP) are developed and tested.



The BIA alone cannot be the only factor in determining appropriate recovery strategies. When
selecting the appropriate strategy, each application requires all three of the following:
o

Data sensitivity
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o
o

6

Level of criticality
Cost of recovery strategy



Because the BIA was a project of and for ComIT, the BIA was focused on City technologies. When
able, additional non-technical information was gathered on behalf of the Departments.



Several data centers are not supported by ComIT. While the application information has been
collected a collaborative Disaster Recovery effort has not been addressed.
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Recovery Time Objectives (RTO)
The business functions and supporting applications of the City of Virginia Beach have been assigned a level
of criticality referred to as RTO or Recovery Time Objective.
An RTO level is the duration of time and a service level within which a business process must be restored
after a disaster (or disruption) in order to avoid unacceptable consequences associated with a break in
business continuity. The table below was based upon the process of determining mission essential
functions as per the guidelines provided by the State of Virginia and adopted by the City of Virginia Beach in
2008 and re-adopted by City Management in December 20121.
RTO level 1 (0 downtime/continuous service required)
Assigned to functions that relate to or support matters of life and death, or, without that function
conditions would put citizens and visitors in harms’ way.
RTO level 2 (Three days or less)
Assigned to functions that directly support level 1 functions or are critical to the recovery of the City’s
basic infrastructure.
RTO level 3 (Seven days or less)
Assigned to functions that can be restored after levels 1 and 2 have been restored. Most City functions
fall within levels 3 and 4.
RTO level 4 (Twenty four days or less)
Assigned to functions that can be deferred until more critical City functions have been recovered.
The assignment of criticality to each function was determined based on the RTO above, the expertise
within the department, industry expertise, and generally accepted Professional Practices2.
Most downtime events are not the result of total devastation. However, for response and recovery
planning purposes, a worst-case scenario is used. A worst-case scenario assumes that the physical
infrastructure supporting each respective business unit has been destroyed and all records, equipment,
personnel, etc. are not immediately accessible. In the event of total municipal devastation the rebuild
efforts would exceed the RTOs.
The RTOs above should be re-evaluated to meet the requirements of the technology capabilities on a
regular basis and with each change to the production operating environment or methodology. If the

1

VDEM Guide to Identifying Mission Essential Functions (MEFs) and Conducting Business Process Analyses (BPAs), 2011. Virginia Department of
Emergency Management, Richmond, December 2011. http://www.vaemergency.gov/sites/default/files/VDEMGuidetoMEFs_v1_Dec11_1.pdf>
2

Professional Practices, 2012, DRII, 1 July 2012. <http://drii.org>
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capabilities of technology do not meet the requirements of the business unit, a gap exists leaving the
business unit vulnerable. These gaps must be identified and mitigated to prevent extended outages and
serious impact to the City. Some gaps are discovered while conducting the BIA but a more thorough
discovery of vulnerabilities are revealed during the testing and validation of the departmental COOP plans
and the Disaster Recovery plan. Testing and validation of COOP and DR plans should be done annually.

8
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Departments Interviewed
Interview Schedule (a comprehensive interview schedule can be found in APPENDIX C)
February/March
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Department of Human Services
Police
Fire
EMS
ECCS
ComIT
Museums/Historic Preservation
Convention Center/Visitors Bureau
Finance
City Treasurer
11. Clerk of the Circuit Court

April/May
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Public Works
Public Utilities
Public Health
Human Resources
Office of Volunteer Services
Commissioner of Revenue
City Managers
City Auditors
City Attorney
Real Estate Assessor
City Clerk
Media & Communications Group
Public Libraries

May/June/July
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Parks & Recreation
Commissioners Attorney
Sheriff’s Office
Director of Management Services
Agriculture
Economic Development
Housing & Neighborhood Preservation
Planning & Community Development
Cultural Affairs

State Entities
Some State entities rely upon the City of Virginia Beach to provide Internet access and the City’s
infrastructure, i.e., Human Services, Public Health, Sheriff’s Department, etc. In addition, City Departments
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rely upon State systems and critical applications to perform their functions, i.e., Department of Social
Services. Information was gathered on some State entities but their resiliency efforts should be addressed
in their departmental COOP plans and the State’s COOP and DR plans.

10
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Applications Summary
The applications list in the BIA contains only those applications that have been identified by the end users.
There were 440 applications identified. Many applications were not identified by the departments for a
variety of reasons. However, it is safe to assume that any missing applications can be considered as noncritical. If any of the applications not mentioned are in fact critical, their criticality will be reveled in the DR
plan and COOP plans. The total number of CVB applications, provided by the Applications Portfolio
Management Team (APMT), is 894.
Because the BIA applications list includes the following, the number of applications and their respective
criticality may be slightly skewed.









Apps that ComIT may/may not support
Web portals
Social media
Radio tools not included in master list
Interfaces
Systems software
COTS packages
Other

Additional efforts are underway by APMT and Gartner Group3 to further identify and categorize
applications.

Application Portfolio Management Team
Conducting the BIA is only the first of several steps in identifying critical applications. This applications list
is a living document. Additional fine tuning will occur as the DR Plan and the COOP plans are developed.
Further, the APMT will use the BIA information in their efforts moving forward to:




The APMT will do a comparison of the application list provided by the BIA team to see which
applications are not included on the main list.
Although the BIA and APM were separate initiatives, the analysis is showing how these processes
will link to our overall strategy plan for ComIT.
Both initiatives have proven to provide recommendations on how application management and BIA
can be a part of a continuous business process improvement effort. Setting Guideline for our cities
SDLC and Disaster Recovery processes.
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Once the BIA is final, the list will be turned over to the APP Team to further fine tune application
information. They will be able to:





Categorize type of applications/tools
Confirm which applications ComIT supports and which applications it does not support
Add applications/tools discovered during the BIA that were not on the Master List
Combine all lists into one ComIT Application Master List

Application RTOs
The critical applications list can be considered roughly 90% complete. The results of the BIA can be used to
determine the appropriate Disaster Recovery strategies for the City’s most critical applications.
The total applications for the City of Virginia Beach are 894 (Application Portfolio Project Team). The chart
below breaks down the 894 applications by RTO.

Application Breakdown by Criticality
13%

4%
7%

0 downtime = 119 apps
<3 days = 39 apps
<7 days = 60 apps

76%

<24 days = 676 apps

The comprehensive applications table, by criticality, can be found in APPENDIX D.

Recovery Strategies
The BIA alone cannot be the only factor in determining appropriate recovery strategies. Each application
requires consideration of the following criteria:




Data sensitivity
Level of criticality
Cost of recovery strategy

Applications should be evaluated independently and assigned an appropriate recovery strategy. The
possible strategies are:


12

Option A – Tape backup and on site replication – current strategy
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Option B – Cloud computing/recovery
Option C – Real time backup and recovery of systems at an alternate site
Option D – Peer to Peer/Collaboration



Option E – Hot site – Use of space and systems at a recovery vendor

BIA Value Add









Information gathered will help assist the Applications Portfolio Management Team to fine tune the
Master Applications List and to manage City applications going forward.
The BIA methodology was designed to encourage ongoing communication and collaboration of
COOP and DR planning efforts with City departments.
The BIA was designed to help transfer and/or share COOP and DR ownership and subsequently
costs to Customers.
On behalf of the customers, ComIT gathered non-technical information the departments can use to
update or develop their COOP plans
ComIT has a better understanding of which departments use/share a single application, e.g.,
Hansen is used by PW, PU and P&R. ComIT will able to track more thoroughly the impact of
changing or decommissioning applications. In addition, ComIT is better able to prevent the
procurement of redundant software packages.
Through the BIA, ComIT is able to identify applications that are supported externally. This will help
in transitions from externally supported applications to ComIT supported applications & services.
The BIA process has produced the opportunity for ComIT to begin laying down the larger
Operational Risk Management Framework, i.e., collaboration with Emergency Operations and City
Auditors.

Findings and Recommendations for ComIT
The interviews revealed a number of concerns. Because this BIA is technology centric, we have identified
concerns for ComIT in the following pages. Non-technical concerns will be addressed by the departments
when they develop or update their COOP plans. Such concerns have been made available to the
departments through the interview summaries. A complete list of recommendations for all City
departments can be found in APPENDIX D.



Data Centers



Network and Communications



Information Security and Privacy



Server Infrastructure
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Database Team



COTS Team



GIS



Customer Service



Oracle Program Group



Business Systems Team



Web Engineering



Multimedia



Public Safety Program Group



Client Services



Staffing, Operations, and Recovery Planning
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Data Centers
The 3 primary City Data Centers supported by ComIT include:




Operations (Bldg 2) – Primary for core infrastructure and business applications
ECCS 911 Center (Bldg 30) – Primary for public safety applications
Convention Center - Supports VBCC functions, e.g., Audio, Security, Event Mgt., Lighting, etc. plus
acts as central hub for Police precinct and Fire station for that geographic location

Building #2 – Operations Center
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

The primary data center for ComIT is located in a public building near a loading
dock. Anyone can access the building leaving the City’s primary data
infrastructure vulnerable to attacks or breaches.
The data center cannot be protected in building 2 since most of the building is, and
needs to be, accessible to the public. Relocating the data center is the best option.
However, a short term solution for the basement floor/dock exposure concern
would be to install a guard to prevent anyone going beyond the point that is
required for deliveries.
Lock the dock doors promptly at 5:00 p.m. and open no earlier than 8:00 a.m.
An electrical equipment room in Bldg. 2, located in the basement between the
loading dock and the primary ComIT data center, has been found to be unlocked
on a regular basis.
Keep the electrical room locked and have it checked daily by building maintenance.
Check permissions for entry and limit access to the electrical room where
reasonable.
Power and backup power is unreliable at the primary data center for ComIT.
There is a single path for power and cooling distribution. Generator is exposed,
old, and it is hard to get parts because the product is produced outside of the
United States.
Install a new electrical distribution system (in progress).
Establish SLAs with existing vendor.
Buy and store backup parts.
Replace the generator, use old as backup to perform maintenance.

The primary ComIT data center consumes huge amounts of power to operate
servers and cooling.
Provide energy monitoring to manage and streamline consumption.
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Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

In the event of a complete loss of the primary ComIT data center, there is no
failover of critical functions and applications to a remote site.
Develop and implement failover strategies for critical applications at a remote site.
Other Risk Mitigation Recommendations
Move cables stored below the flooring to elevated cable trays so that cable trays
are not exposed to water.
Conduct a comprehensive risk analysis on Bldg. #2. This would include the building
envelope, plumbing, electrical, proximity to surrounding threats, security, etc.
The generator at the primary data center (Bldg. #2) for ComIT is exposed to the
elements and/or malicious activity.
Build a secure enclosure around the generator similar to that for the ECCS
generators.

Building #30 – ECCS
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

ECCS data center relies heavily on Motorola for service. ComIT does not have
SMEs for Motorola equipment.
Hire Motorola SME and cross train

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Wiring in the ECCS is loose and in the ceiling.
Mark and encase the wiring in conduit.
If possible relocate wiring beneath the flooring

Issue

If ECCS's private branch exchange is unavailable, ECCS can fail over to the City's
line but ComIT would have to make the switch and not ECCS.
The procedures should be finally detailed and steps put in place to make the switch
over seamlessly.

Recommendation

16

ComIT (Systems Support) indicated that it is imperative that ECCS stays up. The
CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) at ECCS is not integrated with the other systems.
It is vendor supported. The same applies for telephony and the Motorola Radio
systems. When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center,
no transition occurred.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition / knowledge transfer with the
appropriate teams (Data Center, Server Infrastructure, Database, and others) to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
It is recommended that vendor agreements be reviewed and strengthened, if
necessary.
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Data Center – Convention Center
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

The Convention Center data center acts as a central network hub for the Police
and Fire departments in that area.
Analyze the vulnerabilities and create an alternative path or back up strategies so
that the public safety groups are not compromised if the Convention Center
network becomes unavailable.
Because the VBCC is a central network hub, it creates a drain on Convention
Center power supply. The power supply could be used for other facility functions
including those that could support recovery after a disaster.
An electrical engineer should conduct an investigation of the potential to utilize
Switchgear Technology to divert some of the power dedicated to the Fire System
while not in use. This would allow power to be used for other facility functions,
improving the ability to support recovery services. All diverted back power would
be immediately re-directed back to the Fire System upon its activation.

Data Centers – All
Issue
Recommendation

In the event of a long term outage of the City data, there are no failover
strategies for critical functions and applications.
Develop and implement failover strategies for critical applications.
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Network and Communications
The City’s network infrastructure provides the foundation on which all other technical and business
functions operate. Cisco equipment (core distribution switch, routers, switches, copper and fiber optic
cable, wireless, VPNs, Firewalls and other Intrusion Prevention Systems) and operating system software are
being used to deliver these network services. The availability of the network infrastructure depends on
power supplied by Virginia Dominion Power.
The core network distribution switch, and all other equipment in the Operations Data Center, has backup
power provided by 2 UPSs and 1 generator. The core network distribution switch has no backup and is a
single point of failure.
In a disaster requiring a ground up rebuild, the following activities should occur in this order to bring up the
City’s technology infrastructure.
1. Restore network equipment in the primary Data Center (Bldg. 2) – the hub in a “hub and spoke”
environment – where Cisco core switch (6509) and Cisco Nexus routes every packet in the City
2. Install critical servers and bring up data center
3. Bring up Building-to-Building connectivity
4. Start restoring critical applications from backup tapes
5. Bring up ~100 WAN sites – for enterprise apps, i.e. InSite, Banner, Anasazi, etc.
The issues and recommendations for Network & Communications are listed below.
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

18

ComIT (Systems Support) indicated that it is imperative that ECCS stays up. The
CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) at ECCS is not integrated with the other systems.
It is vendor supported. The same applies for telephony and the Motorola Radio
systems. When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center,
no transition occurred.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition / knowledge transfer with the
appropriate teams (Data Center, Server Infrastructure, Database, and others) to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
It is recommended that vendor agreements be reviewed and strengthened, if
necessary.

ComIT (Telecom Radio) supports ~6,000 users in many departments, including
schools, Public Works, Public Utilities, Public Safety entities, etc. with only 4
people on staff. With only 4 people, there is a likelihood of not having enough
people to provide support during or after a disaster.
It is recommended that additional people be added to the Radio team.
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Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Assess the radio team’s needs and which functions are being jeopardized.
Develop a short term and long range strategy for radio systems
Hire skilled part time staff during periods of high demand.
The ComIT (Media & Communications Group) plays a key role in disaster
response. It is highly reliant on the internet and wireless service. It is frequently
called upon at a moment’s notice which requires its members to login to the CVB
network. If they are not at the City or are at home, they are reliant on air cards
and Citrix. The air-cards are at times unreliable and the login process for Citrix is
involved and tedious. Citrix, as of late, has been slow and unreliable.
Since technology is an absolute must and the content reaching citizens could be a
matter of life or death during an emergency, it is recommended that more reliable
technologies be explored.
ComIT (Telecom Mobile) supports the mobile data terminals (MDTs) [also known
as mobile data computers] in 850 – 900 public safety (Police, Fire, EMS) vehicles.
The Mobile team and Radio Team work together to support ~6,000 subscribers to
radio and wireless communication devices. They support the voice radios of
~3,000 Public Safety subscribers and another ~3,000 subscribers that are City
staff but not Public Safety. The Mobile Team also supports Verizon air cards in
over 400 Public Safety vehicles and more air cards for other City staff. Air cards
are high speed wireless broadband cards that give users mobile Internet access
on their laptops using Verizon’s cellular data service. The Telecom Mobile team
has only 3 people on staff. With only 3 people, there is a likelihood of not having
enough, or any, people to provide support during or after a disaster.
It is recommended that additional people be added to the Mobile team and/or
consider hiring skilled, supplemental staff at the time of a crisis.
Establish family plans and response requirements for Alpha 1 personnel for before,
during, and after an incident.
Develop manual work around procedures where possible.

With the expansion of mobile technology, there is not sufficient staff on the
ComIT (Telecom Mobile) team to support the wireless systems of the size and
complexity of those operated by the City.
It is recommended that additional people be added to ComIT (Telecom Mobile)
team to support normal operations.
The ComIT (Mobile Team) stores critical equipment driver software on the
network. In addition, they store vital configuration materials on personal flash
drives.
Develop a secure process to store and retrieve wireless drivers and configuration
materials if the wired network goes down.
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Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue

20

ComIT (Telecom Radio) has only 1 City vehicle available for the Radio team to get
to the 8 radio towers spread across the City (307 square miles).
It is recommended that an additional vehicle be provided to them.
ComIT is not staffed to provide a quality level of support for emerging
technologies, e.g., users shift to mobile, the capturing and use of big data, etc.
Increase the number of staff. ComIT will not be able to escape emerging
technologies.
The City’s wireless broadband has a singular dependency on Verizon’s Wireless
4G voice and data communications.
Determine if portable equipment that utilize mobile hot spots are available for
voice / data communications if Verizon towers or 800Mhz radio towers were to go
down. This is the same type of equipment used by TV crews.
Establish and SLA with Verizon.
ComIT – The City currently pays Cox Communications for network connectivity in
large areas where the City does not have fiber. In locations where the City does
have fiber, they are old connections. Traffic Management Operations within the
Department of Public Works has recently installed a fiber optic network and has
extra capacity that can be shared with ComIT and other City departments.
It is recommended that ComIT pursue this option.

ComIT (Telecom Voice) consists of 5 FTEs and supports the vital telephony
(communications) requirements of ~6,000 users in many departments, including
schools, Public Works, Public Utilities, Public Safety entities, etc. New
technologies and features are being focused on instead of strengthening the core
functions.
It is recommended that quality assurance measures and change control procedures
be incorporated into the processes and procedures of this team to ensure reliable
voice communications.
Identify and correct existing system bugs and prioritize which potential bugs would
hamper recovery processes in the event of a disaster.
Evaluate how inadequate staffing is causing or adding to vulnerabilities. Hire
staffing as needed.
ComIT (Telecom Network) is concerned about the lack of network redundancy.
When the network was established, setup was based on available funding.
Connections need to be separated. All Municipal Center buildings should be
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Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

connected to both B2 and B30.
Connect all buildings at the Municipal Center to both the Operations data center
and the ECCS 911 data center.
ComIT (Telecom Network) needs a secondary core switch. Currently, there is only
one. Without a core switch, the City has no network. Without a network, the City
is down.
Procure and install a backup core switch with failover capabilities. This should be a
top priority.
Establish Cisco SLA for core switch.
ComIT (Telecom Network) is concerned about the availability of hardware and
the time it would take to get (replicate) what is being used. The order time from
Cisco could take 2 – 3 weeks. Some spare parts are stored on site as used
equipment is replaced or upgraded, but this is a big risk to the City.
It is recommended that ComIT make special arrangements with Cisco for fast
replacement of failed equipment.
Keep a catalogued inventory of spare parts; monitor inventory for missing parts
and replenish.
Consider purchasing spare parts of hard to acquire or frequently used equipment
and store off-site.

Issue
Recommendation

There are concerns about the reliability of the radio towers during a storm.
Analyze tower resiliency and develop a schedule to check towers (securing
mechanisms, protective shelters, etc.).

Issue
Recommendation

ComIT (Telecom Network) indicates that more Internet capacity is needed.
It is recommended that Internet capacity be increased. This supports critical
enterprise applications like Anasazi, InSite and many others that City users must
have during disasters.

Issue

The Radio Team has indicated that productivity suffers as a result of cumbersome
and inefficient change procedures, purchasing, etc.
The Radio Team should work with the business office to identify processes that
interfere with productivity. Implement a process improvement initiative for those
processes.

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

There is no identified successor for the team lead. If that team lead were
unavailable, the City of Virginia Beach would come to a halt and recovery of this
City’s technologies would be extremely difficult.
Formerly name, cross train, and conduct an exercise to ensure that this most
critical skillset is available.
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Information Security & Privacy Office
If there were a Cyber Attack, the InfoSec team would be heavily involved in the investigation to determine
the extent of damage and recommend the actions necessary to address the misuse. If the City were to
experience other disasters, Information Security would be critical to the restoration of the City’s
technologies. Virus and intrusion protection is “baked in” the network firewalls. The primary concerns are:
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

22

Ernie Forni within ComIT (Information Security & Privacy Office (InfoSec))
indicates that all knowledge to conduct a cyber-attack investigation is known
only to himself and his staff and is not documented.
The Information Security & Privacy Office (InfoSec) needs to document the
procedures to conduct a cyber-attack investigation.
Identify specific vulnerabilities in information security and devise work around
procedures for each.
The Team relies heavily on institutional knowledge and there is no successor for
Ernie Forni which would leave the City highly vulnerable if he were unavailable.
Hire or determine a successor internally or externally and cross train to ensure if
Ernie were not available the City’s data will be continue to be protected.
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Server Infrastructure Team
In the event of a complete data center loss, the Server Infrastructure team would face the following issues.
These issues are directly related to recovery the City’s critical business functions.
Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

ComIT (Systems Support) is currently making critical power and backup power
upgrades to the primary data center in Bldg. 2. However, some vulnerability still
needs to be addressed.
Complete the data center improvements begun in Phase IV, Part 1 and Part 2
(dependent on funding). Specifically ComIT will do the following:
 Acquire a backup Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
 Purchase spare parts for generators, network and computing equipment
 Move or regularly inspect water pipes above the Data Center
 Secure electrical room with card access.
ComIT (Systems Support) indicated that it is imperative that ECCS stays up. The
CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) at ECCS is not integrated with the other systems.
It is vendor supported. The same applies for telephony and the Motorola Radio
systems. When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center,
no transition occurred.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition / knowledge transfer with the
appropriate teams (Data Center, Server Infrastructure, Database, and others) to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
It is recommended that vendor agreements be reviewed and strengthened, if
necessary.
The ComIT (Media & Communications Group) plays a key role in disaster
response. It is highly reliant on the internet and wireless service. It is frequently
called upon at a moment’s notice which requires its members to login to the CVB
network. If they are not at the City or are at home, they are reliant on air cards
and Citrix. The air-cards are at times unreliable and the login process for Citrix is
involved and tedious. Citrix, as of late, has been slow and unreliable.
Since technology is an absolute must and the content reaching citizens could be a
matter of life or death during an emergency, it is recommended that more reliable
technologies be explored.
ComIT (Server Infrastructure) does not have versatile backup and restore
software capabilities. This is a prerequisite to any off site replication.
Improve backup and restore versatility by obtaining backup software that has
improved connections between the virtual machines and iSCSI storage.
ComIT (Systems Support) is highly reliant on 2 network storage vendors (HP and
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Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

24

NetApp).
Establish service level agreements with storage vendors
The response and recovery procedures for the ComIT (Server Infrastructure)
team are not documented and largely held with one person. If he were to be
unavailable during a disaster it would put hardship on the City as his functional
processes have not been transferred to an identified and trained successor.
Develop a ComIT Disaster Recovery Plan that includes this team and all other
teams. Includes the identification of successors.
Cross train, prepare, and conduct an exercise so that the City is assured that this
most critical skill set is available.
ComIT (Server Infrastructure) has no SLAs in place for provisioning core hardware
equipment.
Identify critical vendors for goods and services that are required for recovery.
Establish SLAs with them and determine their backup strategy as well.
Select and identify at least two alternate vendors that could provide the needed
equipment.
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Database Team
The Applications Support Database Team works closely with Systems Support, Client Services, and
Telecommunications to restore the databases. This is a critical first step to bringing up the core backbone
infrastructure in a recovery effort. The Applications Support Database Team faces the following
vulnerabilities:
Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

ComIT (Database) supports ~ 60 database servers and ~ 400 databases in the 3
primary data centers (Bldg 2, Bldg 30, Convention Center) and would be critical
for any and all recovery activities. The team must be told by management which
application databases have the highest priority (are most critical) for restoration.
ComIT management will prioritize the critical applications (RTOs less than 3 days)
and provide this list to the Database team, and other related teams.
ComIT (Database) depends on documentation (admin identifiers and passwords,
inventories, etc.) to conduct the restores.
It is recommended that ComIT establish a strategy to backup and distribute these
identifiers and passwords securely.
ComIT (Database) is a very small team, so staffing is a concern. There is only one
Oracle DBA on the team who could conceivably retire soon. Two critical
databases (InSite and GIS) both reside on Oracle.
It is recommended that cross-training occur for Oracle support or that a new
Oracle DBA be hired. If not, try to identify a temporary resource to provide these
capabilities and skills.
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Client Services Team
The Client Services Team would be one of the "first responder" technology teams put in place to restore
the backbone of the IT infrastructure after a disaster. They would work hand-in-glove with the Server
Infrastructure Team and the Database Team. The Server Infrastructure team would prepare the critical
servers, the database team would prepare and restore the critical databases and then the Client Services
Team would restore images to critical servers.
Issue
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
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There are no documented recovery steps for Network, Server Infrastructure,
Database, Client Services, and perhaps COTS.
Develop a DR Plan
While any one person on the ComIT (Client Services) team is capable of
performing all the necessary steps in the restoration process, primary and
secondary successors have not been identified in the event the team lead is
unavailable.
Cross train staff and name successors.
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COTS Team
The COTS team will assist in the restoration of COTS applications, if necessary. It is not likely that COTS
applications would have to be re-installed from scratch. The applications and databases should be backed
up so that a clean restore can occur to some pre-disaster point in time. The storage and protection of User
Identifiers and Passwords is critical. They are the "keys to the kingdom". Greatest area of concern is:

Issue

Recommendation

ComIT (COTS) and (Database) teams are concerned about the storage and
protection of Administrative User Identifiers and Passwords, which are the "keys
to the kingdom". How do you share this sensitive information with the right
people that need to do the restores while protecting them from those who
would cause harm? These highly sensitive administrative user IDs and passwords
may not be available during recovery due to lack of procedures for backup and
redundancy. This would prevent restoration of City technologies.
It is recommended that ComIT establish a strategy to store and distribute Admin
user identifiers and passwords securely.
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GIS
All of the GIS functions are critical due to the interfaces with critical public safety apps, e.g., CAD.
In the event of disaster, the normal operational functions and web site content would be transformed into
critical emergency functions and site content for the EOC. The concerns are:
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
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The GIS team is concerned about the unavailability of the Geodatabase,
providing web mapping services, and applying map updates (Flood zone
locations; shelter locations, etc.) for the 911 center and first responders. Keeping
the Geodatabase up and available for user access via the database server is a top
priority.
Failover to a remote hosting service, e.g., regional data center.
Fire Dept. should keep map books (stored on PDF) updated and printed more
frequently for emergency situations.
Develop a disaster recovery plan and work around procedures
Losing connectivity between Bldg. 30 and Bldg. 2 would impede the updating of
base maps by the ComIT (GIS) team with service requests coming in related to
response.
Develop manual work around procedures, e.g., walk the SRs from ECCS to the CGIS.
In the event of disaster, one member of the CGIS team would be at the EOC and
at least two other team members would play a support role back at the CGIS
Offices, entering updates from the 911 floor like flood analysis, closed streets,
downed trees and power lines, etc. that would facilitate first responder and
damage assessment activities via a feed to the WebEOC application. Losing
connectivity between Bldg. 30 and Bldg. 2 would impede the service requests.
As a workaround, service requests can be hand delivered from Bldg 30 to Bldg 2.
Other options can be explored when GIS develops their COOP plan.
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Customer Service
The Customer Service Team works hand-in-glove with the Support Center to analyze and fix broken
applications for the ~ 7,000 City employees. There are ~ 1,000 applications being supported. If the Support
Center cannot resolve the problem using a set of common Level 1 procedures, the computer problems gets
routed to the Customer Service team for technical analysis and problem resolution and the telephone
problems get routed to Telecom for analysis and resolution.
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

ComIT (Customer Service) indicates that the City has been doing business with
ESI for a long time and it is assumed that they would provide loaner equipment if
needed. However, there are no SLAs in place.
Construct ESI contract to include continuity planning and service level requests in
the event of a disaster.
Identify primary, secondary, and tertiary vendors. Establish SLAs with each of the
critical vendors.
ComIT (Customer Service) indicates that they would be unable to handle the
surge in calls during a major disaster.
Determine requisite skill requirements at the time of a disaster. Identify staffing
vendors that can put bodies on the ground temporarily. Establish SLAs with those
vendors.
ComIT (Customer Service) has not documented or exercised disaster response
procedures.
Develop a Disaster Recovery Plan that includes a succession plan.
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Oracle Program Group
The Oracle Program Group (OPG), also known as the InSITE Program Group (IPG), manages and supports
the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) program named InSITE, which is hosted by Oracle on Demand in
Austin, Texas. InSite is comprised of multiple modules from Oracle’s E-Business Suite of business
management software and is used by all City departments as well as Virginia Beach Public Schools for
payroll and other important financial functions, making this a critical enterprise application.

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
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ComIT (Oracle Program Group (OPG)) supports the InSITE application, which is
used by the City for payroll, accounting and other related functions including
ffinancial tracking, reporting on expenditures for individual bureaus,
Grants/CIPs/special projects, procurement cards, data entry and reconciliation.
InSITE is hosted off site by a vendor in Austin, Texas. One VPN communications
channel represents a single point of failure.
A second VPN concentrator and connection should be established in an alternate
location in the event building 2 is unavailable.
A second print server for the City should be established outside the City municipal
center in the event building 2 is unavailable.
A second print server for the Schools should be established outside the City
municipal center in the event building 2 is unavailable.
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Business Systems Team
The Business Systems Team provides business systems operational support for all of the enterprise
applications that are not supported by the Public Safety, Revenue Collection or Oracle Program Groups,
e.g., Accela, Hansen, TeamTrack, Banner, Laserfiche, etc. The team also provides project support for
various City projects, including analysis, design, requirements definition, RFP development, formal process
definition, etc.
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

ComIT (Business Systems) has observed that collaboration across City
departments needs to be improved. Currently, each department has its own
SharePoint site that is not accessible by other departments.
Establish a site owner for each department and publish city-wide so that all
departments know who to contact to obtain permission to access sites from other
departments.
There are no failover strategies in place.
Update the Cost Benefit Analysis for Hosting Options document, select and
implement strategy.
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Web Engineering
The Web Engineering team develops and supports external SharePoint web sites, e.g., BEACHnet, VBGov.
Jason is required to be on call to the EOC during emergencies to enable the publication of EOC content to
the public, e.g., road closures, shelter locations, food and water sources, etc. All sites managed by the web
team are hosted via SharePoint in Building 2. The only site hosted outside the City is the emergency site
(http://emergency.vbgov.com. This site is hosted by GoDaddy.
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
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ComIT (Web Engineering) has only 3 persons at the time of a disaster which is a
major concern.
Consider hiring part time staff during a disaster.
Consider using other City employees with the requisite skill sets to assist during a
disaster.
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Multimedia
Emergency content development and photography to document storm damage for real estate assessors to
use for FEMA reports and informing the public of evacuations, shelters, blocked roads, etc. are both critical
functions before, during and after a disaster. Losing connectivity is the primary concern. If Cox and Verizon
are down, delivery is impacted.
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Lack of connectivity would prevent the ComIT MultiMedia team from
documenting storm damage for FEMA reports. FEMA reports are necessary in
getting emergency funds from the State and Federal.
Determine which articles of documentation are required for the FEMA reports.
Devise work around procedures for those critical articles.
If ComIT (MultiMedia) lost connectivity they would be unable to get emergency
media content, i.e., shelters, blocked roads, flooding, etc. out to the City.
Identify all communication vehicles for the City and select alternate avenues and
work around procedures.
Make this a part of the DR plan and include in/update the EOC plan.
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Public Safety Program Group
The ComIT Applications Support PSPG team has no critical functions. However the team is small. The
concerns identified are:
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

34

Some of the ComIT (Public Safety Program Group (PSPG)) staff have over 40 years
with the City and could retire any time, losing institutional knowledge.
Hire staff prior to retirement in order to transfer as much knowledge as possible.
It is recommended that this team cross-train to mitigate this risk.
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Staffing, Support, and Resiliency
Inadequate staffing jeopardizes the day-to-day operations of the ComIT services. Equally important, during
a disaster, skilled human resources will be in high demand. Key personnel will be tending to their families
or may be rendered unavailable. There were a number of staffing concerns identified during the
interviews. The top priority issues that ComIT should address are:







Cross train personnel so that the ‘keys to the kingdom’ are not solely with one person. If an
employee leaves, a second person can fill that void temporarily until a replacement is hired.
Successors must be clearly identified, particularly for key personnel in the event he/she were
suddenly unavailable.
Mobile technologies have grown exponentially. It appears that the Mobile, Voice, and Radio Teams
have concerns about inadequate staffing. These teams need to be properly staffed to keep up with
the growth and demand for day-to-day operations but also, they need to be able to provide the
necessary support at the time of a disaster.
Work with HR to develop a strategy for identifying those who are slated for retirement. Develop a
strategy for replacing personnel, particularly those with large amounts of institutional knowledge.
ComIT is attempting to improve its relationships with its Customers. However, ComIT has taken on
many projects but may not have the necessary staff to adequately support its Customers.
Customers frequently shared with the resiliency team that they believe ComIT is incompetent,
unfocused, and unresponsive. If ComIT does not have appropriate talent to serve its Customers
these perceptions will continue.

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

There is a widespread perception that ComIT does not provide good customer
service.
It is recommended that all City departments have a ComIT technical support
resource assigned to them, similar to DHS, to support their technology needs and
provide advocacy for their organizations.
Establish a ComIT liaison that communicates regularly with City departments and
provides a periodic report to ComIT management on issues and current state of
affairs. This liaison would ensure expectations are properly set and that Customers
experience a collaborative and positive experience with ComIT. This person would
be an advocate for the Customers but would be employed through ComIT.
Increase the number of staff or reset expectations by clearly defining a reduced
scope of support to City Departments.
ComIT is not staffed to provide a quality level of support for emerging
technologies, e.g., users shift to mobile, the capturing and use of big data, etc.
Increase the number of staff. ComIT will not be able to escape emerging
technologies.
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Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
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ComIT (Systems Support) indicated that it is imperative that ECCS stays up. The
CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) at ECCS is not integrated with the other systems.
It is vendor supported. The same applies for telephony and the Motorola Radio
systems. When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center,
no transition occurred.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition / knowledge transfer with the
appropriate teams (Data Center, Server Infrastructure, Database, and others) to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
It is recommended that vendor agreements be reviewed and strengthened, if
necessary.
ComIT has no failover strategy for critical functions and applications to a remote
site.
For critical applications (0 downtime and <3 days) that were identified in the BIA,
select and implement the appropriate failover strategy, i.e., internal backup, cloud,
reciprocal recovery, co-location, etc. Take into consideration sensitivity of the
data.
ComIT does not have a Disaster Recovery steering committee. The Applications
Support Business Systems Team has championed the effort for the past several
years, but this needs departmental buy-in and leadership going forward.
Establish a Disaster Recovery steering committee. The steering committee will be
responsible for but not limited to:
 Develop and document a senior management crisis management plan
which lays out specific duties and responsibilities before, during, and after
a disaster
 Develop short and long term resiliency strategies for City technologies
 Determine policies and procedures for systemic integration of disaster
recovery, i.e., CIP development, project management, change
management, etc.
 Ensure ComIT’s DR & COOP plans adhere to the City’s Resiliency Office for
City policies, regulations, directives, etc. (A City Resiliency office has not
been established to date.)
ComIT does not have a Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) to address all nontechnical responses and recovery requirements.
Develop a COOP that addresses but is not limited to:
 Critical functions and dependencies
 Alternate locations
 Key personnel
 Communication vehicles
 Physical resources (phones, desks, etc.)
 Detailed and staged recovery procedures
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Legal and regulatory requirements
Scenario planning
Validation (exercise/test plans)
Maintenance

**COOP planning information was gathered during the BIA and is identified in the
individual summaries. These summaries should be used when developing or
updating COOP plans.**
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

ComIT does not have a Disaster Recovery Plan for the City’s technology
infrastructure.
Develop a The Disaster Recovery Plan that addresses the resiliency of the City’s
technologies. A DR Plan includes but is not limited to:
 DR policies & procedures
 DR short term and long term strategies
 Team response & recovery procedures
 Backup and failover solutions
 Vendors and service level agreements
 Application criticality and prioritization list
 Vital records
 Alpha 1 personnel and succession
 Targeted testing and exercising
 Integrated testing and exercising
 Maintenance plan

Certain ComIT teams (Network, Server Infrastructure, Database, Client Services)
would be central in the early recovery stages of a major disaster yet there are no
documented recovery steps.
Document detailed recovery steps and develop a Disaster Recovery Plan.
ComIT (Business Center) often changes the procedures and forms that other
functional teams use to procured goods and services.
The ComIT Business Center should streamline the procurement processes and
procedures so that the various technology teams can be more productive with less
“red tape”.
The Radio Team has indicated that productivity suffers as a result of cumbersome
and inefficient change procedures, purchasing, etc.
The Radio Team should work with the business office to identify processes that
interfere with productivity. Implement a process improvement initiative for those
processes.
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High Priority Recommendations for ComIT
A complete list of recommendations can be found in APPENDIX D. The issues of greatest concerns are:

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

38

The amount of time it would take to replicate existing equipment is excessive.
The lead time for Cisco could take 2 – 3 weeks. Such a long lead time would
thwart all disaster recovery efforts.
Establish SLA with Cisco for fast replacement of failed equipment.
Keep a catalogued inventory of spare parts and monitor inventory for missing parts
and replenish. Inventory on a quarterly basis.
Consider purchasing spare parts of hard to acquire or critical equipment and store
off-site.
ComIT does not support all data centers. However, at the time of a disaster
ComIT will be expected to recover those technologies, regardless which
departments maintain them day-to-day.
ComIT needs to identify all non-ComIT supported data centers and collaborate
with them in the Disaster Recovery initiatives.
The Telecom team lacks network redundancy. When the network was
established, setup was based on available funding and lacks capacity – need
more Internet connections – and connections need to be separated. All
Municipal Center buildings should be connected to both B2 and B30.
Connect all Municipal Center buildings to both the Operations Data Center and the
ECCS 911 Data Center so that if the primary Operations Data Center goes down,
the network functions will failover to the ECCS 911 Data Center.
The City currently pays Cox Communications for network connectivity in large
areas where the City does not have fiber. In locations where the City does have
fiber, they are old connections.
Traffic Management Operations within the Department of Public Works has
recently installed a fiber optic network and has extra capacity that can be shared
with ComIT and other City departments. This network consists of an 87 linear mile
fiber optic cable backbone, 48 miles of twisted pair copper cable, and 43 closedcircuit television cameras. It is recommended that ComIT pursue this option. Cox
could then be used to back up or augment the City network infrastructure,
reducing both cost and external dependencies.
The City of Virginia Beach has been rapidly moving toward mobile technologies.
Currently, it is believed that there is insufficient staff to keep up with growth and
support for wireless systems the size and complexity of those operated by the
City. Inadequate staffing is a great concern of the Mobile, Radio, and Voice
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Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

Teams, i.e., the Radio Team supports ~6,000 users in many departments,
including schools, Public Works, Public Utilities, Public Safety entities, etc.
Further, with only 4 people, there is a likelihood of not having enough people to
provide support during or after a disaster.
Assess the Mobile, Radio, and Voice Team needs and determine which functions
are being jeopardized. Hire part time or full time staff as needed with expertise in
mobile technologies.
In responding to a disaster, consider hiring temporary expertise in mobile
technologies.
Establish family plans and response requirements for Alpha 1 personnel that
address the responsibilities of key personnel for before, during, and after an
incident.
Develop manual work around procedures where possible.
There are no documented recovery steps for Network, Server Infrastructure,
Database, Client Services, and perhaps COTS.
Develop detailed recovery steps as part of the City’s Disaster Recovery Plan

Issue
Recommendation

There are no failover strategies for critical functions and applications.
Develop appropriate strategies for applications relative to their criticality and data
sensitivity.

Issue

Ernie Forni within ComIT (Information Security & Privacy Office (InfoSec))
indicates that all knowledge to conduct a cyber-attack investigation is known
only to himself and his staff and is not documented.
The Information Security & Privacy Office (InfoSec) needs to document the
procedures to conduct a cyber-attack investigation.
Hire or determine a successor internally or externally and cross train to ensure if
Ernie were not available the City’s data will be continue to be protected.
Identify specific vulnerabilities in information security and devise work around
procedures for each.

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

There are no SLAs in place for provisioning core hardware equipment.
Identify critical vendors for goods and services that are required for recovery.
Establish SLAs with them and determine their backup strategy as well. Select and
identify at least two alternate vendors that could provide the needed resources.

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

SCADA software architecture is vulnerable to cyber-attacks.
Upgrade SCADA software to newer version (in process).
Develop a DR plan for Public Utilities that address old and new threats to the City’s
waste water systems.
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Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
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While detailed recovery steps need to be documented throughout ComIT. The
response and recovery procedures for the ComIT (Server Infrastructure) team are
not documented and largely held with one person. This is a significant
vulnerability. If this person were unavailable during a disaster it would put
tremendous hardship on the City as these functional processes have not been
transferred to an identified and trained successor.
Document detailed recovery steps as part of the City’s DR Plan
Cross train, prepare, and conduct an exercise so that the City is assured that this
most critical skill set is available. Name a successor to the Server Infrastructure
team lead.
The Database team supports ~ 60 database servers and ~ 400 databases in the 3
primary data centers (Bldg 2, Bldg 30, and Convention Center). The databases
would be critical for any and all recovery activities. The team expects to be told
by management which application databases have the highest priority (are most
critical) for restoration because this is a business decision, not a technology
decision.
The BIA will provide information for senior management to determine the priority
of critical applications and the priority will be made a part of the formal disaster
recovery plan.
The administrative identifiers, passwords, and inventory can be backed up prior
to a predictable event, i.e., hurricane. With no-notice events, the identifiers,
passwords, and inventory would not be current causing a significant delay or
stoppage in the recovery of the City’s technical infrastructure.
A strategy should be developed to backup highly sensitive admin user identifiers
and passwords, and inventory for all events so that the information is secure and
available only to authorized persons.
ComIT (COTS) and (Database) teams are concerned about the storage and
protection of Administrative User Identifiers and Passwords, which are the "keys
to the kingdom". How do you share this sensitive information with the right
people that need to do the restores while protecting them from those who
would cause harm? These highly sensitive administrative user IDs and passwords
may not be available during recovery due to lack of procedures for backup and
redundancy. This would prevent restoration of City technologies.
It is recommended that ComIT establish a strategy to store and distribute Admin
user identifiers and passwords securely.
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Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

The way the City connects to the hosting provider, Oracle On Demand, is via a
VPN connection that utilizes a single VPN concentrator in the computer room.
This represents a single point of failure. If the connection goes down, the City’s
critical functions would be jeopardized.
Provide a second VPN concentrator and connection in an alternate location in the
event building 2 is unavailable.
Provide a second print server for the City outside the City municipal center in the
event building 2 is unavailable.
Provide a second print server for the Schools outside the City municipal center in
the event building 2 is unavailable.
ComIT does not have a Disaster Recovery steering committee. The Applications
Support Business Systems Team has championed the effort for the past several
years, but this needs departmental buy-in and leadership going forward.
Establish a Disaster Recovery steering committee. The steering committee will be
responsible for but not limited to:
 Develop and document a senior management crisis management plan
which lays out specific duties and responsibilities before, during, and after
a disaster
 Develop short and long term resiliency strategies for City technologies
 Determine policies and procedures for systemic integration of disaster
recovery, i.e., CIP development, project management, change
management, etc.
 Ensure ComIT’s DR & COOP plans adhere to the City’s Resiliency Office for
City policies, regulations, directives, etc. (A City Resiliency office has not
been established to date.)
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Issue
Recommendation

ComIT does not have a Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) to address all nontechnical responses and recovery requirements.
Develop COOP plans that addresses but not be limited to:
 Critical functions and dependencies
 Alternate locations
 Key personnel
 Communication vehicles
 Physical resources (phones, desks, etc.)
 Detailed and staged recovery procedures
 Legal and regulatory requirements
 Scenario planning
 Validation (exercise/test plans)
 Maintenance
**COOP planning information was gathered during the BIA and is identified in the
individual summaries. These summaries should be used when developing or
updating COOP plans.**

Issue
Recommendation

42

ComIT does not have a Disaster Recovery Plan for the City’s technology
infrastructure.
Develop a The Disaster Recovery Plan that addresses the resiliency of the City’s
technologies. A DR Plan includes but is not limited to:
 DR policies & procedures
 DR short term and long term strategies
 Team response & recovery procedures
 Backup and failover solutions
 Vendors and service level agreements
 Application criticality and prioritization list
 Vital records
 Alpha 1 personnel and succession
 Targeted testing and exercising
 Integrated testing and exercising
 Maintenance plan
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Threat Analysis
The City of Virginia Beach is the most populous City in the state of Virginia. Virginia Beach has roughly
500,000+/- residents with an estimated visitor population of $3M/year. It is a coastal city with military
presence which presents a high degree of vulnerability.
While the City of Virginia Beach is exposed to numerous threats, two of the greatest threats to the City and
the region are hurricanes and cyber-terrorism.

Hurricanes
As of the date of this report, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association expect the hurricane
season to produce the following in 2013:




13 to 19 named storms (top winds of 39 mph or higher), including
6 to 9 hurricanes (top winds of 74 mph or higher), of which
3 to 5 could be major hurricanes (Category 3, 4 or 5; winds of at least 111 mph)

These ranges are above the 30-year seasonal averages of 12 named storms, six hurricanes and three major
hurricanes.4
The Jersey Shore in New Jersey was one of the hardest hit areas by Hurricane Sandy. It is estimated that
New Jersey suffered $36-$50 billion in economic lost and $10-$20 billion in government funds, much of
which was dedicated to the Jersey Shore. The damage to the Jersey Shore can be an indication of the
devastation that would befall the City of Virginia Beach if a hurricane were to hit the area. Both Cities are
similar in geography and demographics, are tourist destinations, and are subject to the same
vulnerabilities.

Terrorism
Terrorists are improving their sophistication and abilities in virtually all aspects of their operations. The
aggressive use of modern technology for information management, communication and intelligence has
increased the efficiency of these activities. The availability of technology, trained personnel, and funding
allow terrorist to equal or exceed the sophistication of governmental counter-measures. While Hampton
Roads is considered one of four ports DHS has identified as most vulnerable to traditional terrorist attacks,
it is cyber-terrorism that provides the greatest level of concern.
Cyber-terrorism
Until recently, terrorism has been associated with physical acts of violence and crime; for example killings,
bombings, kidnapping, destruction of property, etc. Starting in the twentieth century the increasing advent
of technology, and more specifically systems controlled by computers, has seen a new form of criminal

4

NOAA
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activity that has often combined destruction of property with financial crime, propaganda, economic
warfare and possibly physical harm to innocent human lives. Cyber-terrorism is relatively "young" in its
evolution and has been associated with individuals, terrorist groups and state actors / countries - which in
particular, could escalate into a cyber-war.5
There are several areas in which cyber-terrorism can affect the City’s functions:





Viruses
Network Infrastructure
Propaganda
Cyber-crime

ComIT should continue the development of its cyber-terrorism capabilities with an aggressive objective of
staying ahead of the global cyber-terrorism operations.

5

44

Terrosim-research.com
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Conclusion
State of ComIT and City Resiliency
ComIT recently engaged the Gartner Group to asses ComIT capabilities. As part of that study, ComIT
evaluated its resiliency maturity and scored itself to be at a level of 1.5 out of 5. A maturity level of 1.5
corroborates with our initial analysis at the start of Phase III.
The following diagram represents ComIT’s maturity level and identifies steps to be taken in order to mature
to a level of 4-5.

Road to Resiliency
(Typical Action Plan)

0% resilient
Maturity Level

1
5%

5%

2
5% 5% 7%

10%

15%

Due to data backups and
some procedures in CPORT,
ComIT is here

3
30%

30%

100% resilient
50%

70%

4
85%

90%

95%

5

We should be here

The City of Virginia Beach cannot recover its technology infrastructure in an acceptable period of time for
the City’s 200 most critical applications. Most applications are Public Safety apps, however, there are many
Citizen services that cannot be down (0 downtime), i.e., DHS dispenses medications to its Citizens; Child
Protective Services must do intake and investigations; applications control the integrity of the City’s water
supply, etc.
ComIT tested its ability to restore the City’s technology in early 2013. The test revealed that there would
be a two month delay in ComIT’s ability to restore the City’s technologies following a major event. The
detailed ComIT Disaster Recovery Initiative can be found in the section’ Phases, Funding, and Next Steps’ of
this report.
Works in progress as of the date of this report are:


Business Impact Analysis (BIA)
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Facility Risk Analysis (RA)
Cost Benefit Analysis
Disaster Recovery Framework
Data Center Improvements

The BIA will be used to assist ComIT in prioritizing the City’s most critical applications. ComIT can safely use
the findings of this report to prioritize the critical applications identified in the BIA. Then, ComIT will be in a
position to develop response and recovery strategies so that it can recover the City’s most important
technology functions within an acceptable period of time following a disaster.
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Strategic Opportunities
Resiliency at the City level
In order to ensure continuity of the City’s critical functions and to ensure ComIT receives continued funding
and City support, ComIT is in the position to elevate the awareness level of Disaster Recovery and
Continuity of Operations Planning (COOP) for the City. The City of Virginia Beach does not have an
Operational Risk Management office. An ORM office would determine policies, procedures, funding
strategies, and governance of resiliency strategies City-wide. It is with the formation of such an office that
resiliency and disaster recovery would most likely be afforded the attention and funding that it requires.
It is a fact that funding for resiliency is often the first to be cut when budgets are trimmed. This is usually
due to the misunderstanding of the critical nature of resiliency planning which then results in limited
funding. Unfortunately, the vulnerabilities to organizations continue to grow in frequency and intensity.
While it is not the responsibility of ComIT to develop strategies at the City level, it is in ComIT’s best interest
to champion, contribute to, and support the development of an office that can assist in continuity of
operations and disaster recovery that will ultimately strengthen ComIT’s exposure and help secure funding
going forward. The timing is propitious for establishing an ORM office at the City level. The CVB Audit and
the Emergency Operations Management groups strongly support the need for an ORM initiative and are
willing and able to work with ComIT toward this end. Specifically, the audit group holds considerable
weight with senior management and City Council on this issue and with their support it is highly possible
that the ORM Office be established and can champion future disaster recovery efforts.
Timing plays a crucial role in securing funding. On the heels of Hurricane Sandy and with the expectations
of more extreme weather patterns and increased vulnerabilities, City Council has shown increased interest
in pre-emptively securing City functions. Through prior efforts and with the current BIA, ComIT has
succeeded in elevating resiliency awareness across City departments. ComIT is in a position to harness the
City’s interests to keep resiliency front and center.

Customer Service and Cost Sharing
ComIT has identified service, collaboration, and cost sharing with its Customers as top priorities. The BIA
has helped ComIT in each of these areas.




ComIT Customers were appreciative that ComIT sat down with them and gathered information on
their behalf. It is believed that the face time with customers, while conducting the BIA interviews,
contributed to breaking down negative barriers and helped contribute to putting a more positive
‘face’ on ComIT.
The BIA was designed to support the need for cost sharing of disaster recovery initiatives with
Customers.
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During the interviews, we took the opportunity to raise the awareness of the department’s
responsibility toward resiliency from a DR, COOP, and Emergency Operations perspective. This aids
in the shift toward shared costs and collaboration of disaster recovery.
The processes put in place have been structured to fit into a future ORM structure.

Without being privy to ComIT’s management strategies, the following suggestions may help in contributing
to ComIT’s focus on its Customers:




For a finite duration, establish a public relations person/ombudsman to reach out to customers on
a regular basis. This person would help facilitate the collaboration and cost sharing between the
parties.
Assign ComIT Business Analysts to each department, similar to what is currently being done with
Department of Human Services/Anasazi and Public Utilities/SCADA. These persons would be
responsible for representing and championing customer needs. The costs associated for dedicated
personnel could be shared between ComIT and the Customer. ComIT would maintain control of
said staff.

BIA Value Add
A BIA provides an opportunity to add value to an organization in sometimes unexpected ways. The BIA
process has provided:
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Information gathered will help assist the Applications Portfolio Management Team to fine tune the
Master Applications List and to manage City applications going forward.
The BIA methodology was designed to encourage ongoing communication and collaboration of
COOP and DR planning efforts with City departments.
The BIA was designed to help transfer and/or share COOP and DR ownership and subsequently
costs to Customers.
On behalf of the customers, ComIT gathered non-technical information the departments can use to
update or develop their COOP plans
ComIT has a better understanding of which departments use/share a single application, e.g.,
Hansen is used by PW, PU and P&R. ComIT will able to track more thoroughly the impact of
changing or decommissioning applications. In addition, ComIT is better able to prevent the
procurement of redundant software packages.
Through the BIA, ComIT is able to identify applications that are supported externally. This will help
in transitions from externally supported applications to ComIT supported applications & services.
The BIA process has produced the opportunity for ComIT to begin laying down the larger
Operational Resiliency Management Framework, i.e., collaboration with Emergency Operations and
City Auditors.
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Additional Analysis Required
This BIA focused on the functions for the City of Virginia Beach. However, there are areas that were not
included and/or require more in depth analysis. It is recommended that each of the areas below be
analyzed extensively through the prism of City resiliency.







With a high level of importance, non-ComIT data centers should be analyzed for the disaster
recovery capabilities. These data centers must be included in the recovery solutions.
State entities that rely on CVB infrastructure and the CVB departments that rely on State systems
and applications should be analyzed for resiliency.
Analyze the vulnerability of facilities in their entirety including building envelopes, plumbing,
electrical, other infrastructure components, as well as the relocation of data center services.
Analyze radio tower resiliency and harden as necessary.
Investigate regional resiliency for regional collaboration and cost sharing opportunities.
Analyze the backup procedures and storage tools for highly sensitive information, i.e.,
administrative user identifiers and passwords, Personally Identifiable Information protected and
privacy rules by HIPAA, etc..
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Phases, Funding, and Next Steps
This BIA is the most critical step in moving ComIT and the City toward resiliency. Subsequently, the phases
toward resiliency heavily rely on the completion of the BIA with each subsequent step building upon the
prior phase. Resiliency maturity will not be realized until all phases are complete.
ComIT set in motion a Disaster Recovery initiative in 2010. The initiative consisted of eight (8) phases.
However, Phases V, VI, and VII have been revised and Phase VIII has been eliminated. The revisions will do
the following:



Consolidate the projects so that the City reaches its expected level of recovery capability sooner
than was originally planned
Reduce overall costs of the seven phases of the ComIT Disaster Recovery Initiative

The phases are as follows:
 Phase I – Needs analysis – 100% completed
 Phase II – Cost/Benefit Analysis, SharePoint repositories – (50% completed)
 Phase III – BIA, RA, Comprehensive DR Framework, ORM Framework – (50% complete)
 Phase IV – Data Center facility upgrades and cameras – in progress
 Phase V – Select Recovery Strategies and Develop Recovery Plans – FY 2015
 Phase VI – Procure Disaster Recovery Solutions & Develop Recovery Plans – FY 2016
 Phase VII – IT Recovery Computing Environment Contract Award(s) and Resiliency Computing
Environment Implementation FY2017.

Phase Details
Phase
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Phase Objectives

Phase II

Create SharePoint BC & DR recovery sites
Define Governance Structures
Manage and oversee the migration of BC & DR documentation
Cost Benefit Analysis

Phase III

Business Impact Analysis
Risk Analysis (facilities)
Develop Detailed DR Framework
Develop high Level ORM Program Framework

Phase IV

Part 1 – in progress
Part 2 – Requesting Funds for Data Center Improvements

Phase V

Requesting Funds to:
Select Disaster Recovery Strategies
Develop COOP structure and strategy
Begin Development of ComIT Recovery Plans
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Phase VI

Requesting Funds to:
Procure ComIT Disaster Recovery Solutions
Continue Development of ComIT recovery Plans

Phase VII

Requesting Funds to:
Implement Disaster Recovery Solutions
Finalize Recovery Plans
Conduct Plan Testing

Funding
In order to secure funding from City Council, each phase must contribute significantly to the resiliency of
the City’s technologies. Each phase builds upon the previous. Each phase has a critical and necessary
component(s) that moves ComIT to the next phase. Identifying and focusing on the critical components
coupled with the maturity level will strengthen and bolster the request for funding.

Next Steps
There is a typical order in developing a resiliency program. With the restructuring of the phases there are
several steps that need to occur before proceeding to Phase V. The necessary next steps are:






Establish the Resiliency Steering Committee
Update the CBA to identify all possible remote hosting strategies and associated costs.
ComIT Management must prioritize and rank recovery order of critical applications.
Develop the Disaster Recovery framework.
Secure funding for Phases IV and V
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Appendix A
Terminology
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Alert

Notification that a potential disaster situation is imminent exists or has
occurred; usually includes a directive for personnel. To stand by for
possible activation

Alternate Site

An alternate operating location to be used by business functions when
the primary facilities are inaccessible. 1) Another location, computer
center or work area designated for recovery. 2) Location, other than the
main facility, that can be used to conduct business functions. 3) A
location, other than the normal facility, used to process data and/or
conduct critical business functions in the event of a disaster.

Application Recovery

The component of Disaster Recovery that deals specifically with the
restoration of business system software and data after the processing
platform has been restored or replaced.

Backup (Data)

A process by which data, electronic or paper-based, is copied in some form
so as to be available and used if the original data from which it originated is
lost, destroyed or corrupted.

Backup Generator

An independent source of power, usually fueled by diesel or natural gas.

Business Impact Analysis

A process designed to prioritize business functions by assessing the
potential quantitative (financial) and qualitative (non-financial) impact that
might result if an organization was to experience a business continuity
event.

Call Tree

A document that graphically depicts the calling responsibilities and the
calling order used to contact management, employees, customers,
vendors, and other key contacts in the event of an emergency, disaster, or
severe outage situation.

Continuity Of Operations
Plan (COOP)

A COOP provides guidance on the system restoration for emergencies,
disasters, mobilization, and for maintaining a state of readiness to provide
the necessary level of information processing support commensurate with
the mission requirements/priorities identified by the respective functional
proponent. The Federal Government and its supporting agencies
traditionally use this term to describe activities otherwise known as
Disaster Recovery, Business Continuity, Business Resumption, or
Contingency Planning.
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Critical Business Functions

The critical operational and/or business support functions that could not
be interrupted or unavailable for more than a mandated or predetermined
timeframe without significantly jeopardizing the organization. An example
of a business function is a logical grouping of processes/activities that
produce a product and/or service such as Accounting, Staffing, Customer
Service, etc.

Critical Infrastructure

Physical assets whose incapacity or destruction would have a debilitating
impact on the economic or physical security of an organization,
community, nation, etc.

Data Backup Strategies

Data backup strategies will determine the technologies, media and offsite
storage of the backups necessary to meet an organization’s data recovery
and restoration objectives.

Data Backups

The copying of production files to media that can be stored both on and/or
offsite and can be used to restore corrupted or lost data or to recover
entire systems and databases in the event of a disaster.

Disaster

A sudden, unplanned catastrophic event causing unacceptable damage or
loss. 1) An event that compromises an organization’s ability to provide
critical functions, processes, or services for some unacceptable period of
time 2) An event where an organization’s management invokes their
recovery plans.

Disaster Recovery

The technical aspect of business continuity. The collection of resources
and activities to re-establish information technology services (including
components such as infrastructure, telecommunications, systems,
applications and data) at an alternate site following a disruption of IT
services. Disaster recovery includes subsequent resumption and
restoration of those operations at a more permanent site.

Disaster Recovery Plan

The management approved document that defines the resources, actions,
tasks and data required to manage the technology recovery effort. Usually
refers to the technology recovery effort. This is a component of the
Business Continuity Management Program.

Enterprise Wide
Planning/Organizational
Resiliency Management
(ORM)

The overarching master plan covering all aspects of business continuity
within the entire organization.
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Exercise

A people focused activity designed to execute business continuity plans
and evaluate the individual and/or organization performance against
approved standards or objectives. Exercises can be announced or
unannounced, and are performed for the purpose of training and
conditioning team members, and validating the business continuity plan.
Exercise results identify plan gaps and limitations and are used to improve
and revise the Business Continuity Plans. Types of exercises include: Table
Top Exercise, Simulation Exercise, Operational Exercise, Mock Disaster,
Desktop Exercise, Full Rehearsal.

High-Availability

Systems or applications requiring a very high level of reliability and
availability. High availability systems typically operate 24x7 and usually
require built-in redundancy to minimize the risk of downtime due to
hardware and/or telecommunication failures.

Network Outage

An interruption of voice, data, or IP network communications.

Off-Site Storage

Any place physically located a significant distance away from the primary
site, where duplicated and vital records (hard copy or electronic and/or
equipment) may be stored for use during recovery.

Outage

The interruption of automated processing systems, infrastructure, support
services, or essential business operations, which may result, in the
organizations inability to provide services for some period of time.

Recovery

Implementing the prioritized actions required to return the processes and
support functions to operational stability following an interruption or
disaster.

Recovery Time Objective
(RTO)

The period of time within which systems, applications, or functions must
be recovered after an outage. RTO includes the time required for:
assessment, execution and verification. RTO may be enumerated in
business time (e.g. one business day) or elapsed time (e.g. 24 elapsed
hours).
Notes: Assessment includes the activities which occur before or after an
initiating event, and lead to confirmation of the execution priorities, time
line and responsibilities, and a decision regarding when to execute.
Execution includes the activities related to accomplishing the pre-planned
steps required within the phase to deliver a function, system or application
in a new location to its owner.
Verification includes steps taken by a function, system or application owner
to ensure everything is in readiness to proceed to live operations.
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Recovery Site

A designated site for the recovery of business unit, technology, or other
operations, which are critical to the enterprise.

Resilience

The ability of an organization to absorb the impact of a business
interruption, and continue to provide a minimum acceptable level of
service.

Risk Assessment / Analysis

Process of identifying the risks to an organization, assessing the critical
functions necessary for an organization to continue business operations,
defining the controls in place to reduce organization exposure and
evaluating the cost for such controls. Risk analysis often involves an
evaluation of the probabilities of a particular event.

Single Point of Failure (SPOF) A unique pathway or source of a service, activity, and/or process. Typically,
there is no alternative and a loss of that element could lead to a failure of a
critical function.
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System Recovery

The procedures for rebuilding a computer system and network to the
condition where it is ready to accept data and applications, and facilitate
network communications.

Table Top Exercise

One method of exercising plans in which participants review and discuss
the actions they would take without actually performing the actions.
Representatives of a single team, or multiple teams, may participate in the
exercise typically under the guidance of exercise facilitators.

Workaround Procedures

Alternative procedures that may be used by a functional unit(s) to enable it
to continue to perform its critical functions during temporary unavailability
of specific application systems, electronic or hard copy data, voice or data
communication systems, specialized equipment, office facilities, personnel,
or external services.
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Appendix I

Appendix B
BIA Questionaire
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Questions Posed During the BIA Interviews:
What functions/services/products does your business unit provide?
What is the maximum amount of downtime for each function? (0, 3, 7, or 24)
Do you have to adhere to any legal or regulatory requirements? What time frames and penalties are
surrounding these regulations?
Who/which department(s) depends on you to perform these functions?
What/who/which department(s) do you depend upon in order to perform these functions?
What applications do you use in performing these functions?
Do you have any peak times or calendar frequency issues for each of these functions?
Do you have work around procedures for each of the functions?
Do you have any vital records (non-Technical) and if so, where are they stored/located? Are any
irreplaceable?
If you had to move to an off-site location during a disaster, how many of the following would you need for
each function/or in total?
Phones
Desks
Printers

# of people
Skill sets required
Other

Do you rely on any vendors or contractors to perform these functions? Do you have SLAs with those
vendors?
Do you have call trees set up?
Do you have a COOP plan in place and if so, how and when was it last updated?
Are there other considerations or concerns that are relevant to your area?
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Appendix I

Appendix C
Interview List
by Department
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Department

Org
Chart

Invite
Sent

Interview
Scheduled

Y

Y

Y

3/11

Y

Y

COMPLETE

§ Administration

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Cooperative
Extension Program

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Agricultural
Reserve Program

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Farmer's Market

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

City Auditor

N

Y

Y

Y

5/6, 5/17

5/17

COMPLETE

City
Attorney

N

Y

Y

Y

5/6, 5/17,
6/17,
7/17

ACCEPTED
/No Final
approval

City Clerk

Y

Y

Y

Y

5/6, 5/17

ACCEPTED
/No Final
approval

City Council

Y

Agriculture

City Manager
- ****
Restructure
****

City
Treasurer

Y

Notes

Contacted
Amanda
Barnes for
phone
interview
X4036

TBD

Contacted
Amanda
Barnes for
phone
interview
X4036

TBD

§ Administration

TBD

§ Organizational
Development

TBD

§ Volunteer
Resources

Y

Y

Y

5/23

6/18

COMPLETE

§ Media and
Communications

Y

Y

Y

3/29, 5/6

5/6

COMPLETE

Y

Y

5/6

John Atkinson

Y

§ Receipts
§ Investment
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Interview Summary Summary
Complete
Sent
Accepted
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COMPLETE

Management
Commissioner Eric Schmudde
of the Revenue

Y

Y

6/7

6/10

PBT to do
summary

Commonwealth's
Attorney

Y

Y

Y

Y

5/8 ,
5/17,
6/17,
7/17

7/22

COMPLETE

ComIT

Y
2/8

2/8

2/12

3/15

3/15

COMP
LETE

§ Administration
§ DMV Select
Program
§ Business Revenue
§ Compliance

§ Business Center

Y

§ Application
Support

Y



AS Public Safety
(Steve Ramsay)

-

2/18

2/27

2/27

5/23,
6/17,
7/22



AS Software
Engineering George
Omwengo

-

Y

2/18

2/25

2/25

6/18

COMPLETE



AS Web
Engineering
(Jason Hall)

-

Y

2/18

2/19

5/7

5/13

COMPLETE



AS Oracle
Program Group
(Anne
Cummings)

-

2/18

2/26

3/25

6/13,
6/24,
7/16

6/18,
7/18

COMPLETE



DB Management
& Admin (Elena
Balitsky)

-

2/18

2/18

2/22

2/22,
7/22



AS Business
Systems (Skip
Leezer)

-

Y

Y

3/4

3/10

7/23

ACCEPTED
by PBT



AS Rev. Assess
& Collections

-

2/18

2/18

6/3

6/13

6/18

COMPLETE

Clarificatio
ns sent to
Steve 7/22
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(Dotti VanPelt)
§ Technology
Services -(Deb
McDaniel)


Information
Security (Ernie
Fornie)
§Multimedia
Services - Matt
Cernigliaro

62

Y

2/18

2/19

2/26

5/23,
6/17,
7/17

7/17

COMPLETE

-

3/11

2/26

5/23

5/23,
6/17,
7/17

7/25

COMPLETE

Y

2/8

2/18

5/23

5/23

5/30

COMPLETE



ComIT - MM Technical
(Richard Dyer)

Y

2/25

2/27

3/6

3/25

Need app
criticality
and
justificatio
n



ComIT - MM
Content
(Barbara
Morrison)

-

3/25

3/19

3/19

5/23,
6/17,
7/22

7/23

COMPLETE

§ Systems Support

Y



SS Data Center
& Printing (Dave
McCarter)

-

2/12

2/19

2/19

5/23

7/15

COMPLETE



SS Customer
Support (Myron
Schultz)

Y

2/12

2/12

3/19

5/23

5/30

COMPLETE



SS Client
Services
(Michael Clark)

-

2/12

2/13

2/28

5/6, 7/22



SS Server
Infrastructure
(Shawn Hayes)

-

2/12

2/12

2/14

5/7, 6/3,
6/18,
7/22



SS COTS
(Dave Foster)

-

2/12

2/12

2/14

5/7, 6/3,
7/17
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Need the
application
s table
completed
,
specifically
justificatio
ns for 0
downtime
application
s.
7/30

COMPLETE

Need app
list
completed

§ Telecom

Y



Networking
(Brian Johnson)

-

4/8

4/8

4/16,
4/24

5/23,
7/22



Mobile (Marc
St. Clair)

-

4/10

4/17

5/1

5/13,
7/22



Radio (Rob
Delauney)

-

4/8

4/10

5/3

5/13,
7/22

7/22

COMP
LETE
Need the
application
s table
completed
,
specifically
justificatio
ns for 0
downtime
application
s.

7/24

§ GIS

COMPL
ETE
COMPL
ETE



GIS (Rob Jessen)

-

2/18

2/25

5/23,
6/17

5/23,
6/17,
7/16,
7/23

7/23

Had to
clarify
criticality
for Rob on
7/23



GIS Production
(Dave Palmer)

-

3/1

3/8

3/14

5/23,
7/23

7/23

COMPL
ETE



GIS Support
(Todd Grissom)

-

3/1

3/8

3/14

6/3,
6/18,
7/16,
7/23

7/23

ACCEPT
ED/No
final
approv
al

3/11

3/11, 4/11

5/13

7/16

Convention
and Visitors
Bureau

Y

§ Convention
Promotion &
Facility
Management

-

COMP
LETED
THE
FINAL
DEPT
SUMM
ARY AWAITI
NG
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FINAL
APPRO
VAL
§ Media &
Communications

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Business
Development

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ General District
Court

N

Y

Y

Y

5/15

5/15

Courts STATE

§ Juvenile &
Domestic Relations
Court
§ Clerk of the
Circuit Court

§ Magistrate

Cultural
Affairs

Y

Y

Y

5/6, 5/17

ACCEP
TED/No
final
approv
al

5/15

Emily Lebowes

Requested
confirmati
on of City
resources.

Y

Y

Y

5/10,
5/17,
6/18,
7/17

ACCEP
TED/No
t
approv
edDEPT
SUM

§ Arts &
Humanities
Commission

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Sandler Center

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Contemporary
Arts Center Grant

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5/14,
6/19

5/22

6/28

-

-

-

-

-

Economic
Development

§ Administration

64

Requested
confirmati
on of City
resources.

5/15

Y

COMP
LETE

-
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§ Minority Business
Program

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Virginia Beach
Development
Authority

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Central Business
District-South TIF

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Y

5/14,
6/17

6/19

§ Town Center
Special Service
District

Emergency
Commun. &
Citizen
Services
(ECCS)

Y

COMPLETE
Requested
more
info for
Apps
Tble

§ Applications
Support - Ozo

-

5/17

Y

Y

Y

-

-

§ Emergency
Communications
(911)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Citizen Services
(311)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

5/14,
6/17

6/19

COMPLETE

Emergency
Medical
Services

DEPT
SUM

§ Administration

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Operations

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Emergency
Response System

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Regulation &
Enforcement

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Lifeguard
Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Training

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Finance

Y
§ Debt & Financial

-

7/18
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Services - Nancy
Leavitt
§ Accounts Payable

-

Y

5/20

5/20

7/16

§ Payroll

-

Y

Y

Y

5/9, 5/17,
7/23

5/21

COMPLETE

§ Comptroller

-

Y

Y

Y

5/9, 5/17

5/31

COMPLETE

§ Purchasing

-

Y

Y

Y

5/10,
6/17

§ Risk
Management

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

5/10

COMPLETE

Y

Y

Y

Y

5/14,
6/17

6/19

COMPLETE

Fire

ACCEPTED
No final
approval

DEPT
SUM

§ Fire Marshall’s
Office

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Fire Operations

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Emergency
Management

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Fire Training

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3/7,
3/26,
5/9,
6/20

6/21

6/25

General
Registrar STATE
Housing and
Neighborhood
Preservation
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§ Administration

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Code
Enforcement

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Rental Housing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Housing
Development

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Strategy, Policy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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and Resource
Development
Human
Resources

Y
§ Learning &
Development Patricia Greer

-

Y

5/21

§ Staffing &
Compensation - Bill
Edwards

-

Y

Y

Y

6/17

§ Police HR Miriam Bryant

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

5/9

§ OSHA - Judy
Weiss

-

5/9

5/9

5/16

7/18

7/23

7/8

Human
Services

COMPLETE
COMPLETE

Y
§ Central
Administration Randy Thompson

Y



A/P - Fay Ward

-

Y

Y

4/29



Personnel/Payroll/
Training Marie Ja Kob

-

Y

Y

5/20



Transportation Joanna
McAnulty

-

Y

Y
Y

5/15



Fiscal Services
Manager Helen Wen

-

Y

Y

5/15

6/21



ComIT - Jim
Bugg

-

Y

Y

Y

7/8

§ Social Services
Division Alexis Zoss

Y

6/21



Adult & Family
Services - Wendy
Swallow

-

Y

Y

Y



Child Welfare Permanency
Tracy Jones

-

Y

Y

Y

6/2, 7/17 7/17

6/25

6/25

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE
PBT TO
WRITE
SUMMARY
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-

Y

Y

Y

§ Financial
Assistance

-

Y

Y

Y

§ Quality
Assurance (Jonina
Moskowitz)

-

Y

Y

§ Juvenile
Detention Center

-

Y

§ Mental Health
and Substance
Abuse Services Aileen Smith

-



Child Services
Coordinator Aileen Smith

Y



Beach House
Psycho-Social
Day Program Amy Darden

-

-Child & Youth
Services - James
Thornton
-Integrated
Treatment Teams Cindy Elswick
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Child WelfareSafety - Mary
Ann Richards

6/21,
7/16

7/17

Y

6/17

6/21

Y

Y

Y

6/18

5/16

5/22

6/14

6/14,
7/17

-

Y

Y

Y

5/23,
6/17

-

5/16

5/16

6/14

6/14,
7/17

Current
health
crisis. Will
get back
with us.

Requested
completion
of App
Table
Patrick
willl get to
the table
by Thur
7/25

6/17



Medical Director
- Dr. Davis Rosin

-

5/16



MHCM Case
Management Pat Moriarty

-

Y

Y

6/14

6/14



Path(Homeless) Cheryl Molinet

-

5/16

5/22

6/14

6/14

6/14



Prevention

-

5/16

5/23

6/14

6/14

6/17
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COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE
COMPLETE



Services - Ava
Lawrence

-

Recovery Center
- Dr. Freeman
and Carol Sims

-

6/19

6/19

6/24

7/8

7/18

-

5/16

5/23

6/14

6/14,
7/17

7/18

6/17

- A Adult Day
Support - Sandra
Quarles


Sr. Adult Services
- Kathleen
O'Connor

-

5/16

5/23

6/14

6/14



Supportive
Residential
Services Natasha Sams

-

Y

Y

Y

6/3, 7/16



Clinical Services
Coordinator Pam Hudson

Y

Y

Y

Y

6/3

6/10



Adult
Correctional
Services Bridget Manyak

-

5/16

5/31

Y

6/17

6/21



Adult Outpatient
Services - Kjersti
Lee

-

Y

Y

Y

6/6

6/13



Crisis
Management Alicia Maisonave

-

Y

Y

Y

6/20

7/10

Emergency
Services - Mary
Witwer

-

Consumer
Relations LeAnne Brant

-



Nursing Services
- Cathleen
Fleming

-

5/16



Project LINK Cleriece
Whitehill

-

5/16

§ Developmental
Services - Fran Fox

Y





COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
COMPLETE

5/16

5/23

5/23

6/14

6/17
COMPLETE

7/8

5/23

5/23

6/14

6/17
COMPLETE

Y

Y

Y

6/19,
7/17

7/17

COMPLETE
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Case
Management Nicola Morley

-

Community
Employment
Options Carmen Mendez

-

Early
Intervention/Inf
ant Program Jennifer
McElwee

-



PALS I & II Laura Disney

-

5/16

5/28

Y

6/19,
7/17



SkillQuest Colleen Zalewski

-

Y

Y

Y

5/28

5/30



Supportive
Living Programs
- Chris Davis

-

5/16

5/23

Y

6/19,
7/17

7/18

§ Pendleton Child
Service Center Susan Dye

Y

4/8,
5/15

5/21

Y

6/21

6/24



Chesapeake
Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Comprehensive
Services Act Terry Griffin

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Educational
Services Matthew
Donovan

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Virginia Beach
Services - vacant

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Community
Corrections/Pretria
l - Sharon Jones

Y

Y

Y

Y

6/21,
7/17







4/16,
5/9,
5/20

5/20

Y

6/19

6/17
COMPLETE

5/16

7/12
COMPLETE

Y

Y

Y

6/19

6/21
COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE
COMPLETE
SECTION
SUMMARY

COMPLETE
SECTION
SUMMARY

Juvenile
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-

-

-
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-

-

-

-

-

Probation STATE
Libraries

Y

Y

Y

Y

5/8, 5/17

ACCEPTED
No final
approval

DEPT
SUM
-

§ Administration

-

-

-

-

-

§ Records
Management

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Libraries

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Technology
Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Mobile Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Special Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Law Library

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6/21

7/8

Y

Y

5/14

7/16

Magistrate STATE

-

Management
Services

Catheryn Whitesell

3/8,
7/15

Museums
(Lynn
Clements)

5/13,
5/20,
6/21
§ Virginia
Aquarium &
Marine Science
Center
§ Historic
Preservation
§ Museum Stores

Organization Kathy Hevey
Development
Office
Parks and
Recreation

7/15

Y

Y

COMPLETE
SECTION
SUMMARY
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§ Administration
and Business
Systems

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Planning, Design
and Development

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Programming and
Operations

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Landscape
Management

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Y,
5/14
w/Jack

Y

Y

6/13,
6/17,
7/17

Planning &
Community
Development

ACCEPTED/
No final
approved
DEPT
SUM

§ Comprehensive
Planning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Current Planning
and Zoning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Management and
Support

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Planning Boards
and Commissions

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Development
Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Building Permits
and Inspections

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Environmental
and Sustainability
Office

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Administration

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Uniform Patrol

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Investigations

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Animal Control

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Mounted Patrol

Y

Y

Y

Y

Police
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§ Marine Patrol

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Extradition
Program

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Red Light Camera
Program

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Helicopter Unit

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Services/Support

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ False Alarms

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ School Resource
Officer Program

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ K-9 Unit

Y

Y

Y

Y

§ Crime Prevention

Y

Y

Y

Y

Public
Health STATE

3/10,
5/14

Public
Utilities

6/7

Y

COMPLETE
DEPT
SUMMARY
COMPLETE

§ Engineering and
Capital
Construction - Rob
Clark

4/16

Y

Y

5/23 ,
6/17

§ Operations and
Maintenance - Jim
Sarver

4/16

Y

Y

5/23,
6/17

5/15

y

y

6/25

5/10

5/15

5/28

§ Business
Operations - Bob
Montague

Public Works § Operations
Support - Phil
Davenport


Facilities
Management -

Y

6/20

COMPLETE

ACCEPTED
/No final
approval

ACCEPTED
/No final
approval

Y

-

7/8

7/12

COMPLETE
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Barry Shockley


Contracts - John
Lasley

-

5/10

5/15

6/25

7/17

No final
approval



Real Estate
Office - James
Lawson

-

5/10

5/15

5/15

7/13

No final
approval



Waste
Management Mary Richmond
and John Barnes

-

5/10

5/15

5/15

7/10

No final
approval



Fleet
Management Reginald
Padgett

-

5/1,
6/19

7/1

§ Administration Phil Davenport

Y

2/26

3/6

3/18



Business Center
Michelle Clark

-

5/10

5/10

7/1



Storm Water
Cust. Serv.

-

5/10

Y

3/21,5
/9,
5/16,
6/13

§ Operations

7/13

7/1

Operations
Mgnt.- Phil
Koetter

-

6/13

7/1

7/1

7/8,7/17



Infrastructure
Maintenance Mark Johnson

-

6/13

6/13

7/1

7/17



Traffic Mgnt Ops
- Frank Hickman

-

6/13

6/13



Building
Maintenance Chuck Davis

-

6/13

6/13

6/28

7/17

§ City Engineering John Fowler

Y

Engineering

-

3/19,3

4/2

4/2

5/23,6/17
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6/25

No final
approval

Met
individuall
y with
direct
reports
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7/1

7/15

COMPLETE

No final
approval
7/17

7/10

Complete

No final
approval
7/19

Complete

ACCEPTED

Services - Bobby
Wheeler

/26

/No final
approval



Facilities Des &
Cons. - Everette
Herndon

-

3/19,3
/26

3/26

3/27



Trans Program
& PM - Phil
Pullen

-

3/19,3
/26

3/26

3/27



Traffic Eng. Div. - 
Robert Gey

3/19,3
/26

3/26

4/1

5/23,
6,18,7/26

No final
approval



Water Resources
Mgnt. - Phil
Roehrs

-

5/10,
6/18

6/18

6/18

7/17,
7/22

No final
approval

Y

Y

Y

Y

Real Estate
Assessor

3/28

Y

5/10

COMPLETE

5/14,
6/17

COMPLETE
DEPT
SUM

§ Administration

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Board of
Equalization

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

3/9,
5/15

5/28

Sheriff

-

7/17

§ Administration

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Court Support

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Workforce
Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ DARE Program

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Correctional
Operations

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Central Booking

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

§ Inmate Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Strategic
Barry Frankenfield
Growth Area

COMPLETE

VB Public
Schools OUT OF
SCOPE
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Appendix D
Comprehensive
Applications
Table by
Criticality
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Application
Name

Application
Description

Criticality

Justification

Owner / Users

0 No downtime permitted
<3 max downtime
<7 max downtime
<24 max downtime
Davis Weather
Station

MapGuide

WMBPTA
(Women and
Minority
Business
Participation)

Owner –
VBCC

Weather monitoring
(Not being used)

Users VBCC
Owner –
ComIT

Develop and deploy
web mapping
applications and
geospatial web
services
(Being retired in
March 2013)
should be retired replacing with manual
process

Users –
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT

Acrobat

PDF, Flash Player

0

Active Directory

Login and security
access

0

Operations
Management
Admin supports
the vital work of
that PW
performs before,
during and after
any significant
incident. Used to
create .pdf
documents for
dispatch,
emergency
procurement,
etc.
Critical to
standing up the
City’s ComIT
infrastructure.
Other systems
rely on AD for
authentication

Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner-ComIT
Users -Enterprise

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
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Advocate-PAM

A component of
Advocate-PCC. Used in
precincts for elections.

0

on Election Day;
<24 days on all
other days

Advocate-PCC

Datacard® Advocate™
Precinct Control
Center (PCC) /
Electronic Pollbook
(EPB) a complete pollbook management
solution that enables
election officials and
poll workers to
automate many of the
manual, paper-based
procedures used to
process voters on
Election Day.
A component of
Advocate-PCC. Used in
precincts for elections.

0

on Election Day;
<24 days on all
other days

0

on Election Day;
<24 days on all
other days

Owner – Voter
Registrar’s Office
Users –Voter
Registrar’s Office

AdvocateUtilities

Owner – Voter
Registrar’s Office
Users – Voter
Registrar’s Office
Owner – Voter
Registrar’s Office
Users – Voter
Registrar’s Office

Allen-Bradley

SCADA system to
monitor flows, pumps,
etc. Vendor is
Rockwell Automation.

0

Used by
Aquarium to
manage tanks,
etc. The animals
require special
equipment for
air and filtration
that must be
available for
their survival.
Equipment
cannot be down
for more than 8
hours.

Owner Museums &
Historic
Resources
Users –Museums
& Historic
Resources

Anasazi

Electronic health
record

0

Primary system
that stores
consumer health
information for
prescribed
medications and
other health
services.

Owner – DHS
Users – DHS
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ANI/ALI
Database

APCO MEDS

Automatic Number
Information –
Automatic Location
information.
Automatic Number
Information –
Automatic Location
information.
Automatic Number
Identification
corresponds to the
subscriber's seven
digit telephone
number. The ANI
displays at the PSAP
on the digital ANI
display console.
Automatic Location
Identification provides
for an address display
of the subscriber
calling 911. With ALI,
the PSAP receives the
ANI display and an ALI
display on a screen.
The ALI display
includes the
subscriber's address,
community, state,
type of service and if a
business, the name of
the business. The
PSAP will also get a
display of the
associated ESN
information (police,
fire, rescue).
Association of Public
Safety
Communications
Officials ( APCO)
International's
popular talking
software to provide
practical instructions
for public safety
telecommunicators.
Communications
Scripting.

0

Facilitates
emergency call
response.

Owner-ECCS
Users –ECCS

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner –ECCS
Users – ECCS
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ArcGIS for
Desktop

Create maps, spatial
analytics, manage
geo-databases

0

ArcGIS Web
Server

Allows sharing of GIS
resources (maps.
Models, tools) across
the enterprise. Feeds
Accela.

0

ASAPS

State, regional and
local staff use a
monthly report
generated from the
Adult Services/Adult
Protective Services
(ASAPS) to focus on
timeliness of
investigations as a
management tool for
monitoring the safety
of elderly and
incapacitated
consumers.

0

Assessment
Admin

Takes ProVal values
and modifies taxes
based on programs
and other criteria,
e.g., land use values,
green buildings,
elderly programs,
disabled veteran
programs, review
deeds recorded at City
Clerk’s Office and
other supplements
and exonerations.

0

Avaya
Communication
s Server 1000
(CS1K)

IP Communications
System

0

Public Safety
Communications
hub

Owner –ComIT
Users –ECCS

Aviat
Microwave
System

Software/System

0

E911/Pub Safety

Owner ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
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Need to be able
to update
emergency
service maps,
and CAD
systems.
Pushes out /
displays Map
changes to
Emergency
Operations
Center.
Mandated by
Title 63.2 of the
Code of Virginia.
Under the ASAPS
rules, an
investigation
must be initiated
within 24 hours
of receiving
notice. An
attempt to make
face-to-face
contact must be
made within 5
days.
Used for FEMA
assessments

Owner –ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia - VDSS
/ Adult and
Family Services
Users -DHS

Owner – Real
Estate Assessor
Users – Real
Estate Assessor

AVL
(Automated
Vehicle
Location)
Business Call
Recording
CAD - Computer
Aided Dispatch

CAD – Mobile
Mapping

CAD - Time
Synch

CAD Activity
Reporting
System (CARS)
CAD Pistol
Gateway
Cassidian 911
Call Processing

Cassidian Magic

CAD-associated
Interface. PS - tied to
AVL - vehicle locator.
Location based
services uses air card
Monitor call center
calls
Public Safety
Communications computer aided
dispatch for 911
Center to record
incidents and dispatch
first responders to
scene
CAD mapping client.
Units in the field have
a similar (but limited)
map as well. It is part
of the CAD system.
Real- Time File
Synchronization - This
is a utility that is a
component of CAD,
not an application. It
syncs time across all
CAD components.
CAD-associated
Interface Public
Safety Reporting
Dispatch – public
safety
Call handling for
emergency call
centers with NG9-1-1
ready solutions for call
processing, data
management and
analytics, and CAD and
mapping.

Telephone Records
Management/Reporti
ng System. Statistics
Server for 911 - Call
Reporting

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner –ECCS
Users –ECCS

0

Call could be a
bomb threat.
Central to critical
ECCS Operations
– GIS feed map
updates to CAD
during a disaster

Owner – ComIT
Users –ComIT
Owner –ECCS
Users –
ECCS,Fire,Police,
EMS,ComIT

0

Public Safety
Critical – part of
CAD

Owner - ECCS
Users - ECCS

0

Public Safety
Critical – part of
CAD

Owner - ECCS
Users – ECCS

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner - ECCS
Users –ECCS

0

Public Safety
Critical
Technologies
streamline and
expedite call
taker and
dispatcher
response efforts,
as well as assist
in facilitating
preparedness
and recovery
initiatives for
first responders.
Public Safety
Critical

Owner - ECCS
Users –ECCS
Owner - ComIT
Users – ECCS

0

0

0

Owner – ComIT
Users – ECCS
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Cassidian Vesta

Cassidian Vesta
View
Cisco Firewall
IPS Modules

Telephony User
Interface (Separate
CAD-integrated
application on the
workstation) ECCS
desktop app for 911
incoming and call
mgmt.
Supervisory
monitoring tool.
ECCS/PIO/311/POL statistics
Intrusion Detection
System

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

0

The function is
critical in reestablishing the
City’s
infrastructure.
Allows remote
access to critical
staff that cannot
get in to office.
Operations
Management
Admin answers
customer service
calls and
dispatches crews
to incident
scenes. They
may need to
work remotely
during a disaster.
Case workers
must be able to
access
prescribed
medications on
Anasazi.
Operations
Management
Admin uses to
dispatch crews
to incident
scenes.

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

Citrix

Provides remote
access to applications

0

City of VB –
online mapping

Mapping applications
to locate a variety of
infrastructure

0
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Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

Owner-ComIT
Users -DPW

Crystal Reports
Easy View

View Crystal reports
from Hansen, CADD

0

DBA custom
developed tools

In-house tools used by
the DBA team to
perform their jobs;
individual tools not
listed.
Strategic planning
software for
apparatus and station
siting/relocation;
automated
procedures for
building dispatch
order sequence lists
for stations, units and
hospitals; and realtime tactical dispatch
decisions regarding
the best placement of
available units.
Network
Authentication and
Host Resolution
CAD-associated
Interface. PS 911
Communications
(Hand Held)

0

Deccan

DHCP
Digital Push-ToTalk (PTT)

Operations
Management
Admin needs to
create reports
for services
requests and
work orders to
manage
emergency
response.
Critical database
restores may
rely on DBA tools

Owner-ComIT
Users -DPW

0

Used to deploy
resources when
dispatching to
emergencies

Owner -Fire
Users -Fire

0

IT core
infrastructure

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner –ECCS
Users –ECCS

Owner - ComIT
Users - ComIT
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Domain name
System (DNS)

Dominion
Power Street
Light Reporting

E9-1-1

E911 CAMA
trunks

Emergency
Medical
Records

84

Naming system for
computers, services,
or any resource
connected to Internet
or private network
that translates easily
memorized domain
names to numerical IP
addresses needed to
locate computer
services and devices
worldwide. This
keyword-based
redirection service,
the Domain Name
System is an essential
component of the
functionality of the
Internet.
Reporting street light
outages and trouble
directly to Dominion
Virginia Power for
repair
Enhanced 911, E-911
or E911 is a system
used in North America
that links emergency
callers with the
appropriate public
resources by
pinpointing the
caller's exact location.
32 E9-1-1 CAMA
trunks try to
automatically
associate a location
with the origin of the
call to derive a
location that can be
used to dispatch
police, fire,
emergency medical
and other response
resources. Uses ANIALI database.
Used by EMS to store
emergency medical
records (Stored in
Colorado)

0

Name
resolution.
Required for
systems to
communicate.
Central to core
infrastructure.

Owner -ComIT
Users Enterprise

0

Used to report
power outages
directly to
Dominion
Virginia Power
for repair.
Public Safety
Critical

Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

0

Used by EMS to
store emergency
medical records

Owner – EMS
Users –EMS

0
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Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

Emergency
Website
EMS Two Tone
Alerting
Enterprise Data
Storage and
Protection

Fire Alarm
Status
Maintenance
Fire/EMS
Station Alerting
(EMNET?)

FleetFocus

Forefront
Threat
Management
Gateway
FuelFocus

Hosted by GoDaddy
http://emergency.vbg
ov.com
CAD-associated
Interface
Enterprise NAS
Storage

0

Needed for
emergency
communications
Public Safety
Critical
IT core
infrastructure
that facilitate
backup and
restore
capabilities.
Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS
Owner –ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

0

via city SharePoint site

0

CAD-associated
Interface. Part of
CADS and CARS
(Tiburon)(Workstation
connected to satellite
dish for backup email
to state ;?)
Fleet management
software tracks all
vehicles and
equipment
maintenance
functions and offers
billing and tracking for
vehicle equipment.
Remote Access and
Antivirus and Reverse
Web Proxy for Client
VPN (firewall)
Realtime fuel and fluid
management at 11
fuel sites across the
City. FuelFocus runs
independently at all
11 sites. Each site
interfaces with the
centralized FleetFocus
application.

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

0

Used for first
responder
emergency
vehicles

Owner-ComIT
Users DPW,Finance

0

IT core
infrastructure

Owner – ComIT,
Microsoft
Users - ComIT

0

Facilitates
fueling of Public
Safety vehicles
used in first
responder
emergency
vehicles

Owner – DPW
Users – DPW

0

Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS
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GIS

Geographic
Information System Manages the
acquisition and
storage of
geographical data for
the City. Contains and
locates streets,
parcels, geography,
buildings and other
data elements. Daily
interaction with GIS
team for new
Geographic Parcel
Identification
Numbers (GPINs);
Used by inspectors to
locate parcels, First
responder vehicles
preloaded with GIS
maps on a quarterly
basis.

0

Used by first
responders, real
estate assessors
and others in
recovery efforts

Owner – ComIT
Users – Real
Estate Assessor,
DPU, DPW,
Museums &
Historic
Resources, Fire,
Police, ECCS,
Housing &
Neighborhood
Preservation,
Parks & Rec, SGA

Google Earth

Locating City
infrastructure

0

Owner-ComIT
Users -DPW

Government
Revenue
Management
(GRM)

Keeps records and
tracks real estate
revenue and property
owners, Tax
Calculation, Billing,
Payment & Delinquent
Management
application. Extracts
are provided to
vendor hosted
CollectMax
application for online
access to
billing/payment/delin
quent information.

0

Used to dispatch
crews to
emergency
scenes
Used by real
estate assessor
for FEMA
reporting
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Owner Thomson
Reuters
Users -Treasurer,
Real Estate
Assessor, DPU,
DPW, ComIT

Hansen

Enterprise asset
management, work
order, computerized
maintenance
management system,
Work Tracking
System; enter Service
Requests, View
Service Request
status, Scheduling,
Work Orders.

0

HRPDC
Microwave
System

Regional OC3
microwave system for
Hampton Roads
Planning District
Commission (HRPDC)

0

HURREVAC

Decision support tool
of the National
Hurricane Program,
administered by
FEMA, the USACE, and
the NOAA National
Hurricane Center
Tropical Cyclone
Tracking and Analysis
Systems for probable
strike zones, etc.
Vendor is PC Weather
Products
Server infrastructure

0

HURRTRAK

Hyper-V

Used to create
work orders to
deploy crews to
emergency
scenes - Used to
deploy service
vehicles (CVB
and contractors)
to infrastructure
outages in order
to keep water,
sewer and other
infrastructure
operations
functioning.
E911/Pub Safety;
Interoperability
at all levels; Port
Security
Issues;Digital
and broadband
capability;
CAO/EOC
communications
Used by
Emergency
Management
during storms

Owner – DPW
Users DPW,DPU,Parks
& Rec

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Police,Fire, EMS

Owner – Fire
Users – Fire

0

Used by
Emergency
Management
during storms

Owner – Fire
Users –Fire

0

Required to
recover current
Virtual Machines
and can be
utilized to
recover some
current physical
machines

Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT
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ImageTrend

Emergency Reporting
is done with Image
Trend. It is a webbased, off-site
application. If EMS
has access to the
Internet, they will be
able to perform this
function. Supported
by Emergency Data
Systems (EDS).

0

Used for the
collection and
management of
EMS pre-hospital
data

Owner – EMS
Users – EMS,
Fire

InSITE

Oracle Financial
system used by the
City for payroll,
accounting and other
related functions.
Hosted off site by
vendor in Austin,
Texas Payroll/Personnel
Actions; Financial
tracking, accounting,
reporting on
expenditures for
individual bureaus,
Grants/CIPs/special
projects, procurement
cards, data entry and
reconciliation.

0

The staff needs
to get paid to
work, especially
during difficult
disaster
situations.

Owner-Finance
Users -Enterprise

Internet

Global system of
interconnected
computer networks
that use the standard
Internet protocol suite
(TCP/IP) to serve
several billion users
worldwide.

0

Used by
enterprise
applications to
connect with
hosting
providers. OCA
uses for Westlaw
research, Jail call
services,
VCIN/NCIC, Case
Finder.

Owner-None
Users -Enterprise

LifeNet

Software component
of cardiac monitor /
defibrillator that
transmits heart attack
data from the EMS
vehicle to the hospital
while in transit.

0

Used by EMS
vehicles to
transmit heart
attack data from
the EMS vehicle
to the hospital
while taking
patient to the
hospital.

Owner-EMS
Users -EMS
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Lync

Instant messaging by
Microsoft

0

Communications
software

Maverick
Mapping

Separate CADintegrated application
on the workstation).
Tied to AVL vehicle
locator
Link between VCIN
and PISTOL

0

Public Safety
Critical

0

Virginia 811 is the free
“one call” Virginia
communications
center for excavators,
contractors, property
owners, and those
planning any kind of
excavation. Used to
view utility map
tickets, enter requests
for marking of utility
lines prior to PW
doing work
800 MHz Motorola
ASTRO 25 release 7.8
digital radio system
Customer
Programming
Software (CPS)
consisting of 3
modules

0

Used by Police to
do background
checks
Used by Public
Works and
Public Utilities
during recovery
effort. Used for
disaster repair
work. Website
maintained
outside of ComIT
by MISS Utility of
Virginia.

Owner –Police
Users – Police,
VBSO
Owner – ComIT
Users –
DPU,DPW

0

E911/Pub Safety

0

Separate application
on the workstation.
Radio dispatch?

0

Used by the
ComIT Mobile
Team to repair
broken
equipment in
first responder
vehicles
Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner – ComIT
Users – DPW,
ComIT

Radio
Communications
(Motorola 800 MHz
Radio System
Software)
Radio system software

0

Message Switch
MISS Utility
(Vision)

Motorola 25 7.8
Radio System
Motorola CPS

Motorola
MCC7500 Elite
Dispatch (Gold
Elite?)
Motorola
Professional
Radio CPS
Motorola
Smartnet

0

Communications
tool for
responding to
emergency
situations.
Used by Public
Safety entities to
communicate

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

Owner –ECCS
Users – ECCS
Owner –ComIT
Users – DPW
ComIT
Owner – ECCS
Users –DPW
Police,Fire,EMS,
DPU,VBSO
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MS Access

Track consumers, Help
Desk Incident Tracking

0

MS Enterprise
Data Protection
MS Exchange &
Lync

Backup and restore

0

Communication –
Instant Messaging

0

MS Office

Office tools, including
Outlook

0

MS SQL Server
Database
Management
System

Integrated
environment for
accessing, configuring,
managing,
administering, and
developing all
components of SQL
Server
Internet to Oracle Needed for
Finance/Payroll,
Benefits and HR,
however this is hosted
by Oracle not the City

0

0

Needed for
Finance/Payroll,
Benefits and HR,
however this is
hosted by Oracle
not the City

Owner –Oracle
Users - ComIT

Name Unknown

Camera application
for court security

0

Used by Sheriff’s
Office to secure
courts

Owner – VBSO
Users – VBSO

NCIC

National Crime
Information Center is
the FBI’s
computerized index of
criminal justice
information, i.e.,
criminal record history
information, fugitives,
stolen properties,
missing persons.

0

Used by Police,
Sheriff’s Office,
Fire and OCA to
do criminal
background
checks

Owner – FBI
Users –
Police,VBSO,Fire,
OCA

NICE Inform
Voice Logger /
Recorder

An advanced recording
solution that captures
all forms of audio —
VoIP, analog and digital
telephony for control
room operations

0

Public Safety
Infrastructure

Owner –ECCS
Users –ECCS

My Oracle
Support
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DHS
Transportation
Services uses to
validate that
consumer has
been admitted;
DHS IT uses for
Help Desk
tracking
Required for
system recovery
Communication
during and after
an event
Communications
is critical during
a disaster
DBMS for 400
databases in the
3 primary data
centers (Bldg 2,
Bldg 30, Dam
Neck Rd)

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT
Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

Nortel Business
Communication
Manager (BCM)

OASIS

Offender
Management
System (OMS)

Oracle Client

Oracle
Database
Enterprise
Manager
Utilities and
Tools
Oracle DB
Server
Oracle Forms &
Reports

Platform delivers
small to medium-sized
businesses and branch
offices a converged
voice and data
solution. Interactive
voice response, IP
routing and data
services such as
firewall, wireless, and
more.
On-line Automated
Services Information
System is used by DSS
to automate
processes and
information for child
welfare programs

0

Used by Telecom
Voice team to
support voice
communications

Owner – ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

0

The intake and
investigative
service functions
for Child
Protective
Services are
critical and
mandated by the
State to be up
24x7x365

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia /
Child Welfare
Safety, Quality
Assurance
Users - DHS

Jail Management
System including all
info from intake to
release, e.g., initial
intake, charges,
sentencing, property,
housing, medical,
meal planning,
scheduling, and
temporary release.
DB Connectivity
RDBMS TNS names

0

Used by
Sherriff’s Office
to manage
inmates

Owner – VBSO
Users – BSO

0

Used by OPG for
Insite support of
Finance/Payroll,
Benefits and HR
Needed to
monitor
recovery of
Oracle

Owner -ComIT
Users - ComIT

Monitors the
database.
Administrator tools to
add users, modify
table spaces, files, etc.

0

Oracle RDBMS

0

Reporting RDBMS

0

Oracle database
management
system for GIS
and Insite
Automatically
comes up with
Oracle

Owner –ComIT
Users -ComIT

Owner –ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner -ComIT
Users - ComIT
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Oracle SQL
Developer

Oracle Tool Discover Admin
Oracle Tool Putty

Integrated
development
environment for the
development and
management of the
Oracle Database
Reporting tool
Terminal emulation
software to remote
into routers

Oracle Work
Flows Builder

0

Needed for
Finance/Payroll,
Benefits and HR

Owner -ComIT
Users –ComIT

0

Needed for
Finance/Payroll,
Benefits and HR
Needed for
Finance/Payroll,
Benefits and HR
Automatically
comes up with
Oracle
E911/Pub Safety

Owner –ComIT
Users –DHR,
Finance
Owner -ComIT
Users –
DHR,Finance
Owner -ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner – ComIT
Users –Police,
Fire, EMS
Owner –EMS
Users –EMS

0
0

Orion Regional
Radio System

Overlay Regional
InterOperability
Network (ORION)

0

OSCAR

Scheduling volunteer
resources - off-site
application developed
and maintained by a
former member of the
EMS staff. Named
after his cat.

0

Used by EMS to
schedule
volunteers

Outlook

E-mail
communications

0

Communication
is critical during
a disaster.

Owner –ComIT
Users Enterprise

Paging

CAD-associated
Interface

0

Public Safety
Critical

PISTOL

Police Intelligence
System Totally OnLine - A SunGard OSSI
product that functions
as a records
management
application that
collects, stores, and
provides access to
arrests, names,
incident reporting,
warrants, probation,
etc.

0

Used by Police,
ECCS, VBSO,
DHS, OCA, and
Fire to conduct
criminal
background
checks

Owner –ECCS
Users – ECCS
Owner – Police
Users –Police,
ECCS, VBSO,
DHS, OCA, and
Fire

Positron Public
Safety Systems
(PPSS)

Provides 9-1-1
database mgt. and 91-1 call routing
services. Maintains
records in a tabular
database. Identifies
City for selective
router.

0

Support
emergency calls
at the 911
Center
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Owner –ECCS
Users –ECCS

ProComm

Used to program
switches

0

Used by Telecom
Voice team to
maintain voice
communications
Required for
disaster damage
assessment &
recording for
FEMA

Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT

ProVal
(Manatron)

Appraisal software for
assessment, records
management &
mapping support for
real estate.
Note: GRM & ProVal
are two separate
applications
performing separate
tasks but sharing the
same large, complex
database.
Pretrial Community
Corrections - Risk
Assessment tool

0

0

Assess offenders
while they
remain in
custody

Separate application
on the workstation.
Maintained by ComIT.

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia /
Child Welfare,
Community
Corrections/Pret
rial Users – DHS
Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

Radio Control
Manager (need
name of
software)
Records
Management
Services (RMS)

Stores contact info
(name, address, etc.)
for EMS volunteers on
MS Access database –
Supported by ComIT

0

Used by EMS to
store contact
info for
volunteers –
backed up to
Volgistics
database
(vendor in
Michigan) by
Volunteer
Resources to
provide
redundancy if
data is lost.

Owner –EMS
Users – EMS
Volunteer
Resources

Safe Measures

Pulls statistical OASIS
data for management
reports, service plans,
due dates, etc.

0

The intake and
investigative
service functions
for Child
Protective
Services are
critical and
mandated by the
State to be up
24x7x365

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Supreme
Users – DHS

PTCC

Owner -Real
Estate Assessor,
Manatron
Users –Real
Estate Assessor,
DPW,ComIT
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SCADA

(Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition)
Computer- controlled
system that monitors
and controls physical
devices in the pipes,
pump stations, etc.
throughout the
infrastructure.
Monitors rainfall
levels, wet well levels,
inflow and infiltration,
and other flow data
for water supply,
water distribution and
sewer infrastructure.

0

Because the
threat of
contaminated
water is a large
concern
following a
disaster PU must
manage the
integrity of the
City's water
supply
immediately
following a
disaster.

Owner –DPU
Users –DPU

SCCM

Systems Center
Configuration
Manager - Manages
large groups of
computers to provide
remote control, patch
management,
software distribution,
operating system
deployment, network
access protection and
hardware and
software inventory
Systems Center Virtual
Machine Manager Manages large
numbers of Virtual
Servers
Communication and
collaboration system
developed by
Microsoft for content
management,
document
management, search,
business intelligence,
portals and
collaboration.

0

Software tool
used by Client
Services team
used to restore
the critical IT
backbone

Owner – ComIT
Users –ComIT

0

Used by ComIT
Systems Support
to manage
virtual servers

Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT

0

Used to
communicate
and collaborate
during
emergency
situations.
Important
response and
recovery
procedures are
stored in
SharePoint.

Owner-ComIT
Users -Enterprise

SCVMM

SharePoint
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Simplex Grinnell

Fire enunciation and
alarm System

0

Social Media

Multimedia uses
Twitter, Facebook,
Flickr, YouTube and
group email accounts
to publish emergency
information to public.

0

Solar Winds

Network, application,
virtualization and
storage management
software that
maintains monitors
and troubleshoots IT
networks. Monitors,
reports and does
network backups.

0

Fire Officials may
not permit the
building to be
occupied
without these
systems being
operational. Fire
is more likely
after a major
event. Since
VBCC is a critical
EO facility at the
time of a
disaster, the fire
system needs to
be functional.
This system is
used to
notify/warn
citizens in an
emergency (i.e.
hurricane,
criminal activity,
rabid animals,
evacuation, etc.)
situation. It
advises them of
an incident and
steps they need
to take to keep
them and their
families safe.
Needed to
establish and
monitor security
protocols,
networking, and
radio towers.
Monitors and
remotes in to
Fire and EMS air
cards.

Owner –VBCC
Users - VBCC

Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT

Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT
City Treasurer
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Spider

Symposium –
Telephony Call
Data Reporting
System

Travels the Web
(hence the name
"spider"), locating and
indexing websites for
search engines.
Queries many
programs – gives
some financial
information and
determine current or
past history (even
DMV)
Agent activity data
collection to analyze
productivity levels,
identify trends, and
assist in forecasting

0

The intake and
investigative
service functions
for Child
Protective
Services are
critical and
mandated by the
State to be up
24x7x365

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users-DHS

0

Used during
customer service
communications
when receiving
emergency calls.
Used by ComIT
Telecom Voice
team as GUI to
the CS1000 /
Used by DPU
Business as
gateway to their
call center
Used by ECCS to
support 911
Center

Owner-ComIT
Users -DPW

Symposium
Contact Center

Graphical user
interface to the
CS1000 – Gateway to
DPU Business call
center

0

TeleCorp

For E911 alarm when
calls are in the queue Browser accessed 3Si
GPS Robbery Tracking
Tool Puts call/wait
times on display

0

Telestaff

Scheduling personnel
(3 shifts)

0

Used by Fire to
schedule staff

Owner – Fire
Users – Fire

Teraterm

Open Source terminal
emulator
(communications)
program
Computer-Aided
Dispatch and mobile
mapping

0

Supports voice
communications

Owner – ComIT
Users –ComIT

0

Public Safety
Critical

0

IT core
infrastructure

Owner –Public
Safety
Committee
Users – ECCS
Owner – ComIT,
Avaya Users –
ComIT

Tiburon CAD
2000
UCM

96

Unified
Communications
Management for
Exchange servers,
databases, backups,
maintenance
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Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT,
DPU

Owner – ComIT
Users –ECCS

VBalert

Citizens subscribe to
receive phone calls on
incidents from ECCS.
Multimedia creates
content.

0

VBgov

Public facing website
flips over to
Emergency Page
during incidents.
Provides status, news
releases, shelter info,
etc.

0

VBTV

Emergency broadcasts
occur on channels 46,
47 and 48. Multimedia
creates content.

0

This system is
used to
notify/warn
citizens in an
emergency (i.e.
hurricane,
criminal activity,
rabid animals,
evacuation, etc.)
situation. It
advises them of
an incident and
steps they need
to take to keep
them and their
families safe.
This system is
used to
notify/warn
citizens in an
emergency (i.e.
hurricane,
criminal activity,
rabid animals,
evacuation, etc.)
situation. It
advises them of
an incident and
steps they need
to take to keep
them and their
families safe.
This system is
used to
notify/warn
citizens in an
emergency (i.e.
hurricane,
criminal activity,
rabid animals,
evacuation, etc.)
situation. It
advises them of
an incident and
steps they need
to take to keep
them and their
families safe.

Owner – ECCS,
Cooper
Notification
Users –
Citizens,ECCS,Co
mIT

Owner –ComIT
Users –
Citizens,Enterpri
se

Owner –ComIT
Users –Citizens,
ComIT
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VCIN

VCIN/NCIC Local
Warrants

Verizon
selective router
service
WebEOC

98

Virginia Criminal
Information Network A service facility under
the control of the
Virginia Department
of State Police that
provides operational
support to the entire
criminal justice
community by
providing a means of
rapid communication
for criminal justice
agencies throughout
Virginia. It is a
statewide data
communications
network incorporating
computerized links to
regional and national
law enforcement
systems, including
DMV, NCIC, and
NLETS.
CAD-associated
interfaces.
background
checks/probation/par
ole - data access and
lookups
links emergency
callers with the
appropriate public
resources
EOC crisis incident
management - Web
site to make requests
for assistance,
understand the
common operating
situation and identify
resources during a
disaster. Connectivity
with regional
jurisdictions during
emergency planning
and unusual events.

0

Needed at time
of arrest to
assess the level
of danger to
public safety
officials and to
apprehend those
with warrants
issued against
them.

Owner –Virginia
Department of
State Police
Users –
Police,ECCS,VBS
O,Commonwealt
h
Attorney,Courts,
DHS,ComIT

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

0

Public Safety
Critical

Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS

0

Collaborative
tool used during
a crisis/disaster
to communicate
to/from public
safety personnel.
Used by all
functional
teams.

Owner –Fire
Users –
Enterprise
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WebEOC
Mapper

New! To be deployed
soon.

0

WebQuery

CAD-associated
Interface RTIMIS?
Software/System that
establishes a private
paging service to
ensure that personnel
can be contacted at all
times
Enterprise work
management software
application for
governments

0

3

Planning uses
Accela for the
permitting
system that
FEMA would
need to get
permits to
rebuild.

Bac-Talk is a protocol
for controlling large
chillers, boilers and air
handling devices. ALC
is a user interface
application used for
thermal comfort
monitoring system
that controls
temperature and
humidity.ALC
(Automated Logic
Corporation)
A program calibrated
to display map data
using CAD and GIS
data

3

If VBCC were to
be used as an
emergency
shelter or
distribution
center, this
application could
be critical as
medicines/vacci
nes and other
supplies may
require climate
control.
Support of the
Geo database
and making web
mapping service
and application
changes for the
911 center are
critical functions
during an
incident because
they are used by
public safety first
responders

Zetron Paging
System

Accela

Alerton Envision
BacTalk

Autodesk
Mapguide
Author

0

3

Pushes out /
displays Map
changes to
Emergency
Operations
Center.
Public Safety
Critical
E911/Pub Safety

Owner –Fire
Users –
Enterprise

Owner – ECCS
Users – ECCS
Owner – ComIT
Users – Police,
Fire, EMS

Owner – Housing
& Neighborhood
Preservation,
Planning &
Community
Development
Users – Housing
& Neighborhood
Preservation,
Planning &
Community
Development
Owner – VBCC
Users - VBCC

Owner – ComIT
Users –ComIT
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CardAccess
3000

Card access security
badge generator and
access privileges
software

3

CHRIS

Comprehensive
Human Rights
Information System
(CHRIS) is a state
system used to report
critical incidents,
which are any actual
or alleged event or
situation that creates
a significant risk of
substantial or serious
harm to the physical
or mental health,
safety or well-being of
a waiver participant.

3

CiscoWorks

Suite of management
tools that simplify the
configuration,
administration,
monitoring, and
troubleshooting of
Cisco networks.

City Law

Crystal Reports

100

Security is vital
to supply
stations at the
time of a
disaster.
Must report
critical incidents
promptly

Owner –VBCC
Users -VBCC

3

Supports
network for
Treasurer

Owner-ComIT
Users -City
Treasurer

File management
software - primary
application used by
City Attorney's Office,
e.g., calendar,
interfaces with
Outlook, Word, Saves
all billing time, collects
data

3

Used to write
ordinances (to
be approved by
City Council)
required to close
City or get
federal funding
after a disaster

Owner-City
Attorney's Office
Users –City
Attorney's Office

Ad hoc report
generation tool,
Creates FEMA reports
out of FleetFocus,
Hansen, CADD

3

Fleet
Management
uses to create
FEMA reports
out of
FleetFocus.
State requires
reports within 3
days for FEMA
funds.

Owner-ComIT
Users -DPW
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Owner – DBHDS
state portal
Users –DHS

Data
Transporter

External file transfer
tool used to transport
financial information
into and from Oracle;
Automatic bill entry,
ACH, invoice entry and
payment. Runs twice
per week.

3

DCJS CIMS

Department of
Criminal Justice
Services - Client
Information
Management System
Victim Witness
Program receives
financial support from
DCJS, who is the
administering agency
for the victim/witness
grant program
established by the
General Assembly in
1984. Quarterly
program performance
reports are required
to participate and are
generated through
CIMS.

3

EPIC

Electronic health
record (EHR) software;
includes registration
and scheduling;
clinical systems for
doctors, nurses,
emergency personnel,
and other care
providers; systems for
lab technicians,
pharmacists, and
radiologists; and
billing systems for
insurers.

3

Financial
Management
System

Purchasing – off site System supported by
VA Supreme Court

3

Finance/Payroll,
Benefits and HR
interfaces Insite
modules with
financial
institutions.

Owner -Finance
Users –Finance

Owner –
Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users –OCA
(State Supported
System)

Food Stamp
consumers
cannot go
without food for
an extended
duration. Webbased state
system used to
manage EBT for
food stamps

Owner – DHS
Users – DHS

Owner –VA
Supreme Court
Users –Clerk of
the Circuit Court
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GeoMedia
Hansen
Interface

Enhances
infrastructure
management
productivity by
making all native
GeoMedia and Hansen
functions available
from either product
Used to display GIS
maps from within
Hansen

3

HVAC digital
control systems
(vendor-specific
application
names)

Siemens, Johnson,
Trane, BarberColeman, Alerton,
Advanced Logic, and
others

3

Landfill

Tonnage database,
tracks landfill dumping

3

Lenel OnGuard

Security - Facility
Access/Security Mgt.,
HR issues building
security access cards

3

Meltwater

Media tracking
service. Tool
determines if AP has
picked up story.

3

Members

Used to maintain
personnel records for
critical reports
(including FEMA). It is
a Microsoft Access
database and not
maintained by ComIT.

3

Hansen Map
Services

102
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Hansen is used
by Public Works,
Public Utilities
and Parks & Rec
to clear roads
and restore City
infrastructure
after a disaster
Supports Public
Works efforts to
clear roads and
restore City
infrastructure
Each vendorspecific
application is
used to monitor
and control
systems in
important
buildings during
a disaster.
Facilitates
hauling storm
debris to
disposal centers
during disasters.
Staff must be
able to enter and
leave important
buildings during
a disaster.
Used to craft
news releases,
for
dissemination of
emergency
information and
public outreach.
Used to maintain
personnel
records for
critical reports
(including
FEMA).

Owner – ComIT
Users –
ComIT,DPW,DPU
,Parks & Rec

Owner –ComIT
Users –
DPU,Parks & Rec
Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

Owner –DPW
Users -DPW, HR,
DHS, Police
Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT

Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

MP2

Infor’s COTS
enterprise asset
management product
for inventory and
work orders

3

Used to create
work orders and
manage
inventory to
keep systems in
important
buildings
operational
during
emergencies.
Used by GIS
Support team to
develop/revise
software code

Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

MS Notepad ++

source code editor

3

Paymode

Electronic payment
through Bank of
America (via ACH). Off
site.

3

Must have to
make City
payments

Owner –
Finance/BOA
Users – Finance

Pictometry

Translates complex
geospatial aerial
imagery information
into useful visual data,
e.g., imagery showing
the fronts and sides of
buildings and
locations on the
ground

3

Used by ComIT
GIS Support
team to support
the 911 center

Owner – ComIT
Users –
ComIT,DPW

Owner – ComIT
Users –ComIT

RedNMX

Data Management
System for Fire for
Incident Reporting,
Fire Reports (used by
inspectors and
investigators)

3

Used by Fire
Dept. in
emergency
situations

Owner – ComIT
Users – Fire

Remong2

Remote elevator
monitoring and
diagnostics

3

Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

SCOM

System Center
Operations Manager A cross-platform data
center management
system for operating
systems and
hypervisors; uses a
single interface that
shows state, health
and performance
information of
computer systems

3

Staff needs to be
able to access
their offices in
important
buildings during
emergencies.
Systems
monitoring will
be needed soon
after recovery

Owner –ComIT
Users – ComIT,
City Treasurer
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Snagit

Screen capture; assists
in producing and
illustrating an issue,
concern, training point

3

Threat
Management
Gateway

Network router,
firewall, antivirus, VPN
server and web cache
from Microsoft. Runs
on Windows Server
line of operating
systems and works by
inspecting all network
traffic that passes
through it

3

Total Recall

Inventory control
software for records
storage - vendor is
DHS

3

Tow Tracker

ECCS/311 – tracking
Used by towing
services to report
activity to City

3

Trailer

Used for scheduling of
yard debris container
rentals for residents
and maintaining
record of payments
received. The data
tables are in SQL and
maintained by
ComIT. MS Access
used as the interface
for queries, forms,
and reports.

3
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Used to describe
work to be
performed by
crews
responding to
incidents.
Virtual Private
Network for City
owned laptops
to establish
remote
connections. Als
o provides
reverse proxy
access for
Constituent
access to
SharePoint
Important City
records will need
to be available
soon after a
disaster
Public Safety
Critical - Used by
Police to
respond to
missing vehicles
complaints
Removal of yard
debris is a critical
activity after a
storm.

Owner-ComIT
Users -DPW

Owner –ComIT
Users –ComIT

Owner – Library
Users –Library

Owner –ECCS
Users –
ECCS,Police

Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

VDBHDS portal

Virginia Dept. of
Behavioral Health and
Developmental
Services Portal
includes assistance,
applications,
inspections, vital
records and more

3

Veeder-Root

Tank gauging system
that monitors and
controls fuel levels

3

Virginia Public
Assistance
Portal
(VirginiaPA.org)

A federal grant
program to aid State
and local governments
in returning a disaster
area to pre-disaster
conditions. A
minimum of 75% of
eligible costs is
provided to primarily
address the repair and
restoration of public
facilities,
infrastructure, or
services which have
been damaged or
destroyed. Hosted by
the Virginia
Department of
Emergency
Management(VDEM) Application to compile
and track emergency
and unusual event
data for public
assistance
reimbursements

3

Crisis
Management is a
critical function
because it
provides support
services to
patients who
have acute
illnesses and
were treated in
mental hospitals
in the recent
past
Public safety and
DPW cleanup
crews require
fuel as a base
resource.
Used to
communicate
with
VDEM/FEMA in
disaster
situations.

Owner –VDBHDS
Users – DHS

Owner-ComIT
Users -DPW

Owner –Virginia
Department of
Emergency
Management
(VDEM)
Users –
Finance,DPW
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VPN

Extends a private
network across a
public network, such
as the Internet. It
enables a computer to
send and receive data
across shared or
public networks as if it
were directly
connected to the
private network, while
benefitting from the
functionality, security
and management
policies of the private
network.
Spreadsheet of
wetlands – moving to
Accela

3

Virtual Private
Network for City
owned laptops
to establish
remote
connections.

Owner –ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

3

Need this info to
issue immediate
repair permits

Owner –Planning
Users – Planning

3

Used to
troubleshoot
network
problems

Owner –ComIT
Users –
ComIT,DHS,City
Treasurer

WhenToWork

Network management
and monitoring
software developed
by Ipswitch. WUG
offers network,
system, application
and log monitoring
and management in
both physical and
virtual infrastructure
environments.
Employee scheduling
software

3

Engineers come
in to manage
tanks. Tanks
cannot be down
for more than 8
hours. Three
generators can
run 36 hours
before refueling.

Owner Museums &
Historic
Resources
Users –
Museums &
Historic
Resources

WMTrucks

Daily weight ticket file
from transfer stations
– pay by ton

3

Must be able to
process
incoming daily
electronic file of
weight tickets
for City
collection
vehicles to pick
up storm debris.

Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

Wetlands

What’s Up Gold
(WUG)
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Work Orders

Work Order
Management

3

1099 Pro

Used for printing
1099s

7

Owner –Finance
Users – Finance

ACD

Automatic Call
Distributor (ACD) is a
computerized
telephony system that
analyzes incoming
calls and distributes
them based on
specific instructions
that define how the
calls are to be
handled.
Access DB used by
LETA (Law
Enforcement Training
Academy) to track
training, certifications,
and firearm
qualifications. This
also supplies
mandatory reports to
DCJS. - (includes ACE
Track and ACE Score).
Application Benefit
Delivery Automation
Project (for eligibility)
/ Customer
Relationship
Management (CRM)
application
Official creator of
addresses for the City

7

Owner –
ComIT

ACE Training
Records
Management
System

ADAPT

Addressing

Adobe Acrobat

Adobe Acrobat
Creative Suite

PDF writer

A collection of design
and development
applications

Used to create
and assign work
orders, including
scheduling
special storm
debris pickup.

Owner-DPW
Users -DPW

Users –
ComIT

7

Owner –
Police
Users –
Police

7

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia - VDSS
Users –
DHS

7

7

7

Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
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AMCAD

Court Case
Management. Land
Records, Jail
Management, ROAM
(Internet access to
public and secure
information) - Bldg
rd
10B 3 Floor - Dell
Server (not supported
by ComIT but by
internal staff (Robert
Borum). Staff use
AmCad to look up
Virginia Beach Circuit
Court case
information on cases
from July 31, 2009
forward.

7

Helps the training
academy track Police
Officer applicants
from application
submission to hire
date.
(recruit_beta.mdb)

7

Application
Desktop
Integrator (ADI)

A spreadsheet-based
extension to Oracle
Applications that
offers full cycle
accounting and asset
management.

7

ATMS.now

Modular central
transportation
management platform
for traffic signal
control, data
collection, report
generation, and alarm
monitoring.
Voicemail

7

Applicant
Tracking System

Avaya CallPilot
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Owner –
Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users Clerk of the
Circuit Court,
OCA

Owner –
Police
Users –
Police
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Finance
OwnerDPW,
Trafficware
Users DPW

7
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Voicemail
recovery can be
deferred for a
short duration

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

Banner

Beachnet

CAFR Unlimited

Cameleon

Stores customer
information such as
names, identifiers,
contact information,
services locations,
billing and payment
information, account
status, meter routes
and locations, and
other related
information.

7

City’s Intranet site

7

Users –
DPU

Ad hoc report writer
utilized during the
production of the
City’s Comprehensive
Annual Financial
Report. The software
utilizes Microsoft
Access to analyze
thousands of accounts
in the production of
the auditable records
and financial reports
for publication.

7

CCTV pan-tilt-zoom
control

7

Cisco Security
Manager (CSM)
Intrusion
Detection

Manages Cisco
Security Devices

City Law

City Law is used to
manage cases, file
paperwork, and court
calendars.
(vendor supported)

Owner –
DPU

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner –
Finance
Users –
Finance

7

7

OwnerDPW,
360surveillance
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner City Attorney's
Office
Users City Attorney's
Office
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Owner –
Parks & Rec

Helps community
organizations manage
recreation activities
more efficiently and
effectively, from
registration and
scheduling to point of
sale and
memberships.
(Active Network)

7

CMP

Contract Management
Program - (CMP) is
used by Public Utilities
to help with the
management of
departmental
engineering and
construction
contracts. CMP
maintains contract
information in a SQL
Server database and
also automatically
generates contractrelated documents.

7

Owner – DPU
Users - DPU

CMS

Case Management
System - Staff use
CMS to look up all
court cases for
Virginia Beach General
District Court and
Virginia Beach
Juvenile & Domestic
Relations Court, and
only Virginia Beach
Circuit Court cases
prior to July 31, 2009.

7

Owner –
Commonwealth
of Virginia

Collection Basin
Capacity

This utility calculates a
Base Sewage Flow
(BSF) for each
collection basin by
determining the water
usage for each
customer within a
service area over the
previous 2 years.

7

Owner – DPU
Users - DPU

Concealed
Weapons
Permit
Application
(CWPS)

In-house database to
track concealed
weapons permits
purchased by VBPD
retirees

7

Owner –
Police

Class Software
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Users –
Parks & Rec

Users OCA
(State Supported
System)
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Users –
Police

Control Point

DAP

Delta

Domestic
Assault

DSNAP

Manage CCTV
cameras at traffic
signals

Data Assurance
Program - (DAP) is
used by Public Utilities
to help manage the
effort of maintaining
the quality of the
sewer Supervisory
Control And Data
Access (SCADA) data.
DAP maintains a list of
data quality issues
that are resolved by
the Sewer Pump Shop
Supervisors and
Electricians. DAP
contains several data
analysis tools to help
detect poor quality
data.
State’s web portal
used to report
Community Consumer
Submissions for
Development Services
(DS) waiver case
management to the
th
state on the 15 of
each month
Archived application
(no longer in use)

Disaster Food Stamps

7

7

7

OwnerDPW,
Digital Sentry
Users DPW
Owner – DPU
Users - DPU

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia DSS
Users –
DHS

7

7

Owner –
Police
Users –
Police
Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users –
DHS
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EBMS

EnergyCAP

EnergyCAP

ePRO
(Electronic
Police Reports
Online)

112

Web based Event
business management
software used for
scheduling, reporting,
booking, and
invoicing. Vendor is
Ungerboeck. Fully
hosted service.

7

Energy Management
Software for Utility bill
tracking (uses Data
Transporter)

7

Billing for a variety of
Utilities - Utility bill
tracking (uses Data
Transporter)

7

In-house application
developed by Andy
Lam that publishes
incident and accident
reports to the web for
viewing by the public.
The public may also
report a low-priority
offense through this
system. ePro
Scheduler is a webbased, workflow
solution that
combines schedule
management, time &
attendance and
payroll control into
one accessible tool. It
is ideal for public
service organizations
like EMS operations,
fire and police
departments, 911
dispatch agencies and
hospitals. Track actual
attendance against
the posted schedule.
External query
initiated by scheduled
job.

7
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VBD80011,
VBWSDMZ15,
VBAS9071,
VBDB013

Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC

Owner –
Finance
Users –
Finance,
DPW
OwnerComIT
Users –
Finance,
DPW Operations
Management
Admin
Owner –
Police
Users –
Police

Feature
Manipulation
Engine (FME)

FileZilla

Fleet Master

FTR (For The
Record)

GeoMedia
Professional

GovMAX

HydrantView

Integrated collection
of spatial ETL (Extract,
Transform, and Load)
tools for spatial data
transformation and
data translation
Free cross-platform
file transfer software

Manage vehicle fleet

7

Owner
ComIT –
Users ComIT

7

7

Digital recording and
content management
software to produce
agenda and minutes

7

Geospatial data
editing app for
building and
maintaining enterprise
geospatial data.
Taxmap maintenance
normal operations.
Budgeting software to
support bureau heads
with data entry and
reports, streamlines
Operating Budget,
Capital Improvement
Program and
performance
measurement.
(hosted by Method
Factory)
The HydrantView is
used by Public Utilities
to help manage
efforts related to fire
hydrants such as
reporting and
processing of hydrant
defect reports and
requests for hydrant
flow tests.

7

Owner ComIT
Users ComIT
Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
Owner –
City Clerk
Users –
City Clerk
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

7

OwnerMethodFactory
and Sarasota
County, FL
Users DPW,
DHR,
Parks & Rec,
Cultural Affairs

7

Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
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IAPro

IDOLS

iNovah

International
Roll Call

114

Internal Affairs and
Professional Standards
software - IAPro
assists public safety
agencies in identifying
potential problems
early on, so that
proactive action can
be taken. IAPro
ensures the most
efficient handling of
citizen complaints,
administrative
investigations, use-offorce reporting, and
other types of
incidents, while
providing the means
to analyze and identify
areas of concern.
Vendor is CI
Technologies, Inc.
Intellectual Disability
On-Line System Virginia’s Electronic
ID/DS Waiver Service
Authorization System

7

Enterprise Cashiering
System to collect
payments. (iNovah is
an enterprise
cashiering system for
billed tax & service
payments, not a point
of sale application)
Shared database
server with
GRM/ProVal.
City Council Voting
and Legislative
Management
software

7

Owner –
Police
Users –
Police

7

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users –
DHS
Owner City Treasurer
Users –
City Treasurer,
DPW,
DPU

7
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Owner City Clerk
Users City Clerk

International
Species
Information
System (ISIS)
Zoological
Information
Management
System (ZIMS)

IPOAD

Irs.gov

Laserfiche

The ZIMS database
contains info on
12,490 taxonomies at
species level, 393,641
living individuals and
3,170,281 reported
individuals in groups.
ISIS members use the
basic biologic
information (age, sex,
parentage, place of
birth, circumstance of
death, etc.) collected
in the ISIS system to
care for and manage
their animal
collections. Used by
more than 800 zoos
and aquariums in
almost 80 countries.

7

Police Officer Court
Date Scheduling (Used
by OCA to schedule
police officers for
court)

7

Web portal for U.S.
government agency
responsible for tax
collection and tax law
enforcement. Includes
income tax forms,
instructions, and
agency publications.
Off site.

7

Enterprise Content
Management (ECM)
software, records
management,
document imaging

7

Owner Museums &
Historic
Resources
Users Museums &
Historic
Resources

Owner OCA
Users OCA
Owner –
Finance
Users –
Finance

OwnerLibraries
Users City Clerk, DPW,
DPU, OCA
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Law
Enforcement
Information
Exchange (Linx)

Lexis/Nexis

Regional law
enforcement (NCIS)
information sharing
database. Analytics
software that
retrieves and links
available data to
support investigative
and tactical
operations. LInX
supports queries
against both
structured and free
text documents.
External query
initiated by scheduled
job.
Research tool

7

Owner –
Police
Users –
Police

7

Owner City Attorney's
Office

(vendor supported but
downloaded to
ComIT)
Lightweight
Directory
Access Protocol
(LDAP)

Constituent access
Application protocol
for accessing and
maintaining
distributed directory
information services
over an internet
protocol (IP) network.

7

Lotus Notes

Collaboration (email,
calendaring, contacts
management, instant
messaging -- as well as
access to other Lotus
Domino applications
and databases)
including jury system,
docket postings, jail

7

Application controls
architectural and
exhibit hall lighting.

7

Lutron
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Users City Attorney's
Office
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

Owner OCA
Users –
OCA
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Manual
switching can
override this
application with
some level of
inconvenience
and knowledge.

Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC

MARS

McAfee

Meter Check
Out

MIDAS

MMIS

MPS500

Meter Account
Reading Schedule analyzes meter routes
and read activity and
recommends
improvements. Requi
red to process meter
reading information
(revenue).
Computer security
anti-virus protection.
End point integrity
and management

7

The Meter Check Out
(MCO) is used by
Public Utilities to help
manage the effort of
recording the
checkout of meters
and meter cases. MCO
generates the meter
check-out sign-out
sheet and data
entry. The Search
feature allows
retrieval of MCO
records.
Meter Issue Dispatch
and Account System manages meterrelated dispatch
activity.
Medicaid
Management
Information System is
an integrated group of
procedures and
computer processing
operations
(subsystems)
Avaya Media
Processing Server is
Public Utilities IVR for
water billing

7

Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU

7

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU

7

7

7

Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
Owner –
Centers for
Medicare &
Medicaid
Services (CMS)
Users –
DHS
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
DPU
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MS Silverlight

NCR
Counterpoint
POS used by
Uniform &
Supply (U&S)

Nessus
Vulnerability
Management

OHM

Opticom
Central
Management
System

Oracle
Discoverer

Peavey Media
Matrix

Pelco DVR
System

118

Plug in from Microsoft
used by Arc-GIS.
Development tool for
web and mobile
applications

7

NCR (National Cash
Register)
Counterpoint POS
(Point of Sale) system
provides tracking of
the VBPD Uniform
Shop. Vendor is C&K
Systems
Vulnerability
Management System

7

Occupational Health
Manager (tracking,
analysis and reporting
tools for employee
health, medical and
safety programs)
Monitor vehicle preemption system

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
Police
Users –
Police

7

7

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
HR
Users –
HR

7

a tool-set for ad-hoc
querying, reporting,
data analysis, and
Web-publishing for
the Oracle database
environment

7

Digital Signal
Processing that
controls and routes all
audio signal
throughout the VBCC
Video surveillance
software that controls
CCTV cameras and
recorded content.

7

OwnerDPW, Global
Traffic
Technologies
Users Traffic
Management
Operations
Owner –
Finance
Users –
Enterprise

7
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Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC

PIP

PsAdvance

PU Lab

Permit Information
Program - tracks
permitted digging
activity.

7

Early Intervention
System (EIS) for police
personnel
discipline/training. A
script extracts the
information from
various systems (InSite
HRMS, Pistol, CAD,
PAMS, iPoad, IAPro,
AceTrack, and Risk
Master). The files are
then loaded into a
staging area for CVB,
the vendor picks up
the data and puts it
into its own (MSI)
staging area for
scrubbing and
formatting into
psAdvance fields.
Tracks employee
(Police) performance
data offering
personnel
information. Early
intervention system
designed to identify
trends, investigate
these trends, and
intervene when
appropriate to help
Police officers change
their patterns of
practice before
problematic trends
become a lawsuit or
worse. External query
initiated by scheduled
job. Vendor is
Management Science
Associates, Inc. (MSI).
Public Utilities Lab
Program - provides
data access and
reporting tools using
laboratory sample
data.

7

Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
Owner –
Police
Users –
Police

7

Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
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Pump Station
Capacity

Radix

ReportBeam
Electronic
Incident
Reporting
System

SIS

SNAP

SSOs

120

The report provides
available vs. needed
wet well capacity
measured in terms of
the RTS standard.
Meter Reading
(Routes,
Consumption,
Schedule)

7

Web-based traffic
collision reporting
system provided by
the DMV to automate
the collection of
FR300 crash data. The
application enables a
police officer to
complete Crash
Reports using built-in
rules and create crash
diagrams.
Www.reportbeam.co
m Vendor is Visual
Statement.
Supports Intensity
Scale - Assessment
tool that evaluates
practical support
requirements of a
person with an
intellectual or
developmental
disability
Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance
Program is Food
Stamps

7

Sanitary Sewer
Overflows - SSO
provides access to
overflow event
information and
accepts SSO report
information.

7

7

Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
Owner –
Police
Users –
Police

7

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users –
DHS

7
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Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users –
DHS
Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU

Station Status
Map

Street Paving
Map

SunGard IJS
Prosecutor

The Crime
Fighter BEAST
(Barcoded
Evidence
Analysis and
Statistical
Tracking)
TN3270

Tracker

Vanguard
Professional

The Station Status
Map – View program
was created to allow
anyone with access to
the City of Virginia
Beach network, the
ability to view the
status of the Public
Utilities Sanitary
Sewer Pump Stations
on a City map.
Paving Map program
allows users to view
the dynamic status of
the Public Works
street paving program
on an interactive map
of Virginia Beach.

7

Case Management
System

7

Users –
DPU

7

Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU

The Crime Fighter
BEAST (Barcoded
Evidence Analysis and
Statistical Tracking)

7

Green screen
emulator for
mainframe
applications. Needed
to prepare, run, and
monitor mainframe
daily and nightly batch
processing
In-house developed
application in MS
Access that tracks
contracts

7

Dynamic message sign
control (permanent
signs)

Owner –
DPU

Owner OCA
Users OCA
Owner –
Police
Users –
Police
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

7

7

OwnerDPW
Users DPW
OwnerDPW,
Daktronics
Users DPW
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Verismart

Maintain inventory,
do billing, capture
phone records for
Police/Fire
investigations

7

Middleware between
Banner billing and
customer - used
extensively

7

WebSense
Internet
Management

Internet Management
System – web
protection

7

WSFTP32

File transfers

7

WaterAdmin

Daily Rental

Trust Tax

122

Mainframe application
that provides the
ability enter, track,
maintain and report
on data related to the
operating rental
businesses within the
city, e.g., rental tax on
equipment, movies,
etc.
Mainframe application
that provides the
ability to enter, track,
maintain and report
on data related to the
assessment of ‘trusted
taxes’, e.g., meals,
food taxes, food,
sports, lodging, etc.

24

24
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Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Police
Fire
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Info Sec
Owner –
ComIT

Hosted remotely
by Blue Hill, who
provides disaster
recovery time
objective of 1
day

Hosted remotely
by Blue Hill, who
provides disaster
recovery time
objective of 1
day

Users –
ComIT
Telecom
Voice
OwnerCommissioner of
Revenue,
Treasurer
Users Commissioner of
Revenue,
Treasurer
OwnerCommissioner of
Revenue,
Treasurer
Users Commissioner of
Revenue,
Treasurer

Personal
Property

TRACER

Mainframe application
that provides the
ability to enter, track,
maintain, and report
on data related to
personal and business
property within the
city, e.g., cars, boats,
etc.
Tidewater Regional
Adult Criminal
Element Records
(TRACER) is a
mainframe application
that is used to track
offender’s from point
of entry into the
criminal justice system
(arrest/booking)
through exit.
Secondary, it tracked
both criminal and
traffic-related
uniformed
summonses. This
application was
replaced by the OSSI
PISTOL Records
Management System
(RMS) in January,
1999. PISTOL is an
acronym for 'Police
Intelligence System
Totally On-Line".
However, only
selected arrest
information was
transitioned to the
new application and
none of the summons
information was
carried forward. So, it
was necessary to
maintain arrest and
summons historical
data in the old
environment

24

24

Hosted remotely
by Blue Hill, who
provides disaster
recovery time
objective of 1
day

OwnerCommissioner of
Revenue

Hosted remotely
by Blue Hill, who
provides disaster
recovery time
objective of 1
day

OwnerPolice

Users Commissioner of
Revenue

Users Police
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Civil Warrants

NADA

3W
AASHTO American
Association of
State Highway
and
Transportation
Officials
ACL

124

The Civil Warrants
Application, also
known as CJIS or Civil
Process, is a
mainframe application
used by the Sheriff’s
department to keep
track of civil warrants.
Tracking is kept of
warrants that have
come in to be served
and the status of the
warrant (has it been
served, not served or
can’t find the person
to serve)
NADA Car Assessment
Application is a
mainframe appraisal
guide application used
in the Personal
Property Application
to appraise vehicles
for taxing.
Staff scheduling

24

24

Libraries

Transportationrelated software
products based on
many of the AASHTO
standards,
specifications, and
guide documents
ACL data analytics,
formerly known as
Audit Command
Language, is a data
extraction and
analysis software used
for fraud detection,
prevention and risk
management. By
sampling large data
sets, ACL analytics
software is used to
find irregularities or
patterns in
transactions that
could indicate control
weaknesses or fraud.
(vendor supported by
ACL data analytics)

24

OwnerDPW,
AASHTO

24

Hosted remotely
by Blue Hill, who
provides disaster
recovery time
objective of 1
day

OwnerVBSO

Hosted remotely
by Blue Hill, who
provides disaster
recovery time
objective of 1
day

OwnerCommissioner of
Revenue

Users VBSO

Users Commissioner of
Revenue

Users DPW
24
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Owner City Auditor's
Office
Users City Auditor's
Office

Activity Track

Adobe Acrobat
Professional

Adobe Air

Advisor II
firmware
upgrade
Software
Agilent IntuLink
ENA

Agilent IO
Libraries Suite

Airmux 200
Manager

Contact Management/
Correspondence

24

Development tool
used for building web
applications that run
without a browser.

24

Adobe Integrated
Runtime, also known
as Adobe AIR, is a
cross-platform runtime system
developed by Adobe
Systems for building
Rich Internet
applications (RIA) that
can be run as desktop
applications or on
mobile devices,
programmed using
Adobe Flash, Apache
Flex (formerly Adobe
Flex), HTML, and Ajax
Motorola firmware
upgrade

24

Network analyzer

a collection of libraries
and utility programs

a carrier-class, pointto-point broadband
wireless transmission
system

OwnerDPW
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

24

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
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All Clear 7

Animal Control
Pet Tags

APC
PowerChute

APZ (Accident
Potential Zone)

ArcIMS

Astro 25 Mobile
CPS

Astro 25
Portable CPS

126

System for visualizing
and analyzing
processes (phasing
out - no longer
supported by vendor)

24

Used by Police when
stray animals are
picked up

24

protects your
computer from
potential data
corruption in the
event of an
unexpected power
outage
Limit development
and building due to
Navy - stems
encroachment,
condemns and buys
property in the base's
accident zone, buys
development rights
Arc Internet Map
Server

24

Motorola ASTRO 25
Voice and Data
Communications
integrated voice and
data network
communications for
emergency response
and coordinated
communications
during and after an
incident
integrated voice and
data network
communications for
emergency response
and coordinated
communications
during and after an
incident

24

Owner City Auditor's
Office
Users City Auditor's
Office
Owner –
Treasurer
Users –
Treasurer
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

24

Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning

Being retired in
march 2013
GIS
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Police, Fire, EMS

24
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Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Police, Fire, EMS

Astro 25 Tuner

Astro 6.8 7.0
install program

Astro Saber &
XTS 3000 CPS

Astro Spectra
CPS

ATI catalyst
Control Center

ATI control
Panel

ATI hydravision

Software

Software

Software

Software

Software

Software

Software

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
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AutoAudit

Autodesk
Design Review
2008
AVG Free 8.0

BADGE

Bentley View
8.1

Bicycle License

Comprehensive audit
management
package that adapts
to any audit structure
(COSO, CoCo,
CSA) and offers a
number of features
designed to ease
the burdens of a busy
audit department
including:
• Scheduling: quickly
staff resources
• Workpapers: easily
create and share
electronic workpapers
• Reporting: design
and distribute a broad
array
of reports
(Vendor supported by
THOMSON REUTERS)
CADD

24

Owner City Auditor's
Office
Users City Auditor's
Office

24

Free antivirus and
anti-spyware security
software for Windows

24

Balanced Approach to
Data Gathering
Environment - Keeps
track of juveniles that
move for Dept. of
Juvenile Justice
CADD,
design, model,
visualize, document,
map, and sustain
infrastructure projects
Used to track stolen
bicycles

24

OwnerComIT
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia DSS
Users – DHS

24

24

OwnerComIT
Users DPW
Owner –
Treasurer
Users –
Treasurer

128
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Blackbaud

Boson NetSimLe

Br802 Pocsag
PPS

Budget

Business Center
Billing

Business
Revenue

Point of Sale system

24

Cisco network
simulator with virtual
packet technology

24

Pager Software

24

Budget Management real time amount that
can be spent

24

Used to send/post
charges to City
Departments for
postage; generates
statements, also used
for copier venders.
Provides the ability to
enter, track, maintain
and report on data
related to operating
businesses within the
city, e.g., business
license, trust tax and
daily rental tax.

24

Owner Museums &
Historic
Resources
Users –
Museums &
Historic
Resources
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
OwnerComIT
Users ComIT

24

Hosted remotely
by Blue Hill, who
provides disaster
recovery time
objective of 1
day

OwnerCommissioner of
Revenue,
Treasurer
Users Commissioner of
Revenue,
Treasurer
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Business
Revenue

BVS Coyote CTU

BVS Coyote DL

BZA (Board of
Zoning Appeals)

CareMC

CARS

Mainframe
applications for
business revenue

24

a high performance,
modular receiver
system providing two
unique and
independent RSSI
measurements using
precision dual
receivers
a high performance,
modular receiver
system providing two
unique and
independent RSSI
measurements using
precision dual
receivers
Used to enforce City
Code and administer
zoning regulations

24

Corvel’s claims
management website.

Community
Automated Reporting
System (DBHDS)

Owner ComIT
Users –
Treasurer
Commissioner of
Revenue,
ComIT
AS
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom

24

24

24

CBPA
(Chesapeake
Bay
Preservation
Area)

Portal for
development
guidelines related to
the Chesapeake Bay

24

CCS

Community Consumer
Submission (DBHDS)
to comply with federal
and state reporting
requirements

24

130

Physically
located on
shared
Mainframe
environment

Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning
Owner –
HR
Users –
HR
Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia DBHDS
Users - DHS
Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning
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Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia DBHDS
Users - DHS

Centracom Gold
Series

CircIT

Cisco SDM

Citrix
zPresentation
Server Client

Color Kinetics

Complaints

Software

Primary Library
application that
automates system for
self check-out,
circulation, reports,
and RFID tag
read/write functions
Cisco Router and
Security Device
Manager (SDM) is a
Web-based devicemanagement tool for
Cisco routers that can
improve the
productivity of a
network
Presentation Software

Control LED lighting in
ballroom (antiquated)

Zoning complaints

Configuration
Service
Software

Software

CorVel

Accidents - Third party
injury tracker for
Workman’s Comp
cases.

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
Library
Users –
Library

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom

24

24

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
HR
Users HR, DHS
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CounterPoint

CPS Reports

Crestron

DBRS

Retail Point of Sale
(POS) system

24

Child Protective
Services
Accountability System
Reports

24

A/V interface which
permits virtual and
physical separation of
audio programming
between spaces.
Market salary survey
used for budgeting

24

24

Owner Museums &
Historic
Resources, VBCC
Users –
Museums &
Historic
Resources, VBCC
Owner –
Virginia DSS
Users –
DHS
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
Owner –
HR
Users –
HR

DBRSCRIP

Delorme Street
Atlas USA 2009

Desktop Tapi
32bit TSP

CADD modeling of
multiple interacting
contaminants as well
as sediment
deposition and resuspension in drinking
water distribution
systems
Street Atlas

Software

24

OwnerComIT
Users DPW

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
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DMHMRSAS

DonorPerfect
(SofterWare)

Dept. of Mental
Health, Mental
Retardation, and
Substance Abuse
Services - State
program to facilitate
hospital discharge
planning
Fundraising (Grant &
Gift tracking, moves
management, mass
mailings)

24

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users - DHS

24

Owner –
Cultural Affairs
Users –
Cultural Affairs

DonorPerfect

E Learning

Eagle Point

Easy Media
Creator

Easy Span II

Edgeport
configuration
utility

Fundraising (Grant &
Gift tracking, moves
management, mass
mailings)
(by SofterWare)
Web-based training
package - Infotech is
current vendor

24

Complements
AutoCAD in AEC
market, physical
surveys

24

digital music, photo,
or video design tool by
Roxio

24

spectrum analyzer
software application

24

USB to serial
converter

24

24

Owner Cultural Affairs
Users Cultural Affairs
Owner –
HR
Users –
HR
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
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Encase

ERDAS-Remote
Sensing

Forensic Analysis

24

A remote sensing
application with raster
graphics editor
abilities designed by
ERDAS for geospatial
applications

24

Manage relationships
with donors,
prospects, members
and alumni (from
Blackbaud)

24

Ethereal
Network
Analyzer

utility program for use
on computer
networks

24

Extensis
Portfolio

digital asset
management - quickly
finding the right digital
media

24

Allows you to create
one set of web pages
that can be used by
both on-site and offsite users to gain
access to licensed
databases. EZproxy is
a third party software
supported by EBSCO.
Records Management

24

eTapestry

EZproxy

Fileroom
Fips FileMaker

Security plug-in for
Filemaker DBMS

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner Museums &
Historic
Resources
Users Museums &
Historic
Resources
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
Libraries
Users –
Libraries

24

Owner – DHS

24

Users - DHS
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
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Fips Loader

Flash Tool

Forensic ToolKit

Freedom

Gateway portal
http://www.gat
ewayedi.com/

GE MDS
Toolbox

GeoMedia
GN2GRMTransfer Parcel

Software

a desktop application
that you can use to
flash Sony software on
your unlocked
Xperia™ device.
A computer forensics
software made by
AccessData. It scans a
hard drive looking for
various information. It
can locate deleted
emails and scan a disk
for text strings to use
them as a password
dictionary to crack
encryption.
a computer program
designed to keep a
computer user away
from the Internet for
up to eight hours at a
time
GatewayEDI is the
clearinghouse that
DHS uses to send
medical insurance
claims for DHS clients
for reimbursement
send and receive
SCADA polling
messages to be used
with RTU Simulator on
Transparent Radios
custom DLL that uses
API on GRM to
transfer data

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

24

24

24

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia DBHDS
Users - DHS
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
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GeoMedia
Parcel Mapper

maintain cadastral
layers

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

GeoMedia
Public Works
Manager

extesnion for
geomedia to maintain
stormwater network

24

GeoMedia
Smart Client

Intergraph editing individuals across
enterprise can create
data, maps and
reports for their
projects, rather than
having to rely on a GIS
specialist or outsource
the work
controls ability of
geomedia to make
long transactions to
database backend for
cadestral layers

24

GeoMedia
Transaction
Manager

GIS Web

Google Maps
Google
SketchUp 8

136

Mapping

Driving Directions
A 3D modeling
program for a broad
range of applications
such as architectural,
civil, mechanical, film
as well as video game
design

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

24

24
24
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Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
MM
GIS
Owner – Google
Users - DHS
OwnerGoogle
Users DPW

Group1
(Spectrum)

Hansen GIS
Web Services

Harmony

HCS2010

HEAT

HEC-RAS

Helix

Address validation
software - Postal
related

24

Asset management
system and work
order administration.

24

Payment system for
regular foster care not
paid by 4E, Medical
billing and coding,
electronic health care
software for Social
Services check
generation
Highway Capacity
Software

24

OwnerComIT
Users ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users -Enterprise
Public Works
Public Utilities
Parks & Rec
ComIT
GIS
Owner - DHS
Users - DHS

24

Service call system
Manager used to
manage incidents and
problems under
normal operating
conditions.

24

Hydrologic
Engineering Centers
River Analysis System
(HEC- RAS) - water
resource management
Forensic Analysis and
Data Collection

24

24

OwnerDPW,
McTrans
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
IT Services
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Info Sec
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Helmsman

HMIS

Housing Pro
(by HAPPY
Software®)

HUD
(US Department
of Housing and
Urban
Development)

Nortel Helmsman
Software and DMS100
documents

24

Homeless
Management
Information System HUD software
application that
facilitates the
Homeless Emergency
and Rapid Transition
to Housing (HEARTH)
Act
Used by housing
agencies to administer
Section 8 and Public
Housing programs.
Creates file for
Finance to make
payments
(Vendor-provided,
ComIT- supported)

24

http://portal.hud.gov/
hudportal/HUD?src=/
program_offices/

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
DHS / HUD
Users - DHS

24

Owner –
Housing &
Neighborhood
Preservation
Users –
Housing &
Neighborhood
Preservation

24

Owner –
Housing &
Neighborhood
Preservation

Internet portal for
HUD resources

Users –

Human
Resources –
eLearning

Online courses for
self- improvement

Human
Resources – VB
Careers

Create, modify and
post position
requisition vacancies.

138

24

24
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Housing &
Neighborhood
Preservation
OwnerDHR
Users DPW
OwnerDHR
Users DPW

HyPack Lite

ID Works

iGrafx

IHSDM 2010

Interbase
Server manager

InterPlot

InterVideo
WinDVD

Hydrographic Survey
software

Badges

24

24

Business Process
Management and
Business Process
Analysis solutions
assist business and IT
groups to achieve
continuous process
improvement
Interactive Highway
Safety Design Model
(IHSDM)

24

RDBMS currently
developed and
marketed by
Embarcadero
Technologies.
InterBase is
distinguished from
other RDBMSs by its
small footprint, close
to zero administration
requirements, and
multi-generational
architecture
CAD project publishing

24

Multimedia including
video capture, video
editing, DVD
authoring, CD/DVD
recording, file
distribution and video
playback

OwnerDPW,
Hypack
Users DPW
Owner –
DHR
Users –
DHR, Police, DHS
OwnerDPW
Users DPW

24

OwnerDPW
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom

24

24

OwnerDPW
Users DPW
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
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ITS Moscad
Database
Builder

SCADA RTU Software

ITS SCF
configurator

utility connects to IFIU through existing
Modbus port utilized
for the central
computer

24

Traffic Data Analysis process traffic data
collected with JAMAR
automatic traffic
recorders.

24

Replaced JInitiator

24

Jamar TRAXPro

Java v 6 update
24

JMAR

KePRO

KIS

Kit Host

140

24

Used for precision
measurement, motion
control and laser
systems

24

Under Meridian
Global Knowledge
Center. Used to
submit annual
payment requests for
Medicaid consumers,
Mental Health
Support Services
(MHSS) Eligibility
Assessment
Ticket printing system

24

State program to
report activities and
services for nonclinical functions to
keep grant money

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
OwnerDPW, JAMAR
Technologies
Users DPW
Owner ComIT
Users ComIT
AS
OwnerDPW, JMAR
Technologies
Users DPW
Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users - DHS

24

24
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Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users – DHS

KPG-47D

LabVIEW

Labels

Kenwood two-way
radio programming
software

24

(short for Laboratory
Virtual Instrument
Engineering
Workbench) is a
system-design
platform and
development
environment for a
visual programming
language from
National Instruments
Labeling Software

24

24

State reporting
software – must
report monthly to get
reimbursed

24

Leica
Geosystems

For surveying and
geographical
measurement
(geomatics)

24

Printer drivers

24

LightScribe

Direct Disc Labeling

Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom

Laser

Lexmark 56006600 Series

Owner –
ComIT

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
Commonwealth
of Virginia
Users – DHS
OwnerDPW, Leica
Geosystems
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
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LIMS

LiveScan
LMS

Logitech

Logitech Quick
Cam

Logitech
Webcam 9000

(Laboratory
Information
Management System)
Manages the
acquisition, analysis,
and reporting of
laboratory sampling
activity.
Fingerprinting
Learning Management
System – data entry
and tracking of
training classes;
produce reports
Connects additional
compatible mice,
keyboards, webcams
to a computer
Web cam Software

Web cam software,
live meeting video

Marquee - Full
Matrix, Sign
Viewer, and
ProLine

External marquee sign
software

MCS 2000 CPS

Radio Software

MCS 2000
Tuner

Radio Software

<24 days

Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU

24

Owner - DHS

24

Users - DHS
OwnerComIT
Users HR, DHS, DPW
OwnerComIT

24

Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT

24

Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
OwnerComIT

24

24

24

24

VBAS026

Users DPW
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
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MDS TFTP
server

Memory
Presets

Radio Software

Software

Mercury Marine
CDS (Computer
Diagnostic
System)

Software

MFTS
Operations &
Management
System

Software

MicroMain
CMMS

Work order
management system
for scheduling
facilities maintenance
and PM work
CAD software for 2and 3-dimensional
design and drafting

MicroStation
CAD

Microwave
Software
Upgrade Utility

Software

Mitchell (On
Demand
Mechanics
Program)

Auto repair software

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
DPW
Users –
DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
OwnerComIT
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
DPW
Users –
DPW
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Mitchell (On
Demand
Mechanics
Program)

Online auto repair
software

Mobile Phone
Examiner

Field Tablet integrates
seamlessly with the
Forensic Toolkit
computer forensics
software for on-site
cell phone forensics &
analysis
Software

Monitor V PPS

Moscad
Moscad-L
Toolbox

Software

MS Excel

Used for design and
construction projects

MS USMT 3.0.1

MS Visual Basic

MS Web
Publishing

24

24

Owner –
DPW
Users –
DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

24

24

24

(User State Migration
Tool)
Migrate user files,
e.g., user profiles

24

3rd generation eventdriven programming
language and
integrated
development
environment (IDE)
Web publishing

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
OwnerComIT, Microsoft
Users Enterprise
OwnerComIT
Users DPW
OwnerComIT
Users DPW

24

OwnerComIT
Users DPW
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MTS2000 CPS

MTS2000 Tuner

Software

Software

24

24

Multi Router
Traffic Grapher
(MRTG)

Free software for
monitoring and
measuring the traffic
load on network links

24

Mun-ease

Used to make debt
service payments on
nd
2 of each month.
Includes reporting and
computation needs of
a municipal bond
issuer. Performs a
wide variety of
interest calculations
including TICs, sizing
calculations, refunding
analyses, and
arbitrage/ rebate
calculations. It also
has many features
that assist finance
departments in the
accounting and
reporting of their
indebtedness.

24

Camera System for
video in theaters –
current project with
ComIT

24

Name of
software
Unknown

NCJIS

Criminal Background
Check

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
Finance
Users –
Finance

24

Owner Museums &
Historic
Resources
Users –
Museums &
Historic
Resources
Owner - Virginia
State Police
Users - DHS
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NI Visa

Noetix

Noetix
Administrator

OHM

OHS

Software

Generates metadata
from enterprise
applications, enabling
immediate access to
data.
Manages Noetix Views
building and security

Occupational Health
Manager (tracking,
analysis and reporting
tools for employee
health, medical and
safety programs)
Occupational Health
Safety ?

Oracle
Discoverer
Viewer

Oracle Reporting tool

Oracle
Discoverer

An Oracle tool-set for
ad-hoc querying,
reporting, data
analysis, and Webpublishing for the
Oracle Database
Web presentation side
of Archibus. Building
layouts and interior
space management.
Infrequently use

OSIS - Online
Spatial
Information
System
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24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT

24

Users –
ComIT AS OPG
24

Comes with
purchase of 3rd
party Noetix
Views

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT AS OPG
HR
PureSafety
vendor

24
24

24

HR
Needed for
Finance/Payroll,
Benefits and HR

Owner ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise

24
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Owner –
DPW
Users –
DPW

OverDrive
Media Console

PassPort CPS

Patron Edge

PC card
software

PCAnywhere

PCCC (Planning
Commission
City Council)

Free software for
digital distribution
services for libraries,
schools, and retailers.
The application
enables users to
access eBooks and
audiobooks borrowed
from libraries and
schools—or purchased
from booksellers—on
devices including iOS
(iPhone/iPad/iPod),
Android, Blackberry
and Windows Phone.

24

Software

24

Users DPW

Aquarium ticketing
system – part of
Blackbaud suite

24

Software

24

Software

Tracks submittals and
proofers

OwnerDPW, Overdrive

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
VAAQ
Users –
VAAQ
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning
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PCConfigure

PC-Warrants for
Windows

Personal
Property

PetraPro

Photoshop
(Adobe)

Software

Warrant Analysis
Software for Traffic
Signals and Stop Signs

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise ComIT
Telecom
OwnerDPW, JAMAR
Technologies

24

Mainframe application
for assessment, tax
calculation, billing,
payment & delinquent
management
of personal property
and business personal
property
Traffic data analysis for hand-held data
recorders.

24

Fundraising (Grant &
Gift tracking, moves
management, mass
mailings)

24

Physically
located on
shared
Mainframe
environment

24

Users DPW
Owner ComIT
Users –
Commissioner
ComIT
AS
Owner –
DPW
Users –
DPW
Owner Cultural Affairs
Users Cultural Affairs

Pitney Bowles
Code 1 Plus

Plan Track
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Group 1 USPS
Addresses Application
is a COTS mainframe
application that
interfaces with a USPS
approved address
database and returns
the most current USPS
address back to the
caller. Used by the
City’s Personal
Property Application.
Used to develop and
review plans for the
entire City

24

24
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Hosted remotely
by Blue Hill, who
provides disaster
recovery time
objective of 1
day

OwnerCommissioner of
Revenue
Users Commissioner of
Revenue

Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning

Polycom PVX

Power DVD

PowerDMS

PPATS

Project 2003
Professional

Project 2003
WebAccess

Software

Software

document
management for
policies, etc. (hosted
by Innovative Data
Solutions) go to web
site
(Project Planning &
Tracking System)
Stores and utilizes
schedules, Gantt
Charts, status,
baselines and other
project management
and planning tools.
This application is
used to assign work to
resources, who have
multiple assignments
in process
simultaneously and
use the tool to view
assignments made to
them
Software

Software

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ECCS
Users –
ECCS

24

OwnerDPU
Users DPU,
DPW

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
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Project Server

Proware
(acquired
SoftTec)

Pspice Lite

PURRS

Python 2.1/2.5

Quality Center

Quickbooks
(Intuit)

A project
management server
solution made by
Microsoft. It uses
Microsoft SharePoint
as its foundation, and
supports interface
from either Microsoft
Project as a client
application or by web
browser connecting to
its Project Web App
(PWA) component
Judicial and detention
management systems
including court case
management,
municipal
management, juvenile
court
case management
Software

24

Users –
ComIT

24

Owner – DHS
Users - DHS

24

Portal for 32
miscellaneous apps.
Varies <3 to <24 days
http://puweb/purrs/

24

Interactive, objectoriented, extensible
programming
language

24

Tracking requests and
testing

24

Fundraising (Grant &
Gift tracking, moves
management, mass
mailings)

Owner –
ComIT

24

Owner –
ComIT

Assigned <24
days due to the
lack of
application
specifics

Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
DPU
Users –
DPU
OwnerComIT
Users DPW
Owner ComIT
Users ComIT
AS
Owner Cultural Affairs
Users Cultural Affairs
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QuickTime

QWS3270 PLUS

R26xx Tool kit

Radio Service
Software

Raiser’s Edge

Real Estate

RealPlayer

Multimedia
framework capable of
handling various
formats of digital
video, picture, sound,
panoramic images and
interactivity.
A Telnet client
application that allows
a PC running Windows
to connect to an IBM
mainframe using the
Windows Sockets
interface
Software

Software

Fund raising software
(from Blackbaud)

Real estate database
(MS Access frontend)

Allows you to
download, play and
share video files

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
DPW,
ComIT

24

OwnerComIT
Users DPW

24

24

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner Museums &
Historic
Resources
Users Museums &
Historic
Resources
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
OwnerComIT
Users DPW
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Receipts

Risk Master

RMS (Records
Management
System)
ROAM

Roxio

Roxio Creator
Business

SCALA
Content Mgr.
Designer
Message board
Player
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Tracks money
collected for reviews
and applications to
different boards;
dependent on
Treasurer
General liability, Auto
liability, and Workers
Comp claims
management - Data
Entry and tracking of
employee injuries (WC
claims) and damages
to City infrastructure
Stores planning
documentation;
different than the
RMS used by EMS
Windows Mobile
Library provides
extensive set of user
interface widgets,
collection classes, and
device related utility
functions (e.g., idle
state notifications) not
currently found in the
.NET Compact
Framework
Used for the creation
of digital media
projects, media
conversion software,
and content
distribution systems
Enhance, preserve,
capture and share
digital media
Customizable digital
signage, CNN Headline
News

Owner –
Planning

24

Users –
Planning
24

24

24

Used to report
claims when
employees get
hurt while
responding to
disasters.

OwnerFinance
Users HR, Finance,
DPW, DHS
Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning
OwnerComIT
Users DPW

24

OwnerComIT
Users DPW

24

24
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OwnerComIT
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
MM

Sentry II

SII Remote

SIM Manager

SirsiDynix

SMA

Software

Software

SIM CARD is
'Subscriber Identity
Module' for a mobile
phone. Advanced SIM
card management
tool. Provides an easy
way to organize the
address-book of a SIM
card, as well as
process other data
stored on the SIM,
such as the SMS
archive, the list of
fixed dialing numbers,
and last dialed
numbers.
Integrated library
system that links
numerous libraries
and provides unified
access through one
portal, e.g., review
and read review of
library material,
context based search,
patron database,
registered borrowers.
Secure Messaging
Application encrypted email used
by attorneys, guardian
correspondence for
foster care, etc.

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

24

Owner –
Libraries
Users –
Libraries

24

Owner – DHS
Users - DHS
Quality
Assurance
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Software
Download

Sold Cans

Sonic

Streets and
Trips 2005

Software

24

Sell cans to public –
tracks receipts, where
sold, serial #

24

Used for music
editing, restoration
and CD preparation,
photo, audio and
video editing
Software

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
OwnerComIT
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT

24

Users –
ComIT
Surety

Survey File
Room

Syndics

TaxWise

Tracks collection of
money and bonds
used for development

24

Stores and tracks
surveys – MS Access
frontend

24

Syndics is a third party
hosted site that
provide the library
with book covers,
professional reviews,
chapter heading, and
excerpts for items in
our catalog and they
are displayed with the
hit list.
Professional tax
software

24

Owner –
Planning
Users –
Planning
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
Owner –
Libraries
Users –
Libraries

24

N/A

Owner –
Finance
Users –
Finance
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Turning Point

Systems Center
Service
Manager
(retired)

Team
Foundation
Server

Time Guardian

Surveys audiences.
Used for City Council
for polling on
budgeting items as
well as other
departments for a
variety of polling
purposes.
SCSM is used to
manage incidents and
problems.

Collaboration
platform for
Microsoft's
application lifecycle
management solution.
TFS supports agile
development
practices, multiple
IDEs and platforms,
locally or in the cloud
and gives you the
tools you need to
effectively manage
software development
projects throughout
the IT lifecycle.
An automated
employee time
management software
package used by
Developmental
Services for
intermediate care
facilities, group
homes, SkillQuest care
facility and
transporation to
collect, calculate and
prepare employee
time for processing
payroll. Uses
biometrics to read
fingerprint.

24

N/A

Owner –
City Clerk
Users –
City Clerk

24

N/A

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
AS

24

OwnerDHS
Users DHS
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Timecard

TIMP

TOCO

Tool Kit
manager

Topcon tools

Topo USA 5.0
DVD Data

Toro

Time keeping – MS
Access frontend

24

Asset Mgt - planning
for replacement of
technology assets

24

Wand style device
that records security
guard activity.

24

Software

24

Supports all Topcon
survey instruments
and data collectors

24

Software

24

Irrigation controls

24

Trafficware
Synchro Studio
7

Simulate and optimize
traffic prior to
deployment

24

Treasurer
Miscellaneous
Invoices

Bill and collect
miscellaneous invoices

24
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OwnerDPW
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
ComIT
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
OwnerDPW
Users DPW
OwnerTreasurer
Users Treasurer

TreeSize
Professional

Trial Director

Proprietary disk space
management tool

Presentation tool for
court

24

24

(vendor supported)

Trip Generation
6.1

TSM8K

Tuner
Professional

Visio

Volgistics

CAD-based traffic
engineering design
software for
transportation, civil,
and architectural
engineering
professionals
Software

Software

Software

Helps volunteer
leaders recruit, track,
and coordinate
volunteers. Vendor
supported in
Michigan.

24

OwnerDPW,
JAM Software
Users DPW
Owner City Attorney's
Office
Users City Attorney's
Office
OwnerDPW
Users DPW

24

24

24

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
AS
Telecom
Owner –
Volunteer
Resources
Users –
Volunteer
Resources,
DHS, Museums
& Historic
Resources, EMS
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VZAccess
Manager

Watchout/Data
tone

WAVE

Software

24

Controls visual data
on the video walls for
customer use

24

Web Application for
VB Employment
(online application)

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC
Owner –
DHR
Users –
DHR, DPW, DHS

Weather
Outlook Data
Logger

Software

WebEX

a Cisco product that
provides on-demand
collaboration, online
meeting, web
conferencing and
videoconferencing
applications
Motorola drivers for
Windows

Window Driver
PackageMotorola

Windows Live

WinPM Siemens
Power
Monitoring
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24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT

24

Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT

24

A set of services and
software products
from Microsoft

24

Electricity monitoring
software

24
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Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
OwnerComIT

VBAS029

Users DPW
Owner –
VBCC
Users VBCC

WinRSS

Wonderware
Factory Suite

Workers Comp

WorkPad

Xvid

reception of
syndicated news
available in the net

24

Real-time Operations
Management
Software and
Industrial Automation
Software to enable
companies to
synchronize their
production and
industrial operations
with business
objectives

24

Claims management
and cost containment
software by a national
provider of workers'
compensation
solutions to
employers, third party
administrators,
insurance companies
and government
agencies. Hosted by
Corvel in Oregon.

24

Vacancies, Reporting,
Develop and track job
descriptions,
competencies, EEO
statistics

24

A video codec library
following the MPEG-4
standard

24

Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom
Owner –
ComIT
Users –
Enterprise
ComIT
Telecom

Owner –
Finance
Users –
Finance

Owner Commonwealth
of Virginia DBHDS
Users -DHS
OwnerComIT
Users DPW
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Appendix E
COOP Template
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CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS (COOP)
PLAN TEMPLATE FOR
EXECUTIVE BRANCH AGENCIES

Copyright Notice
©2008 Commonwealth of Virginia. Visitors to the Virginia Department of Emergency
Management’s Web site (http://www.vaemergency.com) may download a copy of this
document for personal inspection and not for alteration or further duplication in
whole or in part. Any alteration or further duplication of this document beyond that
permitted by Title 17 of the United States Code requires advance written permission
of the Virginia Department of Emergency Management.

Michael M. Cline, State Coordinator Virginia Department of Emergency Management
March 2008 – Version 2.0
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TEMPLATE STRUCTURE AND INSTRUCTIONS
In each section of the template, there are instructions, sample verbiage and references to
worksheets that might be helpful in gathering data necessary to develop the COOP plan.


Instructions are in bold and italics to distinguish them from other parts of the template.
These instructions should not appear in the final plan.



Sample verbiage or language is provided to assist in developing the plan. The sample
language provided in the template should be expanded, deleted or modified as necessary
to fit the needs of the agency using the template. This includes tables, charts, checklists
or other tools within the template.



The worksheets were created to help identify information needed in the development of
the COOP plan. They are primarily tools to assist in gathering raw data that should then
be summarized for entry into the plan. It is not mandatory to include the worksheets in
the plan. If you do choose to use them, you can include the actual worksheet(s) in the
plan, enter a summary of the information from the worksheets into the plan or include
the worksheets in an appendix.

Please customize the template by utilizing appropriate logos or seals. Do not forget to take out
(insert name of department or agency) throughout the template, as that was put in to help you
tailor the template to your specific organization.
Finally, please add acronyms and definitions into the glossary that reflect the relevant terms used
by your agency.
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APPROVALS
This Continuity of Operations (COOP) plan was prepared by (insert name of agency) to develop,
implement and maintain a viable COOP capability. This COOP plan complies with applicable
internal agency policy, state regulations and supports recommendations provided in Federal
Continuity Directive 1 (FCD 1). This COOP plan has been distributed internally within the
(insert name of agency) and with external organizations that might be affected by its
implementation.

Approved:

____________________________

Date ____________

(Title)
Approved:

____________________________

Date ____________

(Title)
Approved:

____________________________

Date ____________

(Title)
Approved:

____________________________

Date ____________

(Title)
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(Insert Name of Agency)
Continuity of Operations Plan
Table of Contents
Approvals
Table of Contents
List of Tables
PRIVACY STATEMENT
RECORD OF CHANGES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE
AUTHORITIES
REFERENCES
SITUATION
ASSUMPTIONS
ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES
Key Personnel
Personnel Contact List
External Contacts
COOP Plan Implementation Responsibilities
Personnel Relations/Family Preparedness Planning
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
SCENARIO 1: LOSS OF ACCESS TO A FACILITY
Assumptions
COOP Alert and Notification
COOP Plan Implementation
Phase I – Activation and Relocation
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Phase II – Alternate Facility Operations
Phase III – Reconstitution
SCENARIO 2: LOSS OF SERVICES DUE TO A REDUCTION IN WORKFORCE
Assumptions
COOP Alert and Notification
COOP Plan Implementation
Phase I – Activation and Relocation
Phase II – Alternate Facility Operations
Phase III – Reconstitution
SCENARIO 3: LOSS OF SERVICES DUE TO EQUIPMENT OR SYSTEM FAILURE
Assumptions
COOP Alert and Notification
COOP Plan Implementation
Phase I – Activation and Relocation
Phase II – Alternate Facility Operations
Phase III – Reconstitution
ORDERS OF SUCCESSION
DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY
ALTERNATE FACILITY LOCATIONS
GO KITS
Professional Go Kits
MULTI-YEAR STRATEGY AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
TRAINING, TESTING AND EXERCISES
Training
Testing and Exercises
Exercise Evaluation
COOP PLAN MAINTENANCE
Plan Maintenance
ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS
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EXAMPLE APPENDICES – Individual agency requirements might alter the number and
makeup of the appendices included in the plan. An agency may choose to incorporate
information into the main body of the plan.
Appendix A: PERSONNEL CONTACT LIST (RAPID RECALL LIST)
Appendix B: ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
Appendix C: MODES OF COMMUNICATION
Appendix D: ORDERS OF SUCCESSION
Appendix E: DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY
Appendix F: VITAL RECORDS, SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
Appendix G: ALTERNATE LOCATIONS
EXAMPLE LIST OF TABLES – Individual agency requirements might alter the number
and makeup of the tables included in the plan.
Table 1 Table 2 Table 3 Table 4 Table 5 Table 6 Table 7 -
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Level of Emergency and Decision Matrix
Essential Functions
Orders of Succession
Delegations of Authority
COOP Alternate Facility Location Sites
(Insert name of agency) COOP Team
COOP Plan Maintenance Table
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PRIVACY STATEMENT
Public disclosure of this document would have a reasonable likelihood of threatening public
safety by exposing vulnerabilities. It contains sensitive and confidential information that is not
subject to FOIA under Virginia Code §2.2-3705.2. Accordingly, the (insert name of agency) is
withholding this plan from full public disclosure. Refer any request for a copy of this document
to (insert name of agency)’s legal counsel or the Virginia Attorney General’s office.
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RECORD OF CHANGES
Submit recommended changes to this document to (insert name of agency) (insert name and email of COOP Coordinator).
Change Number
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Copy
Number
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Date Entered

Posted By

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
______________________________________________________________________________
This section of the plan is optional. The executive summary briefly outlines the hazards that
the agency faces and the content of the COOP plan. It also describes what it is, whom it
affects and the circumstances under which it should be executed. Sample language is
provided below. Please revise to reflect the summary of the finished plan.
(Insert name of agency) has always been prepared, to the greatest extent possible, to respond to
all-hazard disasters and events. However, the agency has become increasingly aware of how
events could interrupt or possibly destroy its ability to effectively perform essential functions.
Consequently, (insert name of agency) has determined that it should develop and maintain a
Continuity of Operations (COOP) plan. COOP planning is designed to develop and maintain a
program that preserves, maintains and reconstitutes its ability to function effectively in real or
potential event.
The (insert name of agency) COOP plan encompasses the magnitude of operations and services
performed by the agency. It is tailored to its unique operations and essential functions
performed.
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INTRODUCTION

______________________________________________________________________________
This section of the plan is optional. The introduction explains the importance of COOP
planning to the agency. It also discusses the background for planning, referencing recent
events that have led to the increased emphasis on the importance of a COOP capability for the
agency as a whole. Sample language is provided below. Please revise to reflect the needs of
the agency.
(Insert name of agency) has grown increasingly aware of how all types of events can disrupt
operations and jeopardize the safety of agency personnel and partners. Emergency planning,
including COOP planning, has become a necessary and required process for the agency.
The all-hazards approach to COOP planning ensures that regardless of the event, essential
functions and services will continue to operate and be provided in some capacity. This approach
includes preparing for natural, man-made or technological emergencies.
The (insert name of agency) is committed to the safety and protection of its personnel,
contractors, and visitors. This plan provides the agency a framework that is designed to
minimize potential impact during an event.

PURPOSE
The section explains why the agency is developing a COOP plan. It explains the overall
purpose of COOP planning and the disruptions it addresses. Use the verbiage supplied below
or insert language developed internally.
The purpose of this COOP plan is to provide the framework for (insert name of agency) to
restore essential functions in the event of an emergency that affects operations. This document
establishes the (insert name of agency)’s COOP program procedures for addressing three types
of extended disruptions:


Loss of access to a facility (as in fire);



Loss of services due to a reduced workforce (as in pandemic influenza); and



Loss of services due to equipment or systems failure (as in information technology (IT)
systems failure).

This plan details procedures for implementing actions to continue essential functions within the
recovery time objectives established by the COOP Team to maintain these essential functions for
up to 30 days.
The (insert name of agency) is committed to the safety and protection of its personnel,
contractors, operations, and facilities. This plan provides the agency with a framework that is
designed to minimize potential impact during an event.
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APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE
This section describes the organizational elements (e.g., divisions, offices, departments)
covered by the plan, the times during which the plan is in effect and its distribution. It also
describes generally the agency’s mission and goals. Use the verbiage supplied below or insert
language developed internally.
This document applies to (insert name of agency) personnel in all departments and all locations
where essential functions are conducted. It also applies to the array of events and hazards that
could threaten the agency and its performance of essential functions.
The COOP plan is applicable to the following departments:


(Insert the names of the departments who have developed a COOP plan within the
agency)

The COOP plan does not apply to temporary disruptions of service including minor IT system or
power outages and any other scenarios where essential functions can be readily restored in the
primary facility.
This COOP plan has been distributed to senior leadership in the (insert name of agency). If
appropriate include a distribution schedule.
Training has been provided to (insert name of agency)’s personnel with identified
responsibilities.
This COOP plan outlines the actions that will be taken to activate a viable COOP capability
within 12 hours of an emergency event and to sustain that capability for up to 30 days. The
COOP Plan can be activated during duty and non-duty hours, both with and without warning.
The COOP plan covers all facilities, systems, vehicles and buildings operated or maintained by
(insert name of agency). The COOP plan supports the performance of essential functions from
alternate locations (due to the primary facility becoming unusable, for a period that exceeds
established Recovery Time Objectives RTOs)) and also provides for continuity of management
and decision-making at the agency, in the event that senior leadership or technical personnel are
unavailable.
AUTHORITIES
This section lists the authorities that were utilized during the COOP planning process. Some
authorities used in the development of this document are listed below. Please revise to reflect
the authorities utilized during the COOP planning process at the agency.


Federal Continuity Directive 1 (FCD 1).



National Security Presidential Directive (NSPD) 51/Homeland Security Presidential
Directive (HSPD) 20, May 2007.



Library of Virginia, Records Retention and Disposition Schedule.



Commonwealth of Virginia, Office of the Governor.


Executive Order 44 – Establishing Preparedness Initiatives in State Government,
2007.
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Executive Order 69 – Virginia’s Secure Commonwealth Initiative, 2004.

REFERENCES
This section lists the references that were utilized during the COOP planning process. Some
references used in the development of this document are listed below. Please revise to reflect
the references utilized during the COOP planning process at the agency.


Virginia Department of Emergency Management (VDEM), Continuity of Operations
Planning Manual v.4, March 2008.



Emergency Management Accreditation Program (EMAP) Standard, April 2006.



National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1600, December 2006.

SITUATION
This section addresses the situations that might affect and influence COOP planning such as
number of personnel affected, whether the agency is located in a rural or urban area, size of
the primary facility, and other details. Below are examples of information that could be
included. Please revise to reflect the situations of your agency.
The following situations impact (insert name of agency)’s COOP plan:


Agency “X” is located in Richmond, Virginia, a complex urban environment within
several blocks of Capital Square.



The agency’s primary facility houses multiple departments including administration,
human resources, operations, etc. There are approximately forty total personnel, in
addition to twenty contractors, and typically ten to twenty agency visitors on a daily
basis.



The agency’s primary facility is located adjacent to railroad tracks and highways that
carry hazardous materials. Last year, there were twenty five accidents on the highways
closest to the primary agency facility, two of which affected the agency’s operations.

ASSUMPTIONS
This section lists the planning assumptions that guided the development of the plan, such as
the training of personnel, resources available at primary and alternate facility locations, and
other considerations. Below are examples of information that could be included. Please
revise to reflect the assumptions of your agency.
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Leadership and personnel will continue to recognize responsibilities to public safety and
exercise their authority to implement this COOP plan in a timely manner when
confronted with events impairing agency essential functions.



In the event of an emergency, the agency may need to rely on services of adjacent
jurisdictions and organizations for recovery. Thus, this COOP plan can serve as a basis
for future development of a regional plan with neighboring organizations or entities that
could incorporate mutual aid agreements, alternate facility locations and interorganizational communications plans to ensure a coordinated response in the event of
an emergency.
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If properly implemented, this COOP plan will reduce or prevent disaster-related losses.

ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES
This section identifies key positions within the agency and their responsibilities in the event of
an emergency requiring COOP plan activation. It addresses how to contact key personnel,
contractors, and other key contacts. It also addresses the policies and support available for
agency personnel.
Key Personnel
The sections below refer to where key personnel, the Rapid Recall List and the External Call
List are located. Sample language is provided below. Please revise to reflect the organization
of your plan.
Specific staffing requirements will vary widely among (insert name of agency) departments due
to differences in their size, structure, mission and essential functions. Each essential function has
associated personnel that are necessary to ensure continuity of operations. Without these
personnel, the agency will not be able to perform its essential functions or meet the needs of
citizens, contractors, and agency visitors. These personnel are necessary to carry out essential
functions and in support of the (insert name of agency)’s mission.
Personnel Contact List
The internal call list or Rapid Recall List documents the contact information for employees who
should be notified if the agency is threatened by or experiences an incident that requires COOP
plan activation.
External Contacts
External contacts and vendors should be listed in Table 2 in the section “Essential Functions,” or
in Appendix B, Essential Functions, as required resources supporting those functions. Included
is contact information for external vendors, suppliers or others who would most likely need to be
contacted if the agency is threatened by or experiences an incident that requires COOP plan
implementation.
COOP Plan Implementation Responsibilities
This section identifies key personnel within the agency and their responsibilities during COOP
plan implementation. Examples are listed below. Please revise based on the responsibilities
that have been determined by the agency. If multiple teams exist each team should be listed
individually below.
The following lists identify major responsibilities of key personnel and leadership required to
implement (insert name of agency)’s COOP plan.
The (Agency Head or individual and title in charge of COOP planning) is responsible for:


Supporting and providing executive leadership for all emergency planning efforts;



Activating the COOP plan;
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Providing policy direction, guidance and objectives during an incident for the
implementation of the COOP plan;



Consulting with and advising appropriate officials during implementation of the COOP
plan;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

The COOP Coordinator is responsible for:


Developing, coordinating and managing all activities required for the agency to perform
its essential functions during an event or other situation that would disrupt normal
operations;



Remaining in constant communication with VDEM;



Coordinating implementation of the COOP plan and initiating appropriate notifications
inside and outside the agency during COOP plan implementation;



Preparing site support plans to support the implementation of the COOP plan to
facilitate the smooth transition of direction and operations from the primary location(s)
to the alternate location;



Coordinating appropriate lodging, food and other arrangements with the alternate
facility location, if appropriate, for faculty and staff who will not commute and need to
remain overnight near the alternate location;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

The COOP Team is responsible for:


Identifying management and policy issues;



Creating a planning schedule and milestones for developing COOP capabilities and
obtaining plan approval;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

The Reconstitution Manager is responsible for:


Coordinating and overseeing the reconstitution process;



Forming a reconstitution team;



Developing a time-phased plan, listing functions and projects in order of priority for
resuming normal operations;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

Members of the Reconstitution Team are responsible for:
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Developing space allocation and facility requirements;
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Coordinating with appropriate organizations to obtain office space for reconstitution if
the building is inhabitable;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

The agency’s staff is responsible for:


Understanding their continuity roles and responsibilities within their respective
organizations;



Knowing and being committed to their duties in a continuity environment;



Understanding and being willing to perform in continuity situations to ensure an
organization can continue its essential functions.



Ensureing that family memebers are prepared for and taken care of in an emergency
situation.



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

Personnel Relations and Family Preparedness Planning
This section references where policies can be found that have been developed to address
family shelter and day care during an event; crisis counseling; family preparedness planning;
leave policies; cross training; and other human capital management issues. The agency might
have already addressed these in an emergency assistance program or human resource policies.

You might reference those policies and programs here.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
This section describes what Concept of Operations is and the agency’s approach to
implementing its COOP plan. Sample language is below. Please revise to fit the needs of the
agency.
A COOP plan must be maintained at a high level of preparedness and be ready to be
implemented without prior warning. As such, the (insert name of agency) COOP Team has
developed a concept of operations, which describes the approach to implementing the COOP
plan.
The plan can be fully implemented within 12 hours of activation and be capable of sustaining
operations for up to 30 days. The broad objective of this COOP plan is to provide for the safety
and well-being of (insert name of agency) personnel, contractors and visitors while enabling the
agency’s continued operations during any crisis or event. Specific COOP plan objectives include
the following:


Enable staff to perform essential functions;



Identify essential personnel, back-up and supporting staff for relocation or for
performing essential functions;



Ensure the alternate facility location can support essential functions; and
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Protect and maintain vital records, systems and equipment.

An event, such as an explosion, fire or hazardous materials incident, might require the
evacuation of one or more buildings with little or no advance notice. Building evacuation, if
required, is accomplished via implementation of the Evacuation or Emergency Response Plan for
each building. This COOP plan is neither an evacuation plan nor an Emergency Action Plan.
Below is a Level of Emergency and Decision Matrix to guide the implementation of the plan
(this should be modified to fit the agency).
Table 1
Sample Level of Emergency and Decision Matrix
Level of
Emergency

I

II

III
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Category

Alert

Stand-by

Impact on Agency

Decisions

Potential
Event

An actual or anticipated
event might have an
adverse impact of up to
12 hours on any portion
of the agency but does
not require any specific
response beyond what is
normally available.

Impacted
department alerts
appropriate
personnel of
situation and
requests needed
assistance. No
COOP plan
implementation
required.

Major weather
event forecast
to impact
area.

An actual or anticipated
event estimated to have
minimal impact on
operations for 12 to 72
hours that might require
assistance beyond what
is normally available.

Impacted
department alerts
appropriate
personnel.
Members of the
COOP Team are
notified and placed
on stand-by.
Limited COOP plan
implementation
depending on
individual
department
requirements.

Coastal storm
approaching
the coastline
where agency
facilities are
located.

Impacted
department alerts
senior leadership.
COOP Team
members alerted
and instructed on
the full or partial
implementation of

Small fire
localized to
one wing or
floor of the
building.

An actual event
estimated to disrupt the
Partial
operations of essential
Implementation
functions for more than
three days.
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Level of
Emergency

Category

Impact on Agency

Decisions

Potential
Event

the COOP plan.
Implementation of
the COOP plan
approved by the
senior leadership.
Might require the
mobilization of all
resources. Might
also require the
activation of orders
of succession.
Might require the
movement of some
personnel to an
alternate facility
location for a
period of more than
three days but less
than seven days.
Event requires
command and
control resources be
applied to the issue.

IV

An actual event that
significantly disrupts the
Full
operations of essential
Implementation
functions for more than
seven days.

Impacted
department alerts
senior leadership.
COOP Team
members alerted
and instructed on
the full or partial
implementation of
the COOP plan.
Might require
activation of orders
of succession.
Might require the
movement of
significant number
of personnel to an
alternate location
for a period of more
than seven days.
Event requires
command and

Gas line
explosion has
caused
extensive
structural
damage to the
facility.
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Level of
Emergency

Category

Impact on Agency

Decisions

Potential
Event

control resources be
applied to the issue,
and may require the
complete
mobilization of all
resources.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
This section includes a list of the agency’s prioritized essential functions and the resources
required to support them. Refer to Worksheet #6, Summary of Resource Requirements for
Essential Functions, if used or insert appropriate information here or in an appendix. Sample
language is provided below.
Using the criteria established by the (insert name of agency) COOP Team; the agency has
identified essential functions and personnel who have roles in performing those functions to meet
its responsibilities to citizens, personnel, contractors, and visitors.
The agency also has prioritized its functions by determining the essential functions’ recovery
time objective (RTO). A listing of the agency’s prioritized essential functions and their RTOs,
along with all supporting resources including essential personnel and vital records, system and
equipment required to execute them is shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Essential Functions
Essential
Function

Payroll
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Essential
Personnel
and Backup
John Smith
Jane Doe
Joe Johnson

Vendors
and
External
Contacts
DOA

Vital
Records

Payroll
Records
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Equipment

PC, phone

Systems

RTO

Internet
Access to
CIPPS
software

12 to 72
hours

SCENARIO 1: LOSS OF ACCESS TO A FACILITY
______________________________________________________________________________
The following section addresses the agency’s procedures when the COOP plan is implemented
due to the loss of an operating facility, with or without advance notice.

Assumptions
This section lists assumptions, which are general statements identified to guide the agency in
the development of its COOP plan. The questions below will help clarify what the agency will
and will not be able to do in the event of the loss of access to a facility.


Has the agency identified events or potential events that can adversely impact the
agency’s ability to continue essential functions and services to citizens, personnel,
contractors, and visitors?



If a COOP event is declared, have personnel received proper training regarding plan
implementation?



Have memoranda of understanding (MOUs) and mutual aid agreements been
established for additional resources (e.g., personnel, facilities and equipment) to
continue essential functions?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor assumptions to meet each agency’s specific
situation and needs.


The agency is vulnerable to a full range of hazards (man-made, natural and
technological disasters).



Leadership and personnel will continue to recognize responsibilities to public safety and
exercise their authority to implement the COOP plan in a timely manner when
confronted with disasters.



If properly implemented, this COOP plan will reduce or prevent disaster-related losses.



Loss of facility may occur during duty or non-duty hours.

COOP Alert and Notification
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for notification of the COOP
Team, key personnel and others of the decision to implement the COOP plan. If notification
procedures and processes are currently in place, reference where those procedures are located
or insert them here.
If notification procedures to alert the COOP Team, key personnel, and others are not
currently in place, some questions to consider when completing this section are:


Who is responsible for contacting key personnel?



What protocols or procedures are utilized to contact key personnel during day-to-day
operations? During emergency situations?
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Does the agency currently use notification software or systems to notify faculty and
staff? (e.g., reverse 911, automated call tree, text message or others)



Has the COOP Coordinator been identified?



Is there a clear understanding of the COOP Team’s roles and responsibilities?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.


Executive leadership or designee determines need and activates COOP.



COOP Coordinator notifies COOP Team and Executive Leadership of activation and
provides initial directions. (For example, “Arrive at designated meeting location within
two hours for initial assessment.”)



COOP Coordinator notifies facility and operations personnel of activation.

Additional notification measures within 12 hours of activation include:


COOP Coordinator notifies (insert name of agency)’s Public Information Officer of
activation and coordinates any necessary press release or public messages. (For
example, “The office is temporarily closed until further notice.”)



COOP Coordinator or designee notifies all current active vendors, contractors, and
suppliers of COOP plan activation and provides direction on activities that will need to
be altered, suspended, or enhanced as a result.



As appropriate and necessary, the COOP Coordinator notifies the primary point of
contact for surrounding organizations and jurisdictions of the COOP plan activation,
any potential consequences and planned alternate actions that might be required until
normal operations can be restored.

COOP Plan Implementation
Implementation of the plan is based on three phases of operation: activation and relocation;
alternate facility operations; and reconstitution.
Phase I – Activation and Relocation
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for activation and relocation.
Some questions to consider when completing this section are:


Does the agency have back-up procedures in place for vital records and data bases?



What protection methods are in place to reduce loss of essential equipment and files?



Are key personnel assigned to transport vital resources to the alternate facility?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.
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Once notified that the COOP plan is implemented, the COOP Coordinator notifies
essential personnel for affected essential functions to be activated from the Rapid Recall
List.
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Within three hours, activated personnel assemble at the alternate facility location.



The COOP Coordinator in conjunction with the Public Information Officer (or other
position) initiates activities to support the actions being taken by the agency, including
alert, notification, and guidance to support personnel.



Department leaders confirm the safe evacuation of staff from the facilities, if applicable,
and account for personnel throughout the duration of the COOP event. Supervisors and
managers make contact with staff under their span of control via use of the staff contact
list. The COOP Coordinator is responsible for keeping personnel contact lists current
and maintaining the lists in hard-copy off-site.

Phase II – Alternate Facility Operations
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for personnel who have
relocated to the alternate facility. Some questions to consider when completing this section
are:


Do key personnel understand the established chain of command?



Have orders of succession been activated?



Have delegations of authority been clearly identified?



Does the agency have personnel accountability (tracking personnel, contractors and
their location) procedures in place?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency specific needs
and processes.


Activated key personnel continue essential operations.



COOP Coordinator provides additional guidance as required by the situation to nondesignated employees via the (insert alert and notification procedure) and through
other available means.



COOP Team or Reconstitution Manager initiates efforts to return to normal operations
(reconstitution).

Phase III – Reconstitution
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for essential personnel to
assist them in returning to normal operations and back to the primary facility. Some
questions to consider when completing this section are:


Has the agency developed general policies and procedures on ceasing alternate facility
operations and returning to non-emergency status?



Has the agency identified procedures for transition of vital resources, records and
equipment from the alternate to primary facility?



Who will be responsible for conducting a “hot wash” and completing the After Action
Report that provides specific solutions to correct any areas of concern during
activation?
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The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.
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Key personnel continue to provide essential services.



Agency Head or designee informs agency personnel that the threat of, or actual
emergency, no longer exists, and provides instructions for resumption of normal
operations. Announcement is disseminated via established notification procedures.



Agency conducts a “hot wash” or review of its COOP operations and the effectiveness
of its plans and procedures as soon as possible.



Agency reports the status of reconstitution to personnel, contractors, agency partners
and other key contacts (local jurisdictions, vendors, etc.), as applicable.
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SCENARIO 2: LOSS OF SERVICES DUE TO A REDUCTION OF
WORKFORCE
______________________________________________________________________________
The following section addresses the procedures when the COOP plan is activated due to the
loss of services from a reduction in workforce, with or without advance notice.

Assumptions
This section lists assumptions, which are general statements identified to guide the agency in
the development of its COOP plan. The questions below will help clarify what the agency will
and will not be able to do in the event of a loss of services due to a reduced workforce. The
agency also can reference and insert existing pandemic influenza or other health related
assumptions if applicable.


Has the agency identified events or potential events that can adversely impact the
agency’s ability to continue essential functions and services with a reduced workforce?



Has the agency established orders of succession at least three to five people deep?



Have faculty and staff been properly cross-trained?



What alternate work arrangements has the agency made regarding a reduction of
workforce?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor assumptions to meet each agency’s specific
situation and needs.


The agency is vulnerable to the full range of hazards (man-made, natural and
technological disasters);



Leadership and employees have been cross trained;



If properly implemented, this COOP plan will reduce or prevent disaster-related losses;



A reduction in workforce might occur during or after operating hours; and



The agency has implemented reduction in workforce policies and procedures, such as
cross training and alternate work arrangements.

COOP Alert and Notification
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for notification of the COOP
Team, faculty, staff and others of the decision to implement the COOP plan. If notification
procedures and processes are currently in place, reference where those procedures are located
or insert them here. Alternatively, reference the procedures developed in the previous section
addressing loss of facility. Some questions to consider when completing this section are:


Who is responsible for assessing the situation?



Who is responsible for contacting personnel?



What protocols or procedures are utilized to contact personnel during day-to-day
operations? During actual events?
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Does the agency currently use notification software or systems to notify personnel?
(e.g., reverse 911, automated call tree, text message or others)

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.


Agency Head or designee determines need and activates the COOP plan.



COOP Coordinator notifies COOP Team and other emergency management teams of
activation and provides initial directions. (For example, “Arrive at designated meeting
location within two hours for initial assessment.”)

Additional notification measures within 12 hours of activation include:


COOP Coordinator notifies (insert name of agency)’s Public Information Officer of
activation and coordinates any necessary press release or public messages.



COOP Coordinator or designee notifies all current active vendors, contractors and
suppliers of COOP plan activation and provides direction on activities that will need to
be altered, suspended or enhanced as a result.

COOP Plan Implementation
Implementation of the plan is based on three phases of operation:





Activation and relocation
Alternate facility operations
Reconstitution

Phase I – Activation and Relocation
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for activation and relocation.
Many of the same procedures that were identified in the previous section addressing loss of
access to a facility may be utilized here. Some questions to consider when completing this
section are:


What steps can be taken to make vital records, databases and systems accessible via
telecommuting?



Has the agency identified alternate facilities and alternate work arrangements? (i.e.
telecommuting)



Has the agency decided to reduce operating hours or locations due to workforce
reduction?



Has the agency activated orders of succession?



Have delegations of authority been implemented?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.
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Once notified that the COOP is implemented, the COOP Coordinator notifies key
personnel and back-up staff for affected essential functions to be activated from the
Rapid Recall List.



Activated staff is informed of their roles and responsibilities and are directed to report
to alternate facility locations, if applicable.



The COOP Coordinator in conjunction with the Public Information Officer (or other
position) initiates activities to support the actions being taken by the agency, including
alert, notification and guidance to supportive personnel including the public (e.g.,
reduction in services or operational hours).

Phase II – Alternate Facility Operations
(NOTE: This phase may not be relevant in a reduced workforce scenario.) In this section, the
agency can develop a checklist of procedures for personnel who have relocated to the alternate
facility. Many of the same procedures that were identified in the previous section addressing
loss of access to a facility may be utilized here. Some questions to consider when completing
this section are:


Are orders of succession still in place?



Have delegations of authority been clearly identified?



Have procedures been developed to identify and use non-designated faculty and staff as
resources to support continued operations?



What policies and procedures have been considered regarding an extended reduction in
workforce? (i.e., Human Resource Policies)



If necessary, how will the agency support extended telecommuting operations?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.


Activated personnel continue essential operations;



COOP Coordinator provides additional guidance as required by the situation to nondesignated faculty and staff via the (insert alert and notification procedure) and through
other available means; and



COOP Team or Reconstitution Manager initiates efforts to return to normal operations
(reconstitution).

Phase III – Reconstitution
(NOTE: This Phase may not be relevant to a reduced workforce scenario.) In this section, the
agency can develop a checklist of procedures for key personnel to assist them in returning to
normal operations and back to their primary facility. Many of the same procedures that were
identified in the previous section addressing loss of access to a facility may be utilized here.
Some questions to consider when completing this section are:


Has the agency developed general policies and procedures on ceasing alternate work
arrangement operations and returning to non-emergency status?
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Has the agency developed procedures to resume full operational hours and staffing?



Who will be responsible for conducting a “hot wash” and completing the After Action
Report that provides specific solutions to correct any areas of concern during activation?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor procedures to meet each agency’s specific needs
and processes.
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Key personnel continue to provide essential services.



Agency Head or designee informs agency personnel that the threat of, or actual event,
no longer exists, and provides instructions for resumption of normal operational hours.
Announcement is disseminated via established notification procedures.



Agency conducts a “hot wash” or review of its COOP operations and the effectiveness
of its plans and procedures as soon as possible.



Agency reports the status of reconstitution to personnel, contractors, agency partners
and other key contacts (local jurisdictions, vendors), as applicable.
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SCENARIO 3: LOSS OF SERVICES DUE TO EQUIPMENT OR SYSTEM
FAILURE
______________________________________________________________________________
The following section addresses the procedures when the COOP plan is implemented from the
loss of services due to equipment or system failure, with or without advance notice.

Assumptions
This section lists assumptions, which are general statements identified to guide the agency in
the development of its COOP plan. The questions below can help clarify what the agency will
and will not be able to do in the event of a loss of services due to equipment or system failure.


Has the agency identified interim processes if equipment or systems are unavailable?
(e.g., ability to cut checks)



Have MOU or mutual aid agreements been developed for utilization of alternate
systems or equipment?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor assumptions to meet each agency’s specific
situation and needs.


If properly implemented, this COOP plan will reduce or prevent disaster-related losses.



Loss of equipment or systems might occur during or after operating hours.



Agency has established interim processes for activation as necessary.

COOP Alert and Notification
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for notification of the COOP
Team, faculty, staff and others of the decision to implement the COOP plan. If notification
procedures and processes are currently in place, reference where those procedures are located
or insert them here. Alternatively, reference the procedures developed in the previous section
addressing loss of facility. Some questions to consider when completing this section are:


Who is responsible for notifying the vendor of the affected service?



Who is responsible for contacting the back-up vendor of affected service?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s needs and
processes.


Notification processes in the event of COOP plan activation are as follows: (insert any
existing notification procedures here); and



Agency Head notifies the departments of Emergency Management, IT, Facilities and/or
Utilities, as appropriate.

Additional notification measures within 12 hours of activation include:


COOP Coordinator notifies (insert name of agency)’s Public Information Officer of
activation and coordinates any necessary press release or public messages. (e.g.,
“Agency visitation is prohibited until further notice”); and
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COOP Coordinator or designee notifies all current active vendors, contractors, and
suppliers of COOP plan activation and provides direction on activities that will need to
be altered, suspended, or enhanced as a result.

COOP Plan Implementation
Implementation of the COOP plan is based on three phases of operation:
relocation; alternate facility operations; and reconstitution.

activation and

Phase I – Activation and Relocation
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for activation of the COOP
plan during a loss of services due to an equipment or system failure. Many of the same
procedures that were identified in the previous section addressing loss of access to a facility
might be utilized here. Some questions to consider when completing this section are:


Does the agency have back-up procedures in place for vital records, databases and
systems?



Does the agency utilize a hot site?



Have MOU or mutual aid agreements been established with neighboring organizations
with like systems?



Will the agency activate interim processes?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.


Once notified that the COOP plan is implemented, the COOP Coordinator notifies key
personnel for affected essential functions to be activated from the Rapid Recall List.



Activated staff is informed of roles and responsibilities and are directed to report to
alternate facility locations or another site where system access is available.



Within 12 hours, activated personnel assemble at the alternate facility.

Phase II – Alternate Facility Operations
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for relocation during a loss of
services due to an equipment or system failure. Many of the same procedures that were
identified in the previous section addressing loss of access to a facility might be utilized here.
Some questions to consider when completing this section are:


Does the agency have employee accountability (tracking personnel and their location)
procedures in place?



If necessary, how will the agency support extended telecommuting operations?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.
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Activated key personnel continue essential operations.
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COOP Team or Reconstitution Manager initiates efforts to return to normal operations
(reconstitution).

Phase III – Reconstitution
In this section, the agency can develop a checklist of procedures for reconstitution during a
loss of services due to equipment or system failure. Many of the same procedures that were
identified in the previous section addressing loss of access to a facility might be utilized here.
Some questions to consider when completing this section are:


Has the agency developed general policies and procedures on ceasing alternate work
arrangement operations and returning to non-emergency status?



Who will be responsible for conducting a “hot wash” and completing the After Action
Report that provides specific solutions to correct any areas of concern during
activation?

The bullets below serve as examples. Tailor the procedures to meet each agency’s specific
needs and processes.


Agency Head or designee informs personnel that the threat of, or actual event, no longer
exists and provides instructions for resumption of normal operational hours and staffing.
Announcement is disseminated via established notification procedures.



The agency reports the status of reconstitution to personnel, contractors, agency
partners, and other key contacts (local jurisdictions, vendors), as applicable.
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ORDERS OF SUCCESSION
______________________________________________________________________________
This section lists the orders of succession needed for the agency’s Director and designated
leaders or other key personnel. If used, refer to Worksheet #4: Orders of Succession, and
insert appropriate information here or in an appendix.
Table 3
Orders of Succession
Key Position

Successor 1

Successor 2

Successor 3

Successor 4

DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY
This section lists the delegations of authority for the agency’s Director, designated leaders or
other key personnel with the triggering conditions, procedures and limitations of the
delegation. If used, refer to Worksheet #5: Delegations of Authority, and insert appropriate
information here or in an appendix.
Table 4
Delegations of Authority
Authority

Position
Holding
Authority

Triggering
Conditions

Procedures

Limitations

ALTERNATE FACILITY LOCATIONS
This section details the alternate locations for the agency. If used, refer to Worksheet #8:
Alternate Facility Location Options and insert appropriate information here or in an
appendix. Sample language is provided below.
(Insert name of agency) recognizes that normal operations may be disrupted and that there may
be a need to perform essential functions at an alternate facility location. Alternate locations are
listed below or in Appendix G.
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Table 5
COOP Alternate Facility Location Sites
Alternate Facility Location Information
Address
Phone Number
Alternate
Location
Official
Directions
Map
Alternate Facility Location Information
Address
Phone Number
Alternate
Location
Official
Directions
Map

GO-KITS
This section describes what is suggested to be in go-kits for COOP planning efforts. Below is
an example.

Professional Go-Kit
The Professional Go-Kit should include standard operating procedures, emergency plans,
operating orders or regulations, and other relevant guidance that is not already pre-positioned at
an alternate location. Other documents that might be included in the Professional Go-Kit
include:


Continuity of Operations (COOP) plan;



Current contact lists for personnel and external parties;



Formatted computer diskettes, CD-ROMs or memory sticks;



General office supplies (small amount);
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Cellular telephone, Blackberry, Nextel, PDA device;



Office telephone contact list;



Current equipment report;



Current software report; and



Current vital records, files and databases.

MULTI-YEAR STRATEGY AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
This section describes the overall management of the COOP program. It includes the names
of the members of the COOP Team and details their roles and responsibilities. Sample
language is provided below. Tailor the responsibilities to reflect the roles and responsibilities
designated by the agency.
Agency leadership and the COOP Team are responsible for the implementation of the (insert
name of agency) COOP program. While the COOP plan serves as the guide during activation
and recovery, the COOP program provides the framework and structure to guide continuity of
operations planning.
Suggested roles and responsibilities of the COOP Team include:


Maintaining documents that grant authority for the creation, modification, ongoing
maintenance, and execution of the COOP plan;



Identifying issues that will impact the frequency of changes required to the COOP plan;



Establishing a review cycle;



Establishing a testing and exercise cycle; and



Guiding and prioritizing mitigation activities that the (departments, units or other) need
to undertake.
Table 6
(Insert name of agency) COOP Team

COOP Team Coordinator: (Insert Name and Title)
Assistant COOP Team Coordinator: (Insert Name and Title)
Name
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Telephone

E-mail Address

TRAINING, TESTING AND EXERCISES
This section discusses the training, testing and exercise activities of the COOP plan and staff.
This section addresses how often training is conducted for new and current staff, faculty and
executives and when the plan is tested and exercised. Sample language is provided below.
Please tailor this section to reflect the practices of the agency.
To maintain the agency’s COOP capability, an all-hazard COOP training, testing, and exercise
program will be established. Major components of this program will include training all faculty
and staff in their COOP responsibilities; conducting periodic exercises to test and improve
COOP plans and procedures, systems, and equipment; and instituting a multi-year process to
ensure continual plan updates in response to changing conditions.
Training
This section defines the type of training new and existing personnel, both key and supportive,
will receive. Examples are listed below:


Introduction to COOP planning (new personnel and contractors);



COOP plan Activation and Relocation (key personnel);



Cross training for essential functions (supportive personnel);



National Incident Management System (responders and leadership); and



Incident Command System (responders and leadership).

Testing and Exercises
This section describes generally what tests and exercises are and their intended goals and
objectives. Please list scheduled plan tests and exercises. Generally, it is recommended to
exercise the COOP plan annually.
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Exercise Evaluation
This section describes how evaluations of exercises or After Action Reports (AARs) will be
completed. It is important to list who is responsible for completing AARs and who will be
incorporating any lessons learned back into the COOP plan.

COOP PLAN MAINTENANCE
This section discusses the activities associated with maintaining the COOP plan. It is
important to set up a maintenance time-frame and designate responsibility for ensuring that it
is completed. It also details who is responsible for plan maintenance. Sample language and a
sample maintenance schedule are below. A plan should be updated at least annually but more
often if personnel change, equipment changes, or new processes are instituted for protecting
vital records.
Plan Maintenance
(Insert name of agency)’s (insert name of department) Department is the lead in ensuring that the
Comprehensive COOP plan is updated and maintained in accordance with established schedules.
Whenever the plan is updated, it should be reissued with the update recorded on the COOP Plan
Record of Changes.
The following lists identify major responsibilities of essential personnel and leadership required
for development and maintenance of (insert name of agency)’s COOP plan.
The (Agency Head or individual and title in charge of COOP planning) is responsible for:


Leading and ensuring overall support and execution of COOP program;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

The COOP Coordinator is responsible for:


Ensuring that the plan is maintained and revised, according to the schedule developed
by the COOP Team;



Coordinating the COOP training, testing and exercise program;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

The COOP Team is responsible for:


Creating a planning schedule and milestones for developing COOP capabilities and
obtaining plan approval;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

The agency’s personnel and contractors are responsible for:
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Reviewing and understanding responsibilities related to COOP support functions and
performance of essential functions at an alternate location;



[insert responsibility]



[insert responsibility]

Following is a sample list of standard activities needed to maintain COOP plans and the
frequency of their occurrence.
Table 8
Sample COOP Plan Maintenance Schedule
Activity

Tasks

Frequency

Plan update and
certification

Review entire plan for accuracy.
Incorporate lessons learned and changes in
policy and philosophy.
Manage distribution.

Annually

Maintain orders of
succession and
delegations of authority

Identify current incumbents.
Update rosters and contact information.

Semiannually

Maintain alternate
location readiness

Check all systems.
Verify accessibility.
Cycle supplies and equipment, as necessary.

Monthly

Monitor and maintain
vital records program

Monitor volume of materials.
Update and remove files.

Ongoing

Revise COOP Checklists
and contact information
for essential personnel

Update and revise COOP Checklists.
Confirm and update essential personnel
information.

Annually
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ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS
Acronyms
AAR

After Action Report

COG

Continuity of Government

COOP

Continuity of Operations

DHS

Department of Homeland Security

DRT

Disaster Recovery Team

EAS

Emergency Alert System

ECO

Emergency Coordination Officer

EMAC

Emergency Management Assistance Compact

EMAP

Emergency Management Accreditation Program

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

GIS

Geographic Information System

HSEEP

Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program

ICS

Incident Command System

ITDR

Information Technology Disaster Recovery

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

NIMS

National Incident Management System

NWS

National Weather Service

SMA

Statewide Mutual Aid

Definitions
Activation – When all or a portion of the COOP plan has been put into motion.
Alternate Location – A location, other than the normal facility, used to process data and/or
conduct essential functions in the event of a disaster. Similar Terms: Alternate Processing
Facility, Alternate Office Facility, and Alternate Communication Facility.
Business Impact Analysis – The process of determining the potential consequences of a
disruption or degradation of business functions.
Cold Site – An alternate site that is reserved for emergency use, but which requires the
installation of equipment before it can support operations. Equipment and resources must be
installed in such a facility to duplicate the essential business functions of an organization. Cold
sites have many variations depending on their communication facilities, UPS systems, or
mobility.
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Continuity of Government (COG) - Preservation of the institution of government. Maintaining
leadership, through succession of leadership, delegation of authority and active command and
control.
Continuity of Operations (COOP) – The effort to assure that the capability exists to continue
essential functions across a wide range of potential emergencies.
Continuity of Operations (COOP) Coordinator – Serves as the agency’s manager for all
COOP activities. The Coordinator has overall responsibility for developing, coordinating and
managing all activities required for the agency to perform its essential functions during an
emergency or other situation that would disrupt normal operations. The first step in the COOP
planning process is selecting a COOP Coordinator.
Continuity of Operations (COOP) Plan – A set of documented procedures developed to
provide for the continuance of essential business functions during an emergency.
Delegations of Authority – Pre-delegated authorities for making policy determinations and
decisions at headquarters, field levels and other organizational locations, as appropriate.
Devolution – The capability to transfer statutory authority and responsibility for essential
functions from an agency’s primary staff and facilities to alternate staff and facilities and to
sustain that operational capability for an extended period.
Emergency Coordination Officer (ECO) – Serves as the communication liaison between the
Office of Commonwealth Preparedness, VDEM and each agency. Pursuant to Executive Order
65 (2004), the ECO is assigned the following responsibilities which may have been delegated to
others within the organization:
1. Coordinate with the Department of Emergency Management on emergency preparedness,
response, and recovery issues;
2. Prepare and maintain designated parts of the plan for which the agency is responsible;
3. Prepare and maintain internal plans and procedures to fulfill the responsibilities
designated in the plan;
4. Maintain a roster of agency personnel to assist in disaster operations and ensure that
persons on the roster are accessible and available for training, exercises, and activations
of the plan;
5. Coordinate appropriate training for agency personnel assigned to disaster operations;
6. Prepare and maintain internal emergency preparedness, response, and recovery plans for
the agency’s resources (facilities, personnel, and assets) that outline a comprehensive and
effective program to ensure continuity of essential state functions under all
circumstances;
7. Assure the State Coordinator of Emergency Management that preparedness plans for its
facilities are coordinated with the applicable local emergency management agency.

Emergency Preparedness – The discipline which ensures an organization or community's
readiness to respond to an emergency in a coordinated, timely and effective manner.
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Essential Functions – Activities, processes or functions which could not be interrupted or
unavailable for several days without significantly jeopardizing the operation of an organization.
Emergency Management Assistance Compact – Congressionally ratified organization that
provides form and structure to interstate mutual aid. During a disaster, it allows a state to request
and receive assistance from other member states.
Facility – A location containing the equipment, supplies, and voice and data communication
lines to conduct transactions required to conduct business under normal conditions.
Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP) – A threat and performancebased exercise program developed by DHS that provides doctrine and policy for planning,
conducting, and evaluating exercises. It was developed to enhance and assess terrorism
prevention, response, and recovery capabilities at the federal, state and local levels.
Hot Site – An alternate facility that has the equipment and resources to recover the business
functions affected by the occurrence of a disaster. Hot-sites may vary in type of facilities offered
(such as data processing, communication, or any other essential business functions needing
duplication). Location and size of the hot-site will be proportional to the equipment and
resources needed. A hot site is a fully equipped facility, which includes stand-by computer
equipment, environmental systems, communications capabilities and other equipment necessary
to fully support an organization’s immediate work and data processing requirements in the event
of an emergency or a disaster.
Implementation Procedure Checklist – A list of the immediate actions to take once the COOP
plan is implemented.
Incident Command System (ICS) – A management system used to organize emergency
response. ICS offers a scalable response to an incident of any magnitude, and provides a
common framework within which people can work together. These resources may be drawn
from multiple agencies that do not routinely work together. The system is designed to grow and
shrink along with the incident, allowing more resources to be added into the system when needed
and released when no longer needed. The key aspect of ICS helps to reduce or eliminate the
"who's in charge" problem.
Key Personnel – Personnel designated by their division as critical to the resumption of essential
functions and services.
National Incident Management System (NIMS) – A consistent nationwide template to enable
federal, state, local, tribal governments, private-sector and nongovernmental organizations to
work together effectively and efficiently to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and recover from
domestic incidents, regardless of cause, size, or complexity, including acts of catastrophic
terrorism.
Orders of Succession – A list that specifies by position who will automatically fill a position
once it is vacated.
Reconstitution – The process by which agency personnel resume normal business operations
from the original or replacement primary operating facility.
Record Retention – Storage of historical documentation for a set period of time usually
mandated by state or federal law or by the Internal Revenue Service.
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Recovery – Recovery, in this document, includes all types of emergency actions dedicated to the
continued protection of the public or to promoting the resumption of normal activities in the
affected area.
Recovery Time Objective (RTO) – The period of time in which systems, applications or
functions must be recovered after an outage.
Response – Those activities and programs designed to address the immediate and short-term
effects of the onset of an emergency or disaster.
Risk – An ongoing or impending concern that has a significant probability of adversely affecting
business continuity.
Risk Assessment/Analysis – An evaluation of the probability that certain disruptions will occur
and the controls to reduce organizational exposure to such risk.
Risk Management – The discipline which ensures that an organization does not assume an
unacceptable level of risk.
Statewide Mutual Aid – A program developed to assist localities to more effectively and
efficiently exchange services and resources in response to declared disasters and emergencies.
SMA is a local government program established in partnership with the Commonwealth of
Virginia. The program provides a framework for resolution of some inter-jurisdictional issues
and for reimbursement for the cost of services.
Test Plan – The recovery plans and procedures that are used in a systems test to ensure viability.
A test plan is designed to exercise specific action tasks and procedures that would be
encountered in a real disaster.
Vital Records, Systems and Equipment – Records, files, documents or databases, which, if
damaged or destroyed, would cause considerable inconvenience and/or require replacement or
re-creation at considerable expense. For legal, regulatory or operational reasons these records
cannot be irretrievably lost or damaged without materially impairing the organization's ability to
conduct business.
Vulnerability – The susceptibility of a division to a hazard. The degree of vulnerability to a
hazard depends upon its risk and consequences.
Warm Site – An alternate processing site which is only partially equipped.
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APPENDICES
The appendices listed below are optional. If you inserted the information into
your plan, you do not need to include an appendix.
Appendix A: Personnel Contact List (Rapid Recall List)
Appendix B: Essential Functions
Appendix C: Modes of Communication
Appendix D: Orders of Succession
Appendix E: Delegations of Authority
Appendix F: Vital Records, Systems and Equipment
Appendix G: Alternate Facility Locations
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APPENDIX A: PERSONNEL CONTACT LIST (RAPID RECALL LIST)
The Personnel Contact List contains the names and contact information for management,
supervisory staff and key personnel who should be contacted if the agency experiences a
situation that causes, or may potentially cause, a major disruption to their operations.
If you used the worksheets, reference and insert Worksheet #11: Personnel Contact List into
this appendix.
NOTE: This data may be currently housed electronically or in another location. You may
reference that location rather than re-create that data here.
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APPENDIX B: ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
If used, reference and insert Worksheet #6: Summary of Resource Requirements for Essential
Functions into this appendix.
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APPENDIX C: MODES OF COMMUNICATION
If used, reference and insert Worksheet #9: Modes of Communication into this appendix.
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APPENDIX D: ORDERS OF SUCCESSION
If used, reference and insert Worksheet #4: Orders of Succession into this appendix.
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APPENDIX E: DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY
If used, reference and insert Worksheet #5: Delegations of Authority into this appendix.
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APPENDIX F: VITAL RECORDS, SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
If used, reference and insert Worksheet #2: Vital Records, Systems and Equipment and
Worksheet #3: Vital Records, Systems and Equipment Protection Methods into this appendix.
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APPENDIX G: ALTERNATE FACILITY LOCATIONS
If used, reference and insert Worksheet #7:Requirements for Alternate Facility Locations and
Worksheet #8: Alternate Facility Locations Options into this appendix.
Directions and maps to the alternate locations should be inserted here.
Primary Location to Alternate Location 1

Primary Location:
(insert address)
Alternate Location 1:
(insert address)
Total Distance:
Total Time:
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Primary Location to Alternate Location 2
Primary Location:
(insert address)
Alternate Location 2:
(insert address)
Total Distance:
Total Time:
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BIA
Recommendations
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Agriculture
Issue
Recommendation

212

None.
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City Attorney
Issue
Recommendation

The City Attorney does not have a seat at the EOC during a disaster.
The City Attorney should have a seat at the EOC during a major disaster. Presence
for lesser events should be addressed in the COOP plan.

Issue
Recommendation

There are no recovery plans in place.
Develop a Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP). A COOP addresses all nontechnical response and recovery requirements. A COOP includes but is not limited
to:
Critical functions and dependencies
Alternate locations
Key personnel
Communication vehicles
Physical resources (phones, desks, etc.)
Detailed and staged recovery procedures
Legal and regulatory requirements
Scenario planning
Validation (exercise/test plans)
Maintaining the plan
**COOP planning information was gathered during the BIA and is identified in the
individual summaries. These summaries should be used when developing or
updating COOP plans.**
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City Auditor
Recommendations
Develop a Continuity of Operations Plan
(COOP). A COOP addresses all nontechnical response and recovery
requirements. A COOP includes but is not
limited to:
Critical functions and dependencies
Alternate locations
Key personnel
Communication vehicles
Physical resources (phones, desks,
etc.)
Detailed and staged recovery
procedures
Legal and regulatory requirements
Scenario planning
Validation (exercise/test plans)
Maintaining the plan
**COOP planning information was gathered
during the BIA and is identified in the
individual summaries. These summaries
should be used when developing or
updating COOP plans.**
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Planned Action

Scheduled for
Completion

City Clerk
Recommendations

Planned Action

Scheduled for
Completion

Develop a Continuity of Operations Plan
(COOP). A COOP addresses all nontechnical response and recovery
requirements. A COOP includes but is not
limited to:
Critical functions and dependencies
Alternate locations
Key personnel
Communication vehicles
Physical resources (phones, desks,
etc.)
Detailed and staged recovery
procedures
Legal and regulatory requirements
Scenario planning
Validation (exercise/test plans)
Maintaining the plan
**COOP planning information was gathered
during the BIA and is identified in the
individual summaries. These summaries
should be used when developing or
updating COOP plans.**
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City Treasurer
Issue
Recommendation

None.

City Treasurer BIA Report is incomplete and may have issues after completion.
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Clerk of the Circuit Court
Issue

Recommendation

The Clerk of Circuit Court stores many of the recent court records only on paper
and in a room with windows, with a 2 – 3 week delay period until keyed into digital
storage. These important documents are covered for protection during major
storms but could be compromised by rain or wind during major weather events,
e.g., hurricane, tornado. Some are stored on Leroy Road.
It is recommended that a process be established to provide resources for digitizing
land records in order to eliminate the 2-3 week lag time.
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ComIT
Data Centers
Building #2 – Operations Center
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
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The primary data center for ComIT is located in a public building near a loading
dock. Anyone can access the building leaving the City’s primary data
infrastructure vulnerable to attacks or breaches.
The data center cannot be protected in building 2 since most of the building is, and
needs to be, accessible to the public. Relocating the data center is the best option.
However, a short term solution for the basement floor/dock exposure concern
would be to install a guard to prevent anyone going beyond the point that is
required for deliveries.
Lock the dock doors promptly at 5:00 p.m. and open no earlier than 8:00 a.m.
An electrical equipment room in Bldg. 2, located in the basement between the
loading dock and the primary ComIT data center, has been found to be unlocked
on a regular basis.
Keep the electrical room locked and have it checked daily by building maintenance.
Check permissions for entry and limit access to the electrical room where
reasonable.
The generator at the primary data center (Bldg. #2) for ComIT is exposed to the
elements and/or malicious activity.
Build a secure enclosure around the generator similar to that for the ECCS
generators.
Power and backup power is unreliable at the primary data center for ComIT.
There is a single path for power and cooling distribution. Generator is exposed,
old, and it is hard to get parts because the product is produced outside of the
United States.
Install a new electrical distribution system (in progress).
Establish SLAs with existing vendor.
Buy and store backup parts.
Replace the generator, use old as backup to perform maintenance.
The primary ComIT data center consumes huge amounts of power to operate
servers and cooling.
Provide energy monitoring to manage and streamline consumption.
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Issue
Recommendation

In the event of a complete loss of the primary ComIT data center, there is no
failover of critical functions and applications to a remote site.
Develop and implement failover strategies for critical applications at a remote site.

Issue
Recommendation

Other Risk Mitigation Recommendations

Recommendation

Conduct a comprehensive risk analysis on Bldg. #2. This would include te building
envelope, plumbing, electrical, proximity to surrounding threats, security, etc.

Move cables stored below the flooring to elevated cable trays so that cable
trays are not exposed to water.

Building #30 – ECCS
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue

ComIT (Systems Support) indicated that it is imperative that ECCS stays up. The
CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) at ECCS is not integrated with the other systems.
It is vendor supported. The same applies for telephony and the Motorola Radio
systems. When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center,
no transition occurred.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition / knowledge transfer with the
appropriate teams (Data Center, Server Infrastructure, Database, and others) to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
It is recommended that vendor agreements be reviewed and strengthened, if
necessary.

Recommendation

ECCS data center relies heavily on Motorola for service. ComIT does not have
SMEs for Motorola equipment.
Hire Motorola SME and cross train

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Wiring in the ECCS is loose and in the ceiling.
Mark and encase the wiring in conduit.
If possible relocate wiring beneath the flooring

Issue

If ECCS's private branch exchange is unavailable, ECCS can fail over to the City's
line but ComIT would have to make the switch and not ECCS.
The procedures should be finally detailed and steps put in place to make the switch
over seamlessly.

Recommendation

Convention Center Data Center
Issue

The Convention Center data center acts as a central network hub for the Police
and Fire departments in that area.
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Recommendation

Analyze the vulnerabilities and create an alternative path or back up strategies so
that the public safety groups are not compromised if the Convention Center
network becomes unavailable.

Issue

Because the VBCC is a central network hub, it creates a drain on Convention
Center power supply. The power supply could be used for other facility functions
including those that could support recovery after a disaster.
An electrical engineer should conduct an investigation of the potential to utilize
Switchgear Technology to divert some of the power dedicated to the Fire System
while not in use. This would allow power to be used for other facility functions,
improving the ability to support recovery services. All diverted back power would
be immediately re-directed back to the Fire System upon its activation.

Recommendation

All Data Centers
Issue
Recommendation

In the event of a long term outage of the City data, there are no failover
strategies for critical functions and applications.
Develop and implement failover strategies for critical applications.

Network & Communications
Issue

Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
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ComIT – The City currently pays Cox Communications for network connectivity in
large areas where the City does not have fiber. In locations where the City does
have fiber, they are old connections. Traffic Management Operations within the
Department of Public Works has recently installed a fiber optic network and has
extra capacity that can be shared with ComIT and other City departments.
It is recommended that ComIT pursue this option.
ComIT (Systems Support) indicated that it is imperative that ECCS stays up. The
CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) at ECCS is not integrated with the other systems.
It is vendor supported. The same applies for telephony and the Motorola Radio
systems. When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center,
no transition occurred.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition / knowledge transfer with the
appropriate teams (Data Center, Server Infrastructure, Database, and others) to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
It is recommended that vendor agreements be reviewed and strengthened, if
necessary.
The ComIT (Media & Communications Group) plays a key role in disaster
response. It is highly reliant on the internet and wireless service. It is frequently
called upon at a moment’s notice which requires its members to login to the CVB
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Recommendation

Issue

network. If they are not at the City or are at home, they are reliant on air cards
and Citrix. The air-cards are at times unreliable and the login process for Citrix is
involved and tedious. Citrix, as of late, has been slow and unreliable.
Since technology is an absolute must and the content reaching citizens could be a
matter of life or death during an emergency, it is recommended that more reliable
technologies be explored.
ComIT (Telecom Mobile) supports the mobile data terminals (MDTs) [also known
as mobile data computers] in 850 – 900 public safety (Police, Fire, EMS) vehicles.
The Mobile team and Radio Team work together to support ~6,000
subscribers to radio and wireless communication devices. They support

the voice radios of ~3,000 Public Safety subscribers and another ~3,000
subscribers that are City staff but not Public Safety. The Mobile Team also
supports Verizon air cards in over 400 Public Safety vehicles and more air cards
for other City staff. Air cards are high speed wireless broadband cards that
give users mobile Internet access on their laptops using Verizon’s
cellular data service. The Telecom Mobile team has only 3 people on staff.

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation

With only 3 people, there is a likelihood of not having enough, or any, people to
provide support during or after a disaster.
It is recommended that additional people be added to the Mobile team and/or
consider hiring skilled, supplemental staff at the time of a crisis.
Establish family plans and response requirements for Alpha 1 personnel for before,
during, and after an incident.
Develop manual work around procedures where possible.
With the expansion of mobile technology, there is not sufficient staff on the
ComIT (Telecom Mobile) team to support the wireless systems of the size and
complexity of those operated by the City.
It is recommended that additional people be added to ComIT (Telecom Mobile)
team to support normal operations.
The ComIT (Mobile Team) stores critical equipment driver software on the
network. In addition, they store vital configuration materials on personal flash
drives.
Develop a secure process to store and retrieve wireless drivers and configuration
materials if the wired network goes down.
ComIT (Telecom Radio) supports ~6,000 users in many departments, including
schools, Public Works, Public Utilities, Public Safety entities, etc. with only 4
people on staff. With only 4 people, there is a likelihood of not having enough
people to provide support during or after a disaster.
It is recommended that additional people be added to the Radio team.
Assess the radio team’s needs and which functions are being jeopardized.
Develop a short term and long range strategy for radio systems
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Recommendation

Hire skilled part time staff during periods of high demand.

Issue

ComIT (Telecom Radio) has only 1 City vehicle available for the Radio team to get
to the 8 radio towers spread across the City (307 square miles).
It is recommended that an additional vehicle be provided to them.

Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
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ComIT is not staffed to provide a quality level of support for emerging
technologies, e.g., users shift to mobile, the capturing and use of big data, etc.
Increase the number of staff. ComIT will not be able to escape emerging
technologies.
ComIT (Telecom Voice) consists of 5 FTEs and supports the vital telephony
(communications) requirements of ~6,000 users in many departments, including
schools, Public Works, Public Utilities, Public Safety entities, etc. New
technologies and features are being focused on instead of strengthening the core
functions.
It is recommended that quality assurance measures and change control procedures
be incorporated into the processes and procedures of this team to ensure reliable
voice communications.
Identify and correct existing system bugs and prioritize which potential bugs would
hamper recovery processes in the event of a disaster.
Evaluate how inadequate staffing is causing or adding to vulnerabilities. Hire
staffing as needed.
ComIT (Telecom Network) is concerned about the lack of network redundancy.
When the network was established, setup was based on available funding.
Connections need to be separated. All Municipal Center buildings should be
connected to both B2 and B30.
Connect all buildings at the Municipal Center to both the Operations data center
and the ECCS 911 data center.
ComIT (Telecom Network) needs a secondary core switch. Currently, there is only
one. Without a core switch, the City has no network. Without a network, the City
is down.
Procure and install a backup core switch with failover capabilities. This should be a
top priority.
Establish Cisco SLA for core switch.
ComIT (Telecom Network) indicates that more Internet capacity is needed.
It is recommended that Internet capacity be increased. This supports critical
enterprise applications like Anasazi, InSite and many others that City users must
have during disasters.
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Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

The City’s wireless broadband has a singular dependency on Verizon’s Wireless
4G voice and data communications.
Determine if portable equipment that utilize mobile hot spots are available for
voice / data communications if Verizon towers or 800Mhz radio towers were to go
down. This is the same type of equipment used by TV crews.
Establish and SLA with Verizon.
ComIT (Telecom Network) is concerned about the availability of hardware and
the time it would take to get (replicate) what is being used. The order time from
Cisco could take 2 – 3 weeks. Some spare parts are stored on site as used
equipment is replaced or upgraded, but this is a big risk to the City.
It is recommended that ComIT make special arrangements with Cisco for fast
replacement of failed equipment.
Keep a catalogued inventory of spare parts; monitor inventory for missing parts
and replenish.
Consider purchasing spare parts of hard to acquire or frequently used equipment
and store off-site.

Issue
Recommendation

There are concerns about the reliability of the radio towers during a storm.
Analyze tower resiliency and develop a schedule to check towers (securing
mechanisms, protective shelters, etc.).

Issue

The Radio Team has indicated that productivity suffers as a result of cumbersome
and inefficient change procedures, purchasing, etc.
The Radio Team should work with the business office to identify processes that
interfere with productivity. Implement a process improvement initiative for those
processes.

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

There is no identified successor for the team lead. If that team lead were
unavailable, the City of Virginia Beach would come to a halt and recovery of this
City’s technologies would be extremely difficult.
Formerly name, cross train, and conduct an exercise to ensure that this most
critical skillset is available.

Information Security & Privacy Office
Issue
Recommendation

Ernie Forni within ComIT (Information Security & Privacy Office (InfoSec))
indicates that all knowledge to conduct a cyber-attack investigation is known
only to himself and his staff and is not documented.
The Information Security & Privacy Office (InfoSec) needs to document the
procedures to conduct a cyber-attack investigation.
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Recommendation

Identify specific vulnerabilities in information security and devise work around
procedures for each.

Issue

The Team relies heavily on institutional knowledge and there is no successor for
Ernie Forni which would leave the City highly vulnerable if he were unavailable.
Hire or determine a successor internally or externally and cross train to ensure if
Ernie were not available the City’s data will be continue to be protected.

Recommendation

Server Infrastructure Team
Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
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ComIT (Systems Support) is currently making critical power and backup power
upgrades to the primary data center in Bldg. 2. However, some vulnerability still
needs to be addressed.
Complete the data center improvements begun in Phase IV, Part 1 and Part 2
(dependent on funding). Specifically ComIT will do the following:
 Acquire a backup Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
 Purchase spare parts for generators, network and computing equipment
 Move or regularly inspect water pipes above the Data Center
 Secure electrical room with card access.
ComIT (Systems Support) indicated that it is imperative that ECCS stays up. The
CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) at ECCS is not integrated with the other systems.
It is vendor supported. The same applies for telephony and the Motorola Radio
systems. When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center,
no transition occurred.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition / knowledge transfer with the
appropriate teams (Data Center, Server Infrastructure, Database, and others) to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
It is recommended that vendor agreements be reviewed and strengthened, if
necessary.
The ComIT (Media & Communications Group) plays a key role in disaster
response. It is highly reliant on the internet and wireless service. It is frequently
called upon at a moment’s notice which requires its members to login to the CVB
network. If they are not at the City or are at home, they are reliant on air cards
and Citrix. The air-cards are at times unreliable and the login process for Citrix is
involved and tedious. Citrix, as of late, has been slow and unreliable.
Since technology is an absolute must and the content reaching citizens could be a
matter of life or death during an emergency, it is recommended that more reliable
technologies be explored.
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Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

ComIT (Server Infrastructure) does not have versatile backup and restore
software capabilities. This is a prerequisite to any off site replication.
Improve backup and restore versatility by obtaining backup software that has
improved connections between the virtual machines and iSCSI storage.
ComIT (Systems Support) is highly reliant on 2 network storage vendors (HP and
NetApp).
Establish service level agreements with storage vendors
The response and recovery procedures for the ComIT (Server Infrastructure)
team are not documented and largely held with one person. If he were to be
unavailable during a disaster it would put hardship on the City as his functional
processes have not been transferred to an identified and trained successor.
Develop a ComIT Disaster Recovery Plan that includes this team and all other
teams. Includes the identification of successors.
Cross train, prepare, and conduct an exercise so that the City is assured that this
most critical skill set is available.
ComIT (Server Infrastructure) has no SLAs in place for provisioning core hardware
equipment.
Identify critical vendors for goods and services that are required for recovery.
Establish SLAs with them and determine their backup strategy as well.
Select and identify at least two alternate vendors that could provide the needed
equipment.

Database Team
Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

ComIT (Database) supports ~ 60 database servers and ~ 400 databases in the 3
primary data centers (Bldg 2, Bldg 30, Convention Center) and would be critical
for any and all recovery activities. The team must be told by management which
application databases have the highest priority (are most critical) for restoration.
ComIT management will prioritize the critical applications (RTOs less than 3 days)
and provide this list to the Database team, and other related teams.
ComIT (Database) depends on documentation (admin identifiers and passwords,
inventories, etc.) to conduct the restores.
It is recommended that ComIT establish a strategy to backup and distribute these
identifiers and passwords securely.
ComIT (Database) is a very small team, so staffing is a concern. There is only one
Oracle DBA on the team who could conceivably retire soon. Two critical
databases (InSite and GIS) both reside on Oracle.
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Recommendation

It is recommended that cross-training occur for Oracle support or that a new
Oracle DBA be hired. If not, try to identify a temporary resource to provide these
capabilities and skills.

Client Services Team
Issue

Recommendation

While any one person on the ComIT (Client Services) team is capable of
performing all the necessary steps in the restoration process, primary and
secondary successors have not been identified in the event the team lead is
unavailable.
Cross train staff and name successors.

COTS Team
Issue

Recommendation

ComIT (COTS) and (Database) teams are concerned about the storage and
protection of Administrative User Identifiers and Passwords, which are the "keys
to the kingdom". How do you share this sensitive information with the right
people that need to do the restores while protecting them from those who
would cause harm? These highly sensitive administrative user IDs and passwords
may not be available during recovery due to lack of procedures for backup and
redundancy. This would prevent restoration of City technologies.
It is recommended that ComIT establish a strategy to store and distribute Admin
user identifiers and passwords securely.

GIS
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
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The GIS team is concerned about the unavailability of the Geodatabase,
providing web mapping services, and applying map updates (Flood zone
locations; shelter locations, etc.) for the 911 center and first responders. Keeping
the Geodatabase up and available for user access via the database server is a top
priority.
Failover to a remote hosting service, e.g., regional data center.
Fire Dept. should keep map books (stored on PDF) updated and printed more
frequently for emergency situations.
Develop a disaster recovery plan and work around procedures
Losing connectivity between Bldg. 30 and Bldg. 2 would impede the updating of
base maps by the ComIT (GIS) team with service requests coming in related to
response.
Develop manual work around procedures, e.g., walk the SRs from ECCS to the CGIS.
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Issue

Recommendation

In the event of disaster, one member of the CGIS team would be at the EOC and
at least two other team members would play a support role back at the CGIS
Offices, entering updates from the 911 floor like flood analysis, closed streets,
downed trees and power lines, etc. that would facilitate first responder and
damage assessment activities via a feed to the WebEOC application. Losing
connectivity between Bldg. 30 and Bldg. 2 would impede the service requests.
As a workaround, service requests can be hand delivered from Bldg 30 to Bldg 2.
Other options can be explored when GIS develops their COOP plan.

Customer Service
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

ComIT (Customer Service) indicates that the City has been doing business with
ESI for a long time and it is assumed that they would provide loaner equipment if
needed. However, there are no SLAs in place.
Construct ESI contract to include continuity planning and service level requests in
the event of a disaster.
Identify primary, secondary, and tertiary vendors. Establish SLAs with each of the
critical vendors.
ComIT (Customer Service) indicates that they would be unable to handle the
surge in calls during a major disaster.
Determine requisite skill requirements at the time of a disaster. Identify staffing
vendors that can put bodies on the ground temporarily. Establish SLAs with those
vendors.
ComIT (Customer Service) has not documented or exercised disaster response
procedures.
Develop a Disaster Recovery Plan that includes a succession plan.

Oracle Program Group
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

ComIT (Oracle Program Group (OPG)) supports the Insite application, which is
used by the City for payroll, accounting and other related functions including
financial tracking, reporting on expenditures for individual bureaus,
Grants/CIPs/special projects, procurement cards, data entry and reconciliation.
Insite is hosted off site by a vendor in Austin, Texas. One VPN communications
channel represents a single point of failure.
A second VPN concentrator and connection should be established in an alternate
location in the event building 2 is unavailable.
A second print server for the City should be established outside the City municipal
center in the event building 2 is unavailable.
A second print server for the Schools should be established outside the City
municipal center in the event building 2 is unavailable.
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Business Systems Team
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

ComIT (Business Systems) has observed that collaboration across City
departments needs to be improved. Currently, each department has its own
SharePoint site that is not accessible by other departments.
Establish a site owner for each department and publish city-wide so that all
departments know who to contact to obtain permission to access sites from other
departments.
There are no failover strategies in place.
Update the Cost Benefit Analysis for Hosting Options document, select and
implement strategy.

Web Engineering
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

ComIT (Web Engineering) has only 3 persons at the time of a disaster which is a
major concern.
Consider hiring part time staff during a disaster.
Consider using other City employees with the requisite skill sets to assist during a
disaster.

Multimedia
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Lack of connectivity would prevent the ComIT MultiMedia team from
documenting storm damage for FEMA reports. FEMA reports are necessary in
getting emergency funds from the State and Federal.
Determine which articles of documentation are required for the FEMA reports.
Devise work around procedures for those critical articles.
If ComIT (MultiMedia) lost connectivity they would be unable to get emergency
media content, i.e., shelters, blocked roads, flooding, etc. out to the City.
Identify all communication vehicles for the City and select alternate avenues and
work around procedures.
Make this a part of the DR plan and include in/update the EOC plan.

Public Safety Program Group
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

228

Some of the ComIT (Public Safety Program Group (PSPG)) staff have over 40 years
with the City and could retire any time, losing institutional knowledge.
Hire staff prior to retirement in order to transfer as much knowledge as possible.
It is recommended that this team cross-train to mitigate this risk.
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Staffing, Support, and Resiliency
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

There is a widespread perception that ComIT does not provide good customer
service.
It is recommended that all City departments have a ComIT technical support
resource assigned to them, similar to DHS, to support their technology needs and
provide advocacy for their organizations.
Establish a ComIT liaison that communicates regularly with City departments and
provides a periodic report to ComIT management on issues and current state of
affairs. This liaison would ensure expectations are properly set and that Customers
experience a collaborative and positive experience with ComIT. This person would
be an advocate for the Customers but would be employed through ComIT.
Increase the number of staff or reset expectations by clearly defining a reduced
scope of support to City Departments.
ComIT is not staffed to provide a quality level of support for emerging
technologies, e.g., users shift to mobile, the capturing and use of big data, etc.
Increase the number of staff. ComIT will not be able to escape emerging
technologies.
ComIT (Systems Support) indicated that it is imperative that ECCS stays up. The
CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) at ECCS is not integrated with the other systems.
It is vendor supported. The same applies for telephony and the Motorola Radio
systems. When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center,
no transition occurred.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition / knowledge transfer with the
appropriate teams (Data Center, Server Infrastructure, Database, and others) to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
It is recommended that vendor agreements be reviewed and strengthened, if
necessary.
ComIT has no failover strategy for critical functions and applications to a remote
site.
For critical applications (0 downtime and <3 days) that were identified in the BIA,
select and implement the appropriate failover strategy, i.e., internal backup, cloud,
reciprocal recovery, co-location, etc. Take into consideration sensitivity of the
data.
ComIT does not have a Disaster Recovery steering committee. The Applications
Support Business Systems Team has championed the effort for the past several
years, but this needs departmental buy-in and leadership going forward.
Establish a Disaster Recovery steering committee. The steering committee will be
responsible for but not limited to:
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Issue
Recommendation

Develop and document a senior management crisis management plan
which lays out specific duties and responsibilities before, during, and after
a disaster
Develop short and long term resiliency strategies for City technologies
Determine policies and procedures for systemic integration of disaster
recovery, i.e., CIP development, project management, change
management, etc.
Ensure ComIT’s DR & COOP plans adhere to the City’s Resiliency Office for
City policies, regulations, directives, etc. (A City Resiliency office has not
been established to date.)

ComIT does not have a Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) to address all nontechnical responses and recovery requirements.
Develop a COOP that addresses but is not limited to:
 Critical functions and dependencies
 Alternate locations
 Key personnel
 Communication vehicles
 Physical resources (phones, desks, etc.)
 Detailed and staged recovery procedures
 Legal and regulatory requirements
 Scenario planning
 Validation (exercise/test plans)
 Maintenance
**COOP planning information was gathered during the BIA and is identified in the
individual summaries. These summaries should be used when developing or
updating COOP plans.**

Issue
Recommendation

230

ComIT does not have a Disaster Recovery Plan for the City’s technology
infrastructure.
Develop a The Disaster Recovery Plan that addresses the resiliency of the City’s
technologies. A DR Plan includes but is not limited to:
 DR policies & procedures
 DR short term and long term strategies
 Team response & recovery procedures
 Backup and failover solutions
 Vendors and service level agreements
 Application criticality and prioritization list
 Vital records
 Alpha 1 personnel and succession
 Targeted testing and exercising
 Integrated testing and exercising
 Maintenance plan
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Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Certain ComIT teams (Network, Server Infrastructure, Database, Client Services)
would be central in the early recovery stages of a major disaster yet there are no
documented recovery steps.
Document detailed recovery steps and develop a Disaster Recovery Plan.
ComIT (Business Center) often changes the procedures and forms that other
functional teams use to procured goods and services.
The ComIT Business Center should streamline the procurement processes and
procedures so that the various technology teams can be more productive with less
“red tape”.

The Radio Team has indicated that productivity suffers as a result of cumbersome
and inefficient change procedures, purchasing, etc.
The Radio Team should work with the business office to identify processes that
interfere with productivity. Implement a process improvement initiative for those
processes.
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Convention Center
Issue

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

The Convention Center (VBCC) is not designated as a shelter due to the proximity
to the water and the vast array of south facing windows. However, it is
designated as the primary receiving and staging area for emergency supplies. It
is also designated by the State as an inoculation area. VBCC serves as a power
and network hub for public safety entities (Fire Station, Police 2nd Precinct, EMS)
in that vicinity of the City. Much of the power supply currently goes to the public
safety entities, e.g., Fire Station. The Convention Center would like to have
access to more power (for limited emergency lighting, annunciator, pumps,
sprinkler systems, etc.) as a staging area for emergency supplies if the Fire
Department does not need the excess power.
It is recommended that an investigation be done by an electrical engineer of the
potential to utilize Switchgear Technology to divert some of the power dedicated
to the Fire System while not in use. This would allow power to be used for other
facility functions, improving our ability to support recovery services. All diverted
back power would be immediately re-directed back to the Fire System upon its
activation.
The Convention Center is being used as a communications network hub for the
public safety entities that are closest to it, including the Police (2nd Precinct), Fire
Station, and EMS. These public safety functions are critical at the time of a
disaster and this is a single point of failure.
Provide redundant power, air conditioning, generator and computing equipment
resources to keep this data center available at all times.
There are no recovery plans in place.
Develop a Continuity of Operations Plans (COOP) for all three divisions. A COOP
addresses all non-technical response and recovery requirements. A COOP includes
but is not limited to:
Critical functions and dependencies
Alternate locations
Key personnel
Communication vehicles
Physical resources (phones, desks, etc.)
Detailed and staged recovery procedures
Legal and regulatory requirements
Scenario planning
Validation (exercise/test plans)
Maintaining the plan
As part of the COOP plans but requiring more immediate attention is the reliance
on Verizon and Cox. The following three considerations should be addressed:
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Option A – Verizon is out, how fast can we switch to Cox?
Option B – Cox is out, how fast can we switch to Verizon?
Option C– Grant access to Public Safety Officials using Smart City’s Network. Smart
City is a contractual vendor with the VBCC.
An emergency services agreement with Smart City for internet access would need
to be created.
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Cultural Affairs
Issue
Recommendation

234

Cultural Affairs operates out of the Sandler Center, which contains some very
expensive statues and art work that may be vulnerable in a disaster.
Cultural Affairs at the Sandler Center should review the SLA with Global Spectrum
for disaster response and recovery language and make improvements if necessary.
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ECCS

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

All key functions at the ECCS 911 Center in Bldg 30 will cease to function without
power.
Test the UPS and 2 generators at Bldg 30 on a regularly scheduled basis.
Keep generator fuel tanks full at all times.
Ensure backup fuel supply availability and access.

Issue
Recommendation

The ECCS Data Center cannot be expanded without making power improvements.
Upgrade the step down transformer.

Issue

The Municipal Center buildings rely on a single network core switch located in the
primary Data Center in the Operations Building (#2). The ECCS Data Center does
not provide a backup network core switch.
Install a backup network core switch at ECCS and connect all buildings via fiber
optic cabling at the Municipal Center to both core switches in both buildings. This
eliminates a single point of failure for a critical function and provides failover.

Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Recommendation

Issue

There is only one Internet connection for the City, which is located in the primary
Data Center in the Operations Building (#2). The ECCS Data Center does not
provide a backup Internet access if the primary connection fails.
Install a backup Internet connection at ECCS and connect all buildings via fiber
optic cabling at the Municipal Center to both Internet connections in both
buildings. Must install Internet hardware to connect the ECCS Data Center to the
Cox Internet Service Provider and pay annual subscription costs. This eliminates a
single point of failure for a critical function and provides failover.
A primary requirement for ECCS is to have Verizon telephone service which is a
single point of failure that severely hampers public safety operations when
telephone service becomes unavailable, as was the case in June 2012 when
aggressive straight line winds known as “Derecho 2012” knocked out towers,
power, generators and service for more than 3 million people in northern Virginia,
DC and Maryland. Verizon service in Virginia Beach was also lost on Mothers’ Day
in 2006 when a trunk line was accidentally cut.
Explore workarounds for Verizon service going down at ECCS, e.g., Determine if
any mobile hot spots are available for voice / data communications backup if
Verizon towers or 800Mhz radio towers go down. This is the same type of
equipment used by TV crews.
Establish a service level agreement (SLA) with Verizon to put the City functions
ahead of other customers in a disaster.
The primary concern for ECCS is to keep telephone service up and running. If
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Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

236

ECCS's private branch exchange becomes unavailable, ECCS can fail over to the
City's line but ComIT would have to make the switch and not ECCS.
Test the failover to the City’s private branch exchange on a regularly scheduled
basis.
Document process and procedures that ComIT must perform to make the switch.
There is no backup option if CAD becomes unavailable at ECCS. CAD is not
integrated with the other systems. It is vendor supported by Cassidian, who
provides monitoring and catches problems in the system and then contacts CPORT
when an error is detected. CAD’s primary functions are to automate call-taking and
dispatching-related tasks, but the CAD system is an aggregation point for a number
of interfaces to various additional systems. These interfaces vary in complexity and
importance. The most important interfaces (in no specific order) are E9-1-1
(facilitates the transfer of ANI/ALI data to the CAD for case entry purposes), APCO
MEDS (Emergency Medical Dispatch), Paging and Alerting (Notifications,
particularly for Fire/EMS alerting) and NCIC/VCIN/Local Warrants access, which is a
critical component to officer safety.
Develop backup plans or workarounds for the following CAD functions: E9-1-1
(facilitates the transfer of ANI/ALI data to the CAD for case entry; APCO MEDS
(Emergency Medical Dispatch); Paging and Alerting (Notifications, particularly for
Fire/EMS alerting); and NCIC/VCIN/Local Warrants access.
Establish or strengthen service level agreement (SLA) with Cassidian to include
equipment maintenance and service, backup processes, redundancy, monitoring
and notification.
Radio service (800 Mhz) is used heavily by first responders and by the jail. In
addition to the radio network itself, ECCS utilizes a hardware component in the 911
center (a radio console “black box” on the dispatch workstations) and two
software components, the Motorola Elite Dispatch interface and Radio Control
Manager. The Motorola MCC7500 is the tool that allows ECCS to select specific
radio talk groups, send alert tones, manage volume, radio patches, simulcasts, etc.
The Radio Control Manager is another program associated with that system that
assists ECCS with emergency button activations from the radios (used in situations
where first responders are in danger) as well as other tasks like “inhibiting” a lost
radio (preventing it from accessing the network).
Test the backup “radio phone” device in the 911 center on a regularly scheduled
basis should the MCC7500 software interface become unavailable.
Test the functionality and procedures for the Radio Control Manager on a regularly
scheduled basis to ensure the safety of first responders.
Validate the radio tower’s resiliency to wind and other hazards on a regularly
scheduled basis. Replace structural components that secure the tower regularly.
Establish and/or strengthen service level agreement (SLA) with Motorola - Gately
Communications to include equipment maintenance and service, backup
processes, redundancy, monitoring and notification.
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Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

ECCS is located in Bldg 30 and acts as the City’s communications hub for public
safety before, during and after any disaster. If the 911 Center were to become
unavailable for any reason, an alternate location would have to be established as
the communications hub for public safety.
Prepare Bldg. 18 to be the backup EOC command center if Bldg. 30 were to
become unavailable.
Test a migration to Bldg 18 on a regularly scheduled basis.
Update and test COOP plan on a regularly scheduled basis.
When ComIT assumed support responsibility for the ECCS Data Center, no
transition occurred. ComIT supports the Public Safety radio communications and IT
application systems. Vendors provide support for their applications.
ComIT needs to conduct an ECCS support transition and knowledge transfer to
improve ComIT support capabilities for ECCS and establish clear boundaries for
ComIT versus vendor support.
A monitoring process should be incorporated into the transition plan.
An information security and cyber-terrorism strategy should be incorporated into
the transition plan.
The wiring at the ECCS data center is hanging above the equipment and is not
labeled or organized in cable trays, which potentially would slow down any
emergency maintenance or cause disruption during normal maintenance.
Organize and label the wiring and cables in the ECCS data center.
ECCS is concerned about the procedures for feeding and housing staff in the event
of a disaster.
Access and strengthen the procedures to feed, house and take care of staff
working at eh 911 Center during a disaster.
The ECCS data center relies heavily on Motorola for service. ComIT does not have
SMEs for Motorola equipment.
Hire Motorola SME and cross train.
ComIT did not develop and conduct an official transfer of equipment and
applications when ComIT took over support of the ECCS. As a result ComIT
personnel aren’t certain which servers are theirs and where they are located.
Inventory and map of all equipment in the ECCS data center and the primary data
center.
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Issue
Recommendation

238

ECCS is concerned about the procedures for feeding and housing staff in the event
of a disaster.
Access and strengthen the procedures to feed, house and take care of staff
working at eh 911 Center during a disaster.
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Economic Development
Issue
Recommendation

None.
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EMS
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

240

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) greatest concern for citizens during a disaster
is potable drinking water and sufficient waste removal. Chief Edwards noted that
the Moore’s Bridges Water Treatment Plant, constructed in 1873, is a single point
of failure for the water supply for the Virginia Beach residents and visitors with an
antiquated infrastructure.
The recommendation is to access the facility, which is owned and operated by the
City of Norfolk, to better understand the vulnerabilities for the City of Virginia
Beach.
Revisit any agreements between Norfolk and Virginia Beach to ensure they are
current and meet present and future needs, including how emergencies will be
handled.
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) stated that Records Management Services
(RMS) stores contact info (name, address, etc.) for EMS volunteers on a MS Access
database. Reported as “weakest link”.
Identify why RMS is the weakest link. Ensure that this database is backed up by
ComIT and also sotred in the Volgistics database located in Michigan (via Volunteer
Resources).

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) depends on CAD, an 800 Mhz radio system,
and mobile data terminals (MDT) in order to function. These applications are
supported by GIS, the Radio Team in ComIT, and Customer Service within ComIT. If
one radio station is disrupted, the whole system is impacted.
Ensure that all radio towers are maintained and secured so that no disruption
occurs.
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Finance
Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Finance (Debt & Financial Services) has a debt services payment schedule prepared
well in advance of becoming due. The Treasurer’s Office has the schedule and
ultimately makes payment. Finance is very dependent on Leigh Kovacs in the
Treasurer’s Office to make debt service payments on time.
Ensure there is a backup role to perform this function for Leigh is she is not
available.
During a disaster, Finance (Accounts Payable) would be identifying the priorities of
people who need to be paid and when. Contractors and others doing cleanup and
relief work after a disaster would not work without getting paid.
Write manual checks for a short duration.
Ask Departments to pay using PCards (City procurement cards); BOA would have to
raise limits.
The City Treasurer could make suppliers a Paymode customer and debit accounts
via ACH.
The City Treasurer could wire payments.
Workers need to get paid to work, especially during a disaster. Finance (Payroll)
has a workaround for paying employees if the InSite application is unavailable,
which is processing the last payroll run (detailed in the Emergency Operations
plan). Payroll & Leave Specialists (PALS) are time keepers that roll up and process
time and leave entries for their respective departments.
Formal policies and procedures need to be established for paying employees
during a disaster event.
In the case of emergency, payroll needs means and capability to grant (PALS)
additional responsibility and authority to work with departments other than their
own. This would improve the efficiency and capability of payroll processing during
emergencies.
Human Resources would need to let Finance know which employees had joined,
left, been on vacation or had exceptions since the last payroll run.
During a disaster, Finance (Risk Management) may not know what needs to get
done and who is available to do it. This creates a chaotic environment.
1. Update the lines of succession in the Finance COOP plan so that
management knows who can perform specific roles and duties.
2. Keep a rolling master calendar of activities that indicates work that must
be done over the next 10 – 15 days.
3. If you know what tasks must be done and who is available to do those
tasks, you have a good start on which tasks can be accomplished and what
gaps must be filled.
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Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

242

Finance (Risk Management) indicates that there may not be enough first
responders available to perform all of the work that needs to get done when
recovering from a disaster.
The Virginia Beach Community Emergency Response Team (VBCERT) program,
sponsored by the Fire Department, educates citizens about disaster preparedness
for hazards that may impact their area and trains them in basic disaster response
skills, such as fire safety, light search and rescue, team organization and disaster
medical operations. Using the training learned in the classroom and during
exercises, VBCERT members can assist others in their neighborhood or workplace
following an event when professional responders are not immediately available to
help. VBCERT members also are encouraged to support our emergency response
agencies by taking a more active role in emergency preparedness projects in their
community. This could possibly conflict with the Finance Department’s COOP plan.
Within 2 days after an incident, the Fire Department provides a preliminary
assessment to VDEM. Soon after, FEMA sends teams in. That’s when Finance (Risk
Management) gets involved to manage the public assistance function where the
City is reimbursed for damages caused by the event. Risk Management must also
replenish the escrow account with Corvel. Accounts payable makes wire transfers
to Corvel. Indemnity gets paid through Payroll, they don’t cut separate checks.
Must pay twice per month. If injured since last payroll run, may not be in the
payroll workaround.
Develop a procedure for people injured since the last payroll run to get paid via
Workers Compensation.
Finance (Debt & Financial Services) would continue to make debt payments in a
disaster and is highly dependent on Leigh Kovacs in the Treasurer’s Office to make
this happen.
Ensure there is a backup role to perform this function for Leigh is she is not
available.
Finance (Payroll) indicates that InSite access is a single point of failure that has not
been addressed. Communications have been unreliable at times. There is only one
way to access Insite via Citrix or VPN. If this goes down, the whole system goes
down.
It is recommended that an alternative/added access point to Insite be established.
Finance (Payroll) needs to establish better communications with ComIT. If Citrix or
VPN goes down, this should be communicated to Central Payroll by ComIT.
If Citrix or VPN goes down, this should be communicated to Central Payroll by
ComIT. Establish new procedure to accomplish this communication channel.
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Issue
Recommendation

Each City Department has their own Payroll & Leave Specialists (PALS) responsible
for keeping and reporting time for their Department. Time, leave, etc. across
Departments gets reported to Finance (Payroll) and rolled up for processing.
Finance recommends putting in a city-wide time and labor management system.
There is an existing ESS Oracle module that may be explored. However, there are
much more efficient and robust labor management systems on the market.
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Fire
Issue
Recommendation

244

The Fire Department needs unified direction from City Management during a
disaster.
Develop a clear management succession plan for the 3 Deputy City Managers.
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Housing & Neighborhood Preservation
Issue
Recommendation

None.
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Human Resources
Issue

Recommendation

246

InSite was deployed in 2008. Human Resources (Staffing & Compensation) reports
that all employee records before 2008 are stored on paper in Bldg 18. These
records contain demographics and personally identifiable information (PII) which
makes them sensitive.
Digitize and secure sensitive paper employee files that contain PII.
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Human Services
Issue
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation

All DHS (Personnel/Payroll/Training) HR/Payroll users must exit InSite when the
Finance Payroll Office runs payroll processes.
It is recommended that this situation be corrected, if possible.
DHS (Transportation Services) makes ~385 trips per day (500 – 600 clients per
month) primarily to support Medicaid funded programs that require consumers to
show up on time. If consumers arrive 15 minutes late, the program could be
penalized for 2 – 4 hours of funding. If Transportation Services does not operate,
the programs are empty. Transportation Services is not automated. It is reaching a
point where they need better communications with drivers. They need to start
tracking services, i.e., enter service date and bill in the field. Loss of telephones
would be a disaster because drivers must call in.
It is recommended that Transportation Services be automated by using an
application that can be used by drivers to track services and communicate with the
central office.

Recommendation

The DHS (Information Technology) team would like to centralize InTrust digital
certificates for secure email.
Centralizing InTrust digital certificates for secure email is recommended for the
DHS Information Technology team since DHS has many sensitive communications
that must occur.

Issue
Recommendation

There is a ceiling leak over the paper file room at DHS (Recovery Center).
Fix the ceiling leak over the paper file room at the DHS Recovery Center.

Issue

DHS (Child & Youth Services) needs a hardened room for filing HIPAA protected
documents, e.g., signature pages.
Secure a safe location for DHS to store HIPAA materials.

Issue

Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

DHS (Emergency Services) has concerns of pre-screener mobility. City vehicles are
not provided. The amount of staffing during an event may not be adequate. There
is a pool of part time pre-screeners in surrounding cities. DHS Emergency Services
may have to rely on Police if transportation is unavailable.
It is recommended that they collaborate with Williamsburg for pre-screeners who
are versed in Anasazi in the event of a disaster.
Another alternative is to tap into the Community Services Board (HPR5) for
certified pre-screeners in the event of a disaster.
Non-emergency pre-screeners should be identified and secured with Alpha 1
status.
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Issue

DHS (Emergency Services) recommends that the broken generator at the
Residential Stabilization Center be replaced. If the power were to go off, they
would have to turn everyone out on the streets.

Recommendation

Fix the broken generator at the Residential Stabilization Center.

Issue

The DHS (Harbour House) gives the City’s most vulnerable consumers a place to go
during the day (transportation is provided) where they can receive treatment (the
team administers medications all day long). The staff manages medical and
psychiatric crises on a daily basis Even though The Harbour House is closed on
weekends, the criticality is zero down time because consumers barely make it
through the weekends. Mondays, Fridays and holidays are especially difficult for
them. This Adult Psychosocial Day Support team function is critical because it
provides necessary support for vulnerable mentally ill people who, without this
support, may be dangerous to themselves or others. Serious drug users need stepdown drug treatment and a place to go during the day for rehabilitation. It
improves the health of consumers, while decreasing costs associated with episodic
health events, hospital admissions and re-admissions, and the unnecessary use of
emergency departments, medical services, and equipment.
The physical building is important for this function because consumers go there for
medications and psycho-educational and skill development activities. If the facility
were to be closed due to an incident, another facility would need to be identified.
In the past, DHS Social Services on VB Blvd has served as a backup facility
Identify a backup facility for consumers if the Harbour House were forced to close.

Recommendation
Issue

DHS (Prevention Services) would like to be able to page staff and forward City calls
to cell phones.

Recommendation

Enter text here

Issue

DHS (Financial Assistance) needs to identify the space/location for citizens that
need disaster food stamps to come to get them. This has been an issue in past
hurricanes. Libraries or Parks & Recreation may provide this space, but it needs to
be identified before the incident.
Identify locations(s) to dispense emergency food stamps and determine how to
publicize to recipients before the incident.

Recommendation

Issue

248

DHS (Crisis Services) needs more in-house technical support. Anasazi is not easy to
use and takes too much time to enter data and is up and down a lot. Chesapeake
uses Credible and it takes half the time to enter data. Anasazi was not configured
around DHS business processes but should have been.
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Recommendation

ComIT should work with Crisis Services to streamline Anasazi configuration and/or
business work flow.

Issue

The two staff members at DHS (PATH Homeless Services) have only one vehicle but
need two so that they can go to the homeless camps to check on people during a
disaster.
Consider providing PATH staff members with an additional vehicle.

Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

DHS (Financial Assistance) needs an appointment scheduling tool that is hosted
and supported by ComIT.
Explore using 3W staff scheduling software that Libraries is using or WhenToWork
that Museums is using.
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Libraries
Issue

Recommendation

250

Libraries performs records management for all other City Departments, Schools,
and Courts as specified in the Virginia Public Records Act [Code of Virginia (§ 42.188)]. Although each City Department also stores its own records, Susan Marziani
(Libraries Public Records Manager) is exploring an enterprise-wide (City) electronic
records management plan. Many records are still on paper in Bldg 19, Leroy Drive
(2 locations) and the Judicial Center. The Central Library has an archives collection
with local history.
Although some records are stored by Iron Mountain, there needs to be contracts in
place to ensure the protection of all documents stored on the Libraries behalf.
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Media & Communications Group (MCG)
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation

Issue

The login process for Citrix is involved and tedious. Citrix, as of late, has been slow
and unreliable. In normal day-to-day operations the reliability of technology is
critical to effectively and expeditiously respond to requests. Often MCG staff is
called during off hours (nights and weekends) to respond to time sensitive issues.
Simplify Citrix login procedures and correct reliability issues.
Migrate to a more reliable remote communications tool.
The technology used, Citrix and the air cards, have proved to be unreliable. Since
technology is an absolute must and the content reaching citizens could be a matter
of life or death during an emergency, it is recommended that more reliable
technologies be explored.
Find a more reliable form of communication. Citrix and air cards are not
dependable and since the content reaching citizens could be a matter of life or
death, more reliable technologies should be acquired.

Recommendation

While MCG can log in to email at the EOC, they are not able to log into the MCG
site. This forces them to use Citrix even in the EOC which has already been
deemed unreliable.
Provide direct access to the MCG site without having to go through Citrix.

Issue
Recommendation

Patrice to complete why MCG should participate in Finance COOP.
Participate in the development of the COOP for the Department of Finance.
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Museums & Historic Resources
Issue
Recommendation

252

None.
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Office of the Commonwealth’s Attorney (OCA)
Issue
Recommendation

The OCA is so tightly coupled with the state court system that any COOP planning
needs to be coordinated with their activities.
Coordinate OCA COOP with state activities.
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Parks & Recreation
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

254

Citizens may not have sufficient time, or be able, to evacuate the City under a
pending hurricane. Existing shelters may not have the capacity to hold a large
number of citizens trapped during or after a storm.
Parks & Recreation facilities could be used as shelters for those Citizens who are
not prepared, e.g., elderly and affirmed, cooling stations, makeshift hospitals.
Parks & Recreation could staff shelters for children during emergencies so that
parents across the City could be available to help with recovery efforts.
There are 6 recreation centers that could be included as shelter alternatives in the
EOC Plan, along with the Central Library, if schools and other shelters are not
available. Permanent or portable generators would be required for identified
shelter locations.
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Planning and Community Development
Issue

Recommendation

Keeping the Plan Track database up and running to support the DSC functions is
the primary concern for Planning. Plan Track is an MS Access database that was
developed in 2004 and runs on SQL Server. There has been no ComIT support,
which is especially needed now until Accela is fully functional in ~ 1 year.
ComIT should provide support for the Plan Track database during the migration to Accela.
Confirm that Darla Costa (ComIT) has this activity in her job description.

Recommendation

Planning needs Computer-aided design (CAD) software to integrate DPW
standards and design into site plans. Examples include: adding manhole to a site,
draining a back yard, need to cut curb. This will be needed even more in a disaster.
Check into the possibility of getting additional licenses for the existing DPW CAD
software (Autodesk Design Review, Bentley View 8.1, Eagle Point, InterPlot,
MicroStation CAD).
If no existing software will work, Planning should initiate procurement activities.

Issue
Recommendation

Planning indicates that the HEAT ticket system is inefficient.
<need more details from Planning>

Issue

Planning is under many time constraints due to City and State regulations. After a
major disaster, it is not known whether these time-related work flows could be
relaxed.
Determine in advance which time-related workflow requirements would be
relaxed.

Issue
Recommendation

Recommendation
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Police
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

256

It is common for fuel to be an issue during disasters. Police vehicles need fuel to
respond to emergencies.
Move Veeder-Root to the City network.
Ensure fuel tanks are full before known disasters to prevent degradation.
There is zero down time for Police logistical support and equipment supporting
property and evidence. If there are any errors, lawyers will win case.
Ensure that the storage room for property and evidence is hardened to disasters.
The telephones used for crime reporting to the Police Telephone Reporting Unit
cannot be down for more than 2 days or they will fall so far behind in paperwork
that they will never catch up. All Police reports are still done on paper and
subsequently entered (keyed) into the system. This causes work to get backed up
waiting for data entry.
Reengineer the business processes and IT systems to bring them current.
Note: There is a project currently underway to accomplish this.
Move communications (voice, email, IM) to an offsite cloud provider to improve
resiliency.
Police require that the jail be kept operational. The VBSO plans to shelter-in during
disasters.
Identify an alternate location where inmates could be transferred to in an extreme
emergency.
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Public Utilities
Issue

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Public Utilities (Business Services) will need a place to work if Building 2 becomes
unavailable. Customers (135,000 accounts) need to be able to communicate via
Telephone or Internet in order to turn water off during flooding events and turn
water on for new customers. If the IVR system goes down, calls will be re-routed to
in-person (4631) through IVR to ACD. DPU Business Services would need available
staff and a bank of computers with web access to respond to customer calls.
DPU Business Services should have a backup plan in case Building 2 becomes
unavailable. The plan should be part of the COOP Plan and identify the staff,
equipment and alternate work site location.
The ability for Public Utilities (Operations) to get to the pump stations to refuel
existing generators, set up portable generators for those pump stations without
one, or repair damages is a primary concern. When Hurricane Isabelle struck
Virginia Beach in 2003, over 200 pump stations (out of 384) were without power.
Crews could not get to them due to fallen trees and flooded roads. DPU would
depend on Public Works to clear the roads during and after a significant storm.
Establish and/or validate agreements with Public Works to put Public Utilities
requests ahead of less important requests to clear roadways for crews.
Public Utilities heavily uses the in-house software developed by Ian Wright
(PURRS) http://puweb/purrs/. The software is written around the old version of
GIS, while GIS is currently being upgraded.
Ensure that PURRS gets updated and tested with upcoming GIS versions.
Public Utilities is dependent on two Hampton Roads Sanitary District (HRSD)
treatment plants to treat wastewater.
Evaluate the vulnerability of HRSD’s two treatment plants and establish a DPU
response in the event HRSD were to become unavailable.
Public Utilities is responsible for the provision of potable drinking water for the
Virginia Beach residents and visitors. Moore’s Bridges Water Treatment Plant,
constructed in 1873, is a single point of failure for the water supply.
The recommendation is to access the facility, which is owned and operated by the
City of Norfolk, to better understand the vulnerabilities for the City of Virginia
Beach.
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Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation

The Public Utilities Dam Neck Operations Center is has been hardened to a class 2
hurricane but the radio tower receiving SCADA transmissions is susceptible to
wind.
Evaluate additional reinforcements to the tower.
Monitor reinforcements to the tower on a regular basis.

Issue
Recommendation

The Public Utilities SCADA software architecture is vulnerable to cyber-attacks.
Upgrade SCADA software to newer version (in progress).

Issue

The radio tower at the Public Utilities Dam Neck Operations Center is next to the
highway without adequate protection against a large vehicle hitting the tower.
There is a guard rail there but it would not stop a large vehicle.
Install a stronger barricade/guard rail.

Recommendation

258
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Public Works
Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation

17 engineers in DPW (Water Resources Management team) have to share 100 GB
of network space which is not enough. They need 1 TB each. They are currently
sharing files using thumb drives.
It is recommended that additional network space be obtained for them.
DPW (Building Maintenance) indicates that the central cooling plant has no
generator.
Install a generator at the central cooling plant.
DPW (Building Maintenance) has multiple single points of failure that must be
monitored by multiple systems from multiple manufacturers and vendors.
Currently, each vendor (Siemens, Johnson, Trane, Barber- Coleman, Alerton,
Advanced Logic, and others) has unique applications with user interfaces that must
be individually monitored.
Move forward with the procurement of a BACnet product, which is a
communications protocol for building automation and control networks that will
enable different devices from different vendors to be monitored from one console
as if they were integrated.
DPW (Building Maintenance) has recently installed an auto transfer switch to the
generator at the Operations Center Data Center (Building 2). There is a task order
to add an additional generator for that building.
Add an additional generator for Building 2.
DPW (Traffic Management Operations) used to have a 5-day generator but now
the whole Dam Neck yard is sharing that single generator.
Prioritization of power usage at time of disaster needs to be discussed and
formalized.

Recommendation

DPW (Traffic Management Operations) has a network consisting of an 87 linear
mile fiber optic cable backbone, 48 miles of twisted pair copper cable, and 43
closed-circuit television cameras and is interested in sharing the fiber network
infrastructure with ComIT and other City Departments.
ComIT should utilize the excess DPW network capacity.

Issue
Recommendation

DPW (Traffic Management Operations) does not have call trees established.
Establish call trees.

Issue
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Issue

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation

260

DPW (Contracts Office) provides contract support services for a vast variety of
service and construction contracts. They are currently using in-house apps and
spreadsheets to invoice over 500 pay items under multiple CIPs and cannot close a
contract until 100% balanced. When change orders get added, rates
increase/decrease, or documents get lost it causes major problems. They are
constantly making revisions to accommodate the business process. Contracts
should be very transparent. Reimbursement is a key part of FEMA contracts.
Obtain an enterprise contract management application for the Contract Office.
First look at existing City applications, like Accela, to determine if the City already
has an application that can meet the needs of the Contract Office.
DPW (Real Estate Office) is charged with land acquisition for all City agencies. They
purchase ~500 parcels per year at approximately $20M and sell approximately
$1M per year. If they cannot buy it, the City cannot move forward with their plans,
e.g., Convention Center. They have been trying to get ComIT to help automate
their current Real Estate system for 6 years. They submitted a Project Request on
8/9/12 but have no money to pay for the work.
Find a way to help the Real Estate Office improve their system and database so
that the team can become more productive.
DPW (Fleet Management) is responsible for maintaining all motorized and rolling
stock, fuel sites, generators, and procurement activities. The team does full life
cycle fleet management, which means they purchase, maintain and dispose of all
of the 3,582 units currently in inventory. If it flies, drives or floats, this tiny division
supports all other City Departments. Access to fuel supplies is the primary concern
during a disaster. Every fuel source requires crossing bridges. During Isabelle, Fleet
Management had to buy fuel from West Virginia because the bulk site terminals
had no power. Reggie has to get a (ethanol) waiver to go outside the area to buy
fuel. Fuel is a foundation resource that depends on Veeder-Root which runs on a
standalone PC in a trailer with a leaking roof. Veeder-Root monitors fuel tank
capacity and automatically reorders fuel when low for over 300 fuel tanks.
Veeder-Root needs to be on the City network to make the City more resilient. This
should be a top priority among all of the recommendations.
DPW (Administrative Services) has many important plans stored only on disc or
flash drives.
Organize the file room and load important documents into Laserfiche.

DPW (Operations Management Admin) functions are critical because they dispatch
crews to the response locations before, during and after any significant incident.
The Dam Neck facility would be the DPW Operations Center in such events. DPW is
very dependent on using this physical location as the response hub.
Be prepared to relocate if the Dam Neck facility becomes unavailable.
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Issue
Recommendation

DPW (Facilities Management) emphasized the dependence on Verzion and 800
Mhz radios across the City. If these communications become unavailable, there is
no backup.
Determine if mobile hot spots are available for voice / data communications
backup if Verizon towers or 800Mhz radio towers go down. This is the same type of
equipment used by TV crews. Investigate this option.
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Real Estate Assessor
Issue
Recommendation
Issue

Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

262

Property record cards for all commercial and tax exempt land use are vital records
stored only on paper in Bldg. 18.
Digitize (scan) property record cards to protect from loss or corruption.
When a storm damages crops or property, FEMA requires a damage assessment,
by parcel, within 72 hours. There are 20 appraisers who must assess the damage
for the entire City. They often start work before the storm ends to perform this
activity.
Ensure that there are enough appraisers available to perform the work within 3
days, e.g., have fueled vehicles that can get to the properties. Have backup
appraisers ready.
If appraisers had to do a storm damage assessment in August, it would likely delay
the delivery of the Land Book, which is due by 9/1.
Have a contingency of backup appraisers and office staff available that can be
brought in to assist full time staff to get the job done in the reduce time frame.
The Annual Report to City Council, which is used to determine tax rates, is due by
March 1. Staff could not deliver if delayed for a full week or more.
Have a contingency of backup appraisers and office staff available that can be
brought in to assist full time staff to get the job done in the reduce time frame.
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Sheriff’s Office
Issue
Recommendation

Issue
Recommendation

Issue

Recommendation
Issue
Recommendation
Recommendation
Recommendation

VBSO uses ~550 Radios for Sheriff Officer’s to communicate with each other.
When ComIT switched the 800 Mhz radios to digital, reception at the jail went
down significantly. This is a problem that needs to be corrected.
The VBSO should open a HEAT ticket and provide as many details (which jail,
exactly when this issue started, was anything else changed during the time when
this problem started, etc.) as possible. If they cannot open a HEAT ticket, they
should get someone within ComIT do so on their behalf.
VBSO would like to make sure that they can use their telephones during an
emergency. Sometimes the lines get so busy in these events that calls cannot be
made.
VBSO should submit an online application at http://www.dhs.gov/governmentemergency-telecommunications-service-gets to obtain a Government Emergency
Telecommunications Service (GETS) card with a universal GETS access number and
a Personal Identification Number (PIN) in order to get wireline priority over cellular
communication networks during a major disaster or attack in which the
telecommunication infrastructure is damaged and the lives and property of the
public is most at risk.
In 2005, VBSO discontinued ComIT support because they were not satisfied with
the services being provided. They hired 4 IT staff to perform the functions that
ComIT formerly provided. The VBSO would be receptive to a proposal from ComIT
to restart support, i.e., how ComIT will improve customer service.
If there is adequate staff to support the VBSO, ComIT should provide a proposal.
The VBSO plans to shelter-in the 1,300 inmates at the jail during a disaster. If
water, HVAC or food supplies were disrupted for any extended period of time,
there would be major problems.
The VBSO should install a deep well for backup water supply for inmates.
Install a generator at the central cooling plant.
Find an alternate backup jail where inmates can be moved.
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Strategic Growth Area
Issue
Recommendation

264

The City of Virginia Beach has a very flat terrain with low elevation (12 feet above
sea level) making first responder vehicles susceptible to flooding.
Determine if/which parking garages were built hardened for disasters and/or how
resilient they are to storms. If they are resilient, consider staging some (Public
Works, Parks & Recreation, and/or Public Utilities) vehicles on the higher elevation
floors of the parking decks to avoid flooding.
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Volunteer Resources
Issue
Recommendation

None.
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